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Abstract
Query processing is an essential component of today’s data serving systems. Query processing
involves a variety of metrics that are in tension and create trade-offs. Because of these tradeoffs, application developers need to tune query engines to the characteristics and needs of each
application. Today’s query engines often handle requests from users around the world, accessing
data spread across geographically distributed sites. This thesis studies how to support efficient
query processing in contexts in which users and data are distributed across multiple geographic
locations.
We present an analysis of the design decision and trade-offs in geo-distributed query processing.
In particular, we study how the placement of derived state used by the query engine to accelerate
query processing (indexes, materialized views) and the communication patterns involved in query
processing and state maintenance affect three metrics: query performance, query result freshness,
and cross-site network resource consumption. We propose a query engine architecture that, as
opposed to current state-of-the-art approaches, allows application developers to make derived state
placement decisions in a case-by-case basis.
The enabling technique that this thesis presents is composition-based design: a query engine architecture can be constructed by composing building block components that encapsulate primitive
query processing tasks into a directed acyclic graph that provides higher-order query processing
capabilities. We introduce a query processing component abstraction, the Query Processing Unit
(QPU), that defines a uniform interface and interaction semantics for query processing architecture building blocks. This uniform interface and interaction semantics allows us to expose design
decisions about the query engines architecture and placement to application developers.
Finally, we present an implementation of the proposed approach, in the form of a framework for
constructing and deployment application-specific query engines, called Proteus. Proteus consists
of an extensible library of Query Processing Unit implementations, and mechanisms for facilitating
the definition and deployment of QPU-based query engines.
The experimental evaluation supports the theoretical analysis of the trade-offs involved in query
processing state placement, and suggests that Proteus can effectively occupy multiple different
points in the design space of geo-distributed query processing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Today’s global-scale services handle large volumes of data and serve large volumes of requests from users
distributed worldwide. They rely on large-scale data serving systems which distribute data across multiple
geographically distant data centers in order to reduce response time and tolerate failures. Moreover,
services increasingly spread their data between on-premise and remote cloud nodes, as well as between
multiple cloud providers, in order to increase reliability and reduce costs.
An important aspect of the data systems that developers rely on for building applications is a powerful
query language. Google, describing the evolution of Spanner from a key-value store to a relational database
[22], has reported that Google developers found it difficult to build applications on a system lacking a strong
schema system and a robust query language. Query processing is an essential component of data systems’
technology, as its role is to bridge declarative query languages, in which queries specify the patterns and
conditions that results must meet, and efficient execution.
In this thesis, we study the challenges of supporting efficient query processing in contexts in which
users and data are distributed across multiple geographic locations. In particular, we examine the design
decisions and trade-offs involved in the design of a query engine over geo-distributed data, which serves
users distributed worldwide. We consider a query engine that implement operators for performing transformations over a corpus (selections, aggregations, joins) and, in addition, employs techniques for accelerating
query processing. These techniques commonly involve the materialization of derived state. This includes
maintaining copies of the data organized in forms that facilitate different access patterns (indexes), and
pre-computing the results of expensive recurring operations (materialized views).
The design of such a query engine must meet multiple requirements. Applications expect query engines
to serve requests in a timely fashion and to provide accurate results. Moreover, query processing must
incur low overhead to other aspects of data systems’ operation and to their operational cost.
Query processing in a geo-distributed context involves several challenges. In geo-distributed deployments, latencies between data centers can be orders of magnitude higher that those within a data center.
Moreover, network resources between data centers are often limited and costly. Because of these factors,
in geo-distributed query processing the requirements of low response time, accurate query results and low
overhead to the system’s performance and operational cost are incompatible and cannot be achieved all at
once:
• User-perceived query response time is composed of two components: query network time, which
accounts for the time spent to send a query from the user to the query engine over the network
and the time spent to send search results back to the user, and query processing time. Techniques
for reducing query processing time, like the above-mentioned, have been extensively studied in the
context of database systems. However, in geo-distributed scenarios, query network time becomes a
significant factor to query response time.
• At the same time, the derived state structures that query engines use to accelerate query processing
must be kept up-to-date with changes to the corpus. This requires propagating and applying the
effects of write operations to the derived state. Because of that, maintaining indexes and materialized
views incurs overhead to the latency of write operations. An approach employed by query engines
to address this issue is to perform this maintenance task asynchronously, outside of the critical path
of write operations. This, however, entails that derived state is only eventually consistent, and can
be temporarily stale relative to the corpus. Serving queries from stale indexes or materialized views
may result in query results not being consistent with the state of the corpus.
Query network time can be reduced by replicating the query engine’s derived state on every data center,
thus ensuring that all queries can be served from the local data center without requiring communication
with other data centers. However, maintaining a full replica of every index and materialized view on
every data center incurs significant memory and storage overhead. Moreover, to remain up-to-date with
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the corpus, a derived state replica must receive the effects of write operation from every data center.
Assuming asynchronous maintenance, this means that derived state can become significantly stale, affecting
the accuracy of query results. In addition, in write-dominated workloads, this results in significant data
transfer between data centers for state maintenance.
At the other end of the design space, derived state can be partitioned into non-overlapping parts and
each part assigned to a data center This approach improves derived state freshness. However, every query
needs to be forwarded to every part of the derived state, resulting in significant overhead in query network
time. Moreover, in query-dominated workloads this increases data transfer between data centers for query
processing.
It becomes apparent that, in this setting, design decisions and about the distribution and placement
of derive state and the communication patterns between the corpus, the users and the derived state, result
in trade-offs between query response time, query result consistency, and the system’s operational cost.
Techniques such as caching of query results add additional points in this design space.
At the same time, modern applications have diverse query processing requirements. User-facing queries
have strict response time requirements, as response times directly affect revenues. On the other hand, query
engines that serve social media applications are required to ingest new content rapidly [32].
In addition to that, different design decisions about derived state distribution and placement are better
suited to different workload characteristics. A design that requires only local communication between the
corpus and derived state is better suited for write-dominated workloads in terms of data transfer costs.
Conversely, a design that requires only local communication for query processing is more cost-effective for
query-dominated workloads.
It therefore becomes evident that no single query engine design can be suitable for all needs. However,
existing query engines are designed to be general-purpose systems; They aim at handling a variety of use
cases and workloads. In the context of geo-distribution, general-purpose query engines are often inefficient
for certain workloads and application requirements. Specialized solutions can be much more efficient, but
adjusting derived state distribution and placement in current query engine architectures can be time and
resource consuming.
In this thesis, we make the case for a flexible query engine architecture that can be adjusted to the
requirements and characteristics of different applications in a case-by-case basis, with low engineering
effort.

1.1

Contributions

Traditional monolithic query engine architectures do not provide the flexibility required to adjust the
trade-offs between query response time, query result consistency, and operational cost according to the
characteristics and requirements of different geo-distributed applications.
To address this challenge, we propose a new modular query engine architecture. Our key insight is
that query processing can be decomposed into a set primitives, such as selecting from a set of data items
the ones that satisfy a given condition, or constructing from a set of data items a secondary index on
a given attribute. Each primitive can be encapsulated by an independent component that interoperates
with other components through a set of interfaces. We show that, while different components encapsulate
different query processing primitives, all components can expose a common set of interfaces with common
semantics.
Guided by this insight, we introduce an architecture component abstraction, called Query Processing
Unit (QPU). The QPU abstraction defines the properties, interfaces and semantics of a generic query
engine component. In order to express different types of query processing primitives, the QPU abstraction
combines the properties of a streaming operator and a microservice. Akin to a microservice, a QPU
component maintains internal state, is configured independently, and exposes its functionality to other
components through a service interface; Akin to a streaming operator, a QPU component operates by
receiving one or more input streams from other components, performs a computation over these streams,
and emits an output stream.
Different instantiations of the QPU abstraction (QPU classes) implement different query processing
primitives. These include relational operators, such as selections, aggregations, and joins, derived state
structures, such as indexes, materialized views and caches, and “routing” functionalities, such as load
balancing, and managing index partitions.
Query Processing Units are aimed to be used as building blocks for constructing query engine architectures. A query engine is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), with QPUs as vertices; Graph edges indicate
communication paths between QPUs. An edge from QP UA to QP UB indicates that QP UA can invoke
the interface of QP UB , and that, as a result, it can receive an input stream from QP UB . By specifying
the QPU class and configuration of each graph vertex, as well as the graph topology, one can control how
query engine’s derived state is partitioned, and the communication patterns required for query processing
and state maintenance. Because the operation of a QPU depends only on its interaction with other QPUs
and not its placement, each QPU can be strategically placed across the system.
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A QPU DAG runs a bidirectional data-flow computation. The corpus is situated at the leaf nodes of
the graph, while queries enter the graph through root nodes. Updates to the corpus stream “upwards” 1
through the query engine graph, and incrementally update the QPUs internal data structures; Conversely,
queries stream “downwards”, are incrementally transformed in sub-queries which are processed in different
parts of the graph. Partial results are then incrementally combined (flowing back upward) to produce the
query response.
We realize this architecture model in the form of a query processing framework, called Proteus. Proteus
provides a library of Query Processing Unit implementations, a service discovery mechanism that allows
QPU graphs to self-organize with only local configuration to each QPU, and a configuration language for
specifying query engine architectures.
Proteus aims at enabling developers to design and deploy query engines in a case-by-case basis, by
enabling flexibility over the distribution and placement of the query engine’s state and computations.
In summary, this work makes the following contributions:
• A comprehensive analysis of the design choices and corresponding trade-offs of geo-distributed query
processing.
• A novel modular query engine architectural model, based on the Query Processing Unit abstraction,
which enables flexible distribution and placement of query processing state and computations.
• Case studies that demonstrate how a flexible query engines architectures can be applied to a number
of applications and provide improvements over state-of-the-art approaches.
• Proteus, a framework for constructing and deploying query engines using the proposed architectural
model.
• An experimental evaluation that confirms the theoretic trade-off analysis, by demonstrating the
benefits and drawbacks of different and placement schemes, and shows that Proteus can efficiently
implement different points in the design space of query processing state placement.
Contributions of the thesis are presented in [141] and [142].

1.2

Thesis outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the system and data model that we
consider in this work, and discusses the requirements for an efficient and effective query engine design.
Chapter 3 provides an overview of concepts related to the work presented in this thesis. It provides a broad
overview of query processing in database systems, focusing on techniques for facilitating query processing
by maintaining derived state (indexes, materialized views and caches). Chapter 4 presents an analysis of
the design decisions and trade-offs involved in the design of query engines that derived state. Chapter
5 presents the specification of the Query Processing Unit abstraction, and the proposed query engine
architecture model. Chapter 6 demonstrates the proposed architecture’s expressiveness by applying it to a
number of use cases and applications showing how it can provide improvements over the state-of-the-art.
Chapter 7 describes the Proteus framework. Chapter 8 evaluates the proposed approach, and shows how
flexible state and computation placement can allow applications to balance the trade-offs between query
response time, result accuracy and operational cost. Chapter 9 overviews related work. Chapter 10 outlines
directions for future work. Finally, Chapter 11 concludes the thesis.

1 upwards

and downwards are our representational convention
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries
In this chapter we introduce the models and assumptions this work is based on. We define the system and
data model that we consider in this work (§2.1), and discuss the requirements guiding the design of query
processing systems (§2.2).

2.1

System Model

We consider a data serving system with a two-tiered architecture: a data storage tier and a query processing
tier.
• The data storage tier is responsible for storing and providing access to data. We use the terms
storage system or data store to refer to the system that implements this tier.
• The query processing tier is responsible for providing the functionality to identify and retrieve data
using queries on secondary attributes (§2.1.2). We refer to the system that implements this tier
using the terms query engine or query (processing) system.
Figure 2.1 shows a high level overview of the system model
• A user submits an update operation to the data storage tier. As a result, data flows from the user to
the data storage tier, and then optionally to query processing tier. The query processing tier may
use this data to update data structures such as secondary indexes and materialized views.
• A user submits a query to the query processing tier. As a result, control messages linked to the
query execution flow through the query processing tier, and potentially for the query processing to
the data storage tier (a query processed using cached data does not require control flow between
tiers, while a query that requires reading from base tables does). Data, in the form of intermediate
or final query results, flow from the storage tier to the query processing tier to the user.
Disaggregating query processing from the storage engine is an approach used by various systems and
cloud services such as Amazon Athena [16], Aurora [17], and Google BigQuery [113]. In these systems,
query processing is performed by a query engine independent from the storage system.

Query processing
tier

Read

Data storage
tier

Update
notifications

Write

Figure 2.1: An overview of the system model.
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This model provides several benefits:
• It enables application infrastructures to run a mix of different query workloads on the same data,
without the need to move data to different systems in order to take advantage of their query processing capabilities.
• Storage and query processing resources can scale independently. The query engine can elastically
adapt to match the query processing requirements of time-varying workloads, without over provisioning resources [143].
• It enables ad-hoc, one-time queries on already existing data without the need to migrate data. For
example, performing log forensic queries for incident investigation.
• It enables cloud providers to implement fine-grained pricing for querying services.
In this work, we focus on the design of the query processing tier and consider the data storage tier as
“imposed”; We consider the data storage tier’s functionalities, guarantees, and data distribution schemes
as input parameters in our design.

2.1.1

Data storage tier

The data storage tier is a broad abstraction which includes any system that can be used to store and
retrieve data. This can include databases, file systems, cloud object storage systems.
As described above, in this work we view this tier as an external, underlying system that our design can
build upon. However, any efficient query processing tier design needs to take into account the properties
and characteristics of the data storage tier, most importantly its data distribution scheme. To address
this, we adopt a narrower data storage tier definition. More specifically, we model a data storage tier as
a federation of geo-replicated storage systems. In the following section, we present our data storage tier
model in detail.

2.1.1.1

System model

The data storage tier is implemented by a storage system (a database, file system or cloud storage system)
or a federation of multiple, potentially heterogeneous storage systems.
Each system is responsible for storing a large dataset D, continuously updated by a stream of small
changes. We use the term corpus — traditionally used in the information retrieval literature to refer to a
collection of documents — to refer to the entire collection of data stored by the data storage tier.
We model the storage systems that can be used to implement the storage tier as distributed, replicated
partitioned systems [15]. In order to improve scalability, the corpus is divided into non-overlapping parts
(usually call partitions or shards), so that each partition can be managed by a separate system node.
Moreover, to improve availability, each partition is replicated. We consider both full replication, in which
each replica is a complete copy of the corpus, and partial replication, in which a replica might be a copy
of a subset of the corpus.
Finally, we consider federated systems that provide a unified namespace over multiple independent
datasets stored in different storage systems.
We model the infrastructure on which the data storage tier runs as a collection of sites. A site is a
group of nodes (servers, user devices) with the following characteristics:
• Network communication latency between nodes in different sites is significantly higher (typically an
order of magnitude higher) [24] compared to communication latency within a site.
• Network bandwidth is high within a site and more limited and costly across sites. This is reflected
in the pricing for cross-region data transfer in public cloud platforms. Using the AWS Pricing
Calculator [1] we see that data transfer to different AWS data centers (regions) costs double the
price of intra-DC data transfer (0.02 and 0.01 USD per GB respectively).
A site can correspond to a data center, a group of servers serving as an edge Point of Presence [6], or
a group of user devices in close proximity (in the same room or building).

2.1.1.2

Data model

We define the corpus as a collection of data items, organized in tables. We use the term data item to
refer to the unit of stored data: Depending on the semantics of the storage system that implements the
data storage tier, a data item may correspond to a file, an object, or a database record. Tables may be
organized in a hierarchical structure (file system directories), a flat namespace (object store buckets), or
in a relational schema.
A data item is composed of a primary key, a set of attributes, and a value (or content). The primary
key can be used to efficiently identify and retrieve data items, without requiring a scan. Attributes are
key-value pairs. We do not assume a strict schema for attributes: the attributes of each data item are
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independent of the attributes of others. Finally, a data item’s value can be any sequence of bytes, such as
an image, video, or PDF file.
Our main focus is on data item attributes. We consider data item attributes to be mutable. The
data storage tier provides clients with operations for inserting and removing data items, modifying the
attributes of a specified data item, and retrieving the attributes of a given data item.
This data model can express the data models of multiple different types of storage systems:
• Object stores, such as AWS S3:
The data storage tier is implemented as an object store. In that case, a data item corresponds to
an object and a tables to a bucket. The data item’s value corresponds to the object’s content, and
attributes correspond to object tags [4].
• Wide-column stores, such as Amazon DynamoDB, Google’s Bigtable or Apache Cassandra:
In a data storage tier implemented by a wide-column store:
– Data is organized in tables.
– Data items correspond to table rows and attributes correspond to columns.
• Relational databases:
In a data storage tier implemented by a relational database each table record corresponds to a data
item, and each table column corresponds to an attribute. The relational schema can be represented
by enforcing a corresponding schema for the attributes of data items in each table.
• Document-oriented databases:
Document-oriented databases (or document stores) structure information in the form of documents
(semi-structured data). Documents encode data in some standard format such as XML, YAML,
JSON or BSON.
The described data model is partially compatible with the document store data model: tables correspond to document collections, and data items correspond to documents. A document’s identifier
can be represented as a data item’s primary key, while document attributes can be represented as
attributes. However, the data model presented in this section cannot express complex attribute
types such as lists and maps, or nested attributes which are used in the formats used in document
stores.
• File systems:
In a data storage tier implemented by a file system, data items correspond to files and tables
correspond to file system directories. A data item’s primary key corresponds to the corresponding
file’s path, the value to the file’s content, and attributes correspond to extended file attributes.
This general data model, which is able to express different existing data models, satisfies the design
goal mentioned above: Allowing the query processing tier to be independent from the underlying data
storage tier, and be compatible with different storage tier implementations.
Timestamps
We assume multi-version storage. Each data item is associated with a timestamp. Modifying the value of
a data item’s attribute, creates a new version of the data item, which is associated with the timestamp
assigned to the operation that resulted to it. Timestamps can be implemented using any data type that
provides a partial or total order, such as Unix time or vector timestamps.
In summary, we model a table as a collection of tuples of the form:
(P rimaryKey, [Attribute], T imestamp)
where
Attribute = (AttributeN ame, AttributeV alue)
Each tuple represents a data item version. P rimaryKey is the data item’s primary key, [Attribute] is a
set of attributes, each represented a name - value pair, and T imestamp is the timestamp associated with
that version.

2.1.1.3

Data storage tier API

One of our design decisions (Section 5.1) is to design the query processing tier as a middleware system, decoupled from the data storage tier. Moreover, we require the query processing tier to be able to interoperate
with multiple different data storage tier implementations.
To achieve that, we model the interconnection between the data storage and query processing tier as
a set of well-defined APIs. This allows the query processing tier to be compatible with any data storage
tier implementation that exposes these APIs.
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To be compatible with our design, a data storage tier needs to expose some the following APIs:
• An API for iterating over the corpus data (List). This API enables the query processing tier to
access corpus data. It can be used to implement query processing tasks such as iterating over a
table’s data items and filtering those that match a given predicate, or performing a join over two
tables.
• An API for subscribing to notification for changes to the corpus data (Subscribe). This API enables
the query processing tier to receive a constant stream of notifications for corpus data changes, which
can be used to incrementally maintain data structures such as indexes and materialized views.
For the rest of this document, we make the assumption that the data storage tier provides the List and
Subscribe APIs as describe below.
List
The List API provides a mechanism for retrieving a set of versions of every object in a given table:
List(T able, [T imestamplow , T imestamphigh )) → [ListResponse]
Given a table name (T able) and a time internal, expressed as range of timestamps
([T imestamplow , T imestamphigh )), ListResponse contains all data item versions in T able with
T imestamplow ≤ T imestamp < T imestamphigh .
We do not assume specific semantics for ListResponse. For example it may be implemented as a single
response containing an array of response entries, as a stream in which each entry is sent as a stream record,
or an iterator in which calling a N ext() method returns the following response entry.
Finally, we do not assume any ordering in ListResponse.
Subscribe
The Subscribe API provides a mechanism for subscribing to notification for updates to data items in a
given table:
Subscribe(T able, [T imestamplow , T imestamphigh )) → [SubscribeResponse]
Given a table name (T able) and a time internal, SubscribeResponse contains an entry corresponding to each update performed in a data item d in T able, with T imestamplow ≤ T imestamp <
T imestamphigh . SubscribeResponse entries are of two types. Creation entries have the structure
(P rimaryKey, [(AttributeN ame, AttributeV alue)], T imestamp). Deletion entries have the structure
(P rimaryKey, T imestamp). A creation entry represents an inserts operation that creates new a data
item, while a deletion entry represents a delete operation. An operation that modifies the value of a data
item’s attribute is represented by a creation entry followed by a deletion entry.
SubscribeResponse has streaming semantics: An invocation of Subscribe returns a stream handler;
The storage tier emits records at the stream corresponding updates performed to the corpus.
Various systems provide mechanisms that can be used to implement the Subscribe API. Examples
include triggers in traditional database management systems [125], and event notification mechanisms in
cloud storage services [3].

2.1.2

Query processing tier

The main focus of this work is the design decisions and trade-offs involved in the design of the query
processing tier. In this section we present an overview of the query processing tier’s role and functionality.
In the following chapters we review the known approaches and techniques for building a query processing
tier (Chapter 3, examine the design decisions and associated trade-offs involved in the design (Chapter 4),
and finally present our query processing tier design (Chapters 5 and 7).
The query processing tier is responsible for providing attribute-based data retrieval. It provides a
Query operation for retrieving data items using queries on their attributes.

2.1.3

Query language

We consider a query language that supports selection, projection, aggregation and join operators. We
consider supporting an extensive query language to be out of the scope of this work. We argue that this
query language is expressive enough to support a variety of applications, and simple enough to allow this
work to focus on the architecture design of the query processing tier.
• The selection operator is defined as:
Selection(T able, AttributeN ame, Operator, V alue)
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where Operator is a binary operator in the set {<, ≤, =, 6=, >, ≥, >}, and V alue is
a constant specifying a value. Selection denotes all data items in T able which have an attribute
AttributeN ame, and for which Operator holds between the value of attribute AttributeN ame and
the constant V alue.
Moreover, queries can combine multiple Selection operators with logical operators. For example,
the query shown in Listing 2.1 specifies an attribute predicate using the conjunction of two Selection
operators.
• The projection operator is defined as :
P rojection(AttributeN ame0 , AttributeN ame1 , ...)
P rojection operates in the set of attributes associated with a data item. The result of a projection
operation over a data item, is the data item with its attribute set restricted to the intersection
between the attributes specified by the projection, and the attributes associated with the data item.
• An aggregation operator is defined as
Aggregation(T able, F unction, AggregationAttribute, GroupingAttribute)
where F unction is a function in the set {COUNT, SUM, AVERAGE, MAX, MIN}, and OperandAttribute
and GroupingAttribute are attribute names. Aggregation groups the data items in T able in groupings based on their value of GroupingAttribute, and, for each group, applies F unction to the values
of AggregationAttribute. The result of an aggregation function is a new table that contains a data
item for each aggregation group. Each data item contains the result of the aggregation function as
an attribute, and has the value of the grouping attribute as primary key. The query in Listing 2.2
groups the data items in Orders based on the value of the customer id attribute, and applies the
SUM function to the amount attribute of every data item in each group.
• The join operator is defined as
Join(BaseT able, JoinT able, JoinAttribute)
where BaseT able and JoinT able are two corpus tables, and JoinAttribute the attribute on which
to perform the join. Join performs a left outer join. The join results contains all data items in
BaseT able. For each data item in BaseT able, the operation examines the JoinT able for matching
data items. A matching data item is one that has the same value as the base data item for the
JoinAttribute. If a matching data item existing for a base data item, then the join result for this
data item contains the union of the attributes of the two.
We consider this type of join operation in our query model because it has been shown to be useful
to application that model their data using semi-structured data [97].
SELECT order_id
FROM Orders
WHERE status ! = " shipped " AND order_date < = 10 -10 -2020

Listing 2.1: Query that retrieves order records based on their status and order date attributes.
SELECT customer_id , SUM ( amount )
FROM Orders
GROUP BY customer_id

Listing 2.2: Query that computes the sum of the total amount for the orders of each customer.

2.1.4

Derived state

The principal functionality of the query processing tier is to provide the Query operation: it is responsible
evaluating queries on secondary attributes over the corpus and returning the corresponding results. In this
work, we focus on the techniques that the query processing tier employs to accelerate query processing: In
particular, we consider the following techniques:
• Caching: In this work, we use the term cache to refer to an in-memory data structure that stores
the results of earlier evaluated queries, so that future queries can be served faster. The query result
cache that we consider in this work use a write-around writing policy: Write operations write to
the data storage tier, and, for each write operation, the data storage tier sends an update notification
to the query processing tier. An update notification is a message that encodes the changes in the
corpus carried out by a write operation. Given an update notification, a query result cache performs
one of the following, according to its consistency policy:
– Performs no action.
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– Invalidates the cache entries affected by the changes in the corpus.
– Updates the cache entries according to the changes in the corpus.
• Secondary indexing: When no index is used, every lookup on a secondary attribute requires a full
table scan (iterating over every data item in a corpus table in order to determine which ones satisfy
the given secondary attribute predicate). A secondary index is a data structure that accelerates
this type of lookup: Creating a secondary index on an attribute, enables the system to retrieve the
set of data items that have a specific value (or interval of values) from the index, without the need
to perform a scan. The query processing tier updates secondary indexes using the mechanism of
update notifications: For each write operation, the system updates secondary index entries so that
they reflect the changes in the corpus.
• Materialized views: A materialized view is a data structure that eagerly pre-computes and stores
the results of a specified query, at write time. The system can then serve that query by directly
retrieving the results from the materialized view, which is less expensive than evaluating the query
over the corpus. Similarly to the secondary index, for each write operation, the query processing
tier receives an update notification, and updates the materialized view accordingly.
Given these definitions, a secondary index can be viewed as a specific case of a materialized view. In
particular, a secondary index is equivalent to a materialized view for the query Attribute = ?.
In general, we refer to these data structures as derived state. Derived state, in the general case, is
obtained by performing a computation over the corpus.

2.2

Query processing system performance evaluation

The aspects of a query processing system’s performance can be categorized in two groups: efficiency
and effectiveness [33]. We can measure efficiency with metrics such as response time, throughput, and
scalability. Effectiveness is a measure of how well a query processing system achieves its intended purpose.
It involves metrics such as precision (the fraction of useful information returned by the query) and recall
(the fraction of data items in the corpus that satisfy a query returned by the query).
Finally, two other important factors in the design of query processing systems are availability and
operational cost. Availability is important, due to the negative effects of downtime in user serving systems.
It is especially relevant in the design of distributed query processing systems due to the multitude of faults
that can impact the operation of a distributed system [78]. Moreover, the changes in system infrastructure
brought by the cloud infrastructure model (fine-grained billing, independent scaling of different resources)
allow more cost-effective system designs [143].

2.2.1

Evaluating Efficiency

In this work, we focus on applications that issue interactive queries, in which the most visible aspect of
efficiency is the response time experienced by a client between issuing a query and receiving the corresponding response. Query processing systems that serve such applications need to be able to process large
volumes of user requests, while keeping the response time of individual requests low. Because of that, an
important efficiency metric is how response time scales as the system’s throughput increases. The relation
between response time and throughput, as well as between the offered load and the throughput achieved
by the system, characterize the query processing system’s scalability.

2.2.1.1

Response time

Response time, the delay between making a request and receiving the corresponding response, is among
the most important metrics for the quality of a user-facing service.
A number of studies and experiments have studied the effects of response time to user experience.
Results show that response time is among the factors with the most significant effect in users’ subjective
perception of the quality of a system. Users have been shown to perceive websites that load faster as
more interesting [112]. On the other hand, long response times increase user frustration [39] and even
compromise user’s conceptions of the security of the system [28].
Industry reports have indicated that even small increases in user-perceived response times can result in
drops in web traffic, and therefore sales. Experiments by the Google and Bing search engines have shown
that longer page loading times have a significant impact on metrics such as time to click, repeated site
usage, and queries per visit. A study from Akamai on the impact of travel site performance on consumers
showed that more than half of the users will wait three seconds or less before abandoning the site [9].

2.2.2

Evaluating Effectiveness

Effectiveness is a measure of how well a query processing system achieves its intended purpose.
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2.2.2.1

Recall and precision

In the field of information retrieval, which covers the problems associated with searching human-language
data, the key notion linked with effectiveness is relevance [33]. In information retrieval, given a user’s
information need, represented by a search query, the search engine (the system responsible for query
processing) computes a relevance score for each document (e-mail message, webpage, news article), and
returns a ranked list of results.
Recall and precision are metrics often used to quantify the relevance of query results:
• Recall is the fraction of the relevant documents that are returned by the query. A recall value equal
to 1 indicates that all relevant documents are returned by the query A recall value of less that 1
indicates that some relevant documents are not returned (“false negatives”).
• Precision is the fraction of relevant documents among the documents contained in the query result.
A precision value equal to 1 indicates that all documents returned by the query are relevant. A
precision value of less than 1 indicates that some of the returned documents are not relevant (“false
positives”).
The difference between the information retrieval query model, and the query model that we consider in
this work is in the value space of relevance. In information retrieval, relevance is a spectrum: Documents
can be more or less relevant to a given query. Information retrieval systems assign a score to each document
for a given query. In the scope of this work, we consider relevance as a binary metric: A data item is
either relevant (satisfies the given query) or it is not. However, as described in Section 2.2.2.2, query
results can, similarly to information retrieval, include non-relevant results (false positives), or not include
relevant results (false negatives). Therefore, we argue that the recall and precision are meaningful metrics
for evaluating the effectiveness of the query processing tier.

2.2.2.2

Freshness

Traditional database systems often keep derived state consistent with the corpus by updating both in
a single transaction. For example, when executing an UPDATE statement, MariaDB updates a table’s
secondary indexes in the same transaction as the table rows [91]. However, in systems that implement
asynchronous (lazy) derived state maintenance policies [111, 130, 135] derived state can become stale with
respect to corpus.
Stale derived state may introduce false positives and false negatives to query results:
• False positives: A data item d that satisfied a query q has been deleted (or updated so that it does
not satisfy q), but the corresponding derived state has not yet been updated to reflect this change.
Serving q by reading from the stale derived state, includes d in response of q, introducing a false
positive.
• False negatives: A data item d that satisfied a query q has been created (or updated so that it
satisfies q), but the corresponding derived state has not yet been updated to reflect this change.
Serving q by reading from the stale derived state, does not include d in response of q, introducing a
false negative.
False positives and false negatives affecting the recall and precision of query processing.
We use the notion of freshness to refer to the measure of consistency between corpus and derived state
due to asynchronous derived state updates.
A number of metrics for measuring data freshness have been proposed in the literature [30]:
• Currency measures the time between a change in the source data and that change being reflected
in the derived state. In caching systems, the terms recency [31] and age [42] have been used to
describe this metric.
• Obsolescence measures the number of updates to source data since derived state was last updated.
Work on query systems has defined the obsolescence cost [60] of a query to represent the penalty of
basing a query result on obsolescent materialized view. This cost is computed as a function of the
number of insertions, updates, and deletions that cause deviation between the materialized view and
the base table.
• Freshness-rate measures the percentage of derived state entries that are up-to-date with the source
data. This metric has been used to quantify the freshness of web pages [81] and local databases copies
[42].

2.2.3

Other aspects of query processing system design

2.2.3.1

Availability

The importance of availability becomes apparent when considering the negative effects of service downtime.
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A study on user behavior in the Web [98] found that users abandon a non-working hyperlink after 5-8
seconds.
Operators of global services understand that “even the slightest outage has significant financial consequences and impacts customer trust” [49]. A 49-minute service outage in January 2013 cost Amazon an
estimated $4 million or more in lost sales [10].

2.2.3.2

Operational Cost

Another important parameter that drives system design parameters is the system’s operational cost.
Traditionally, the system is deployed on dedicated infrastructure, and the operational cost is the cost
of owning and operating that infrastructure.
More recently, the Infrastructure-as-a-Service cloud computing models providing flexible, fine-grained
provisioning of computing resources. These services provide fined-grained, “pay-as-you-go” pricing schemes,
enabling more control over the system’s operational cost.
A typical cloud pricing model [2] has distinct pricing for (1) computation and memory resources (vCPUs
and memory), (2) persistent storage, and (3) data transfer.

2.3

Conclusion

This chapter presented the two-tiered system model that this work is based on, consisting of a data storage
tier, and a query processing tier. It described the system’s data model, and the query language provided by
query processing tier. Finally, it presented the requirements and metrics that guide the query processing
tier design.
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Chapter 3

Background
In this chapter, we review concepts related to query processing in database systems. After presenting an
overview of the “textbook” query processing techniques in relational databases in Section 3.1 we describe
techniques aimed at reducing query processing time, including the use of materialized views (Section 3.1.1),
and caching (Section 3.1.3). In Section 3.1.2, we describe state-of-the-art approaches of distributed query
processing in commercial database systems. Then, in Section 3.2 we present an overview of research on
query processing in non-relational database systems, focusing on concepts related to secondary indexing.
Query processing refers to the range of activities involved in extracting data from a database. These
activities include the translation of queries from high-level languages into formats that can be processed
by the database, query-optimizing transformations, and actual evaluation of queries.
Query processing has been studied extensively in the context of relational database systems. Relational
databases provide sophisticated querying capabilities and require complex query processing techniques to
connect declarative query languages to efficient query execution.
On the other hand, databases that belong in the class of non-relational database systems (also referred
to as NoSQL) in general make design decisions aimed at high scalability (very large datasets or very
high write throughput) and availability, and opt of more flexible and dynamic schemas than the relational
schema [105]. A common technique used for supporting lookups on non-primary keys is secondary indexing
[18, 90].
In this chapter, we review the query processing techniques used in both worlds, with the intend of
identifying the primitives and approaches common in both classes of database systems.

3.1

Query Processing in Relational Database Systems

The database component responsible for query processing is the query processor. Given a declarative query
(e.g. written in SQL), the role of the query processor is to validate it, optimize it into a procedural dataflow
execution plan, and execute that plan.
Query processing consists of three main phases [72, 80]. First, the query processor parses the given
query and generates a parse tree that represents the query’s structure. Second, the query processor performs
semantic analysis in order to transform the parse tree into a relational algebra expression tree. Finally,
the query processor produces a query execution plan, which indicates the operations to be performed, the
order in which they are to be evaluated, the algorithm chosen for each operation, and the way intermediate
results are to be passed from one operation to another.
We describe in more detail the phases involved in query processing below.
Query Parsing. The goal of the query parsing phase is to translate a given query into an internal
representation that can be processed by later phases, commonly a tree of relational operators [131]. While
building the internal representation of the query, the query processor checks the query’s syntax, verifies
that the relation names that appear in the query are valid names of relations in the database, and verifies
that the user is authorized to execute the query.
Query Rewrite. In the query rewrite phase, the query processor transforms the internal representation
of the query in order to carry out optimizations that are beneficial regardless of the physical state of the
system (the size of tables, presence of indices, locations of copies of tables etc.).
Typical transformations include:
• Elimination of redundant predicates and simplification of expressions: This includes the
evaluation of constant arithmetic expressions, short-circuit evaluation of logical expressions via satisfiability tests, and using the transitivity of predicates to induce new predicates. Adding new
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transitive predicates increases the ability of the following phase (query optimization) to construct
query plans that filter data early in execution, and make use of index-based access methods.
• View expansion, sub-query un-nesting: For each view reference that appears in the query, the
query processor retrieves the view definition and rewrites the query to replace that view with its
definition. In addition, this phase flattens nested queries when possible.
• Semantic optimization: In many cases, integrity constrains defined by the schema can be used
to simplify queries. An important such optimization is redundant join elimination (for example, a
query that joins two tables but does not make use of the columns of one of the tables).
Query Optimization. In the query optimization phase, the optimizer (the query processor component
responsible for query optimizations) transforms the internal query representation into an efficient plan for
executing the query.
The optimizer is responsible for decisions such as which indices to use to execute a query, which
algorithms to use to execute the join operations, and in which order to execute a query’s operations. In a
distributed system, the optimizer also decides about the placement of computations across the systems.
The foundational paper by Selinger et al. on System R [123] decomposes the problem of query optimization into three distinct sub-problems: cost estimation, relational equivalences that define a search
space, and cost-based search. The optimizer assigns a cost estimate to the execution of each component of
a query, measured in terms of I/O and CPU cost. To do so, the optimizer relies on pre-computed statistics
about the contents of each relation, and heuristics for determining the cardinality of the query output.
It then uses a dynamic programming algorithm to construct a query execution plan based on these cost
estimates.
Query Execution All query processing algorithm implementations iterate over the members of their
input sets. In [65], Graefe models these algorithms as algebra operators consuming zero or more inputs
and producing one or more outputs.
A query execution engine — the query processor’s component responsible for executing the query
execution plan — consists of a collection of operators, and mechanisms to execute complex expressions
using multiple operators. Query engines execute query plans by pipelined query operators; The output of
one operator is streamed into the next operator without materializing the intermediate query results. An
advantage of this model is that all iterators have the same interface; As a result, a consumer-producer relationship can exist between any two iterators; Operators can, because of that, be combined into arbitrarily
complex query evaluation plans.
There are two approaches for implementing pipelining. traditionally, query execution engines have
implemented demand-driven pipelining: Each time an operator needs an record it pulls the next record
from its input operator, and wait input that operator produces the a record. That input operator might
in turn require itself a record from its input operator, and so on. This approach has been popularized by
its used in the Volcano system [64].
Conversely, in data-driven pipelining, records are pushed from source operators towards destination
operators. This is commonly used in streaming systems.
Since query execution plans are algebra expressions, they can be expressed as trees; Tree’s nodes are
operators and edges represent consumer-producer relationships between operators. More generally, for
queries with common sub-expressions, the query execution plan is a directed acyclic graph [65].
The concept of implementing a query execution engine as a directed acyclic graph of relational algebra
operators, each executing a basic operation, forms the basis of our query engine architectural model. In
Chapter 5, we describe how this concept can be generalized to include stateful operators that implement
derived state structures, including indexes, materialized views and caches, as well as “meta-operators”. We
characterize as meta-operators (or routing) those operators that perform query processing control tasks,
such as managing index partitions and load balancing, rather data manipulation tasks.

3.1.1

Materialized Views

An important element of the relational model is the view. A view is a “virtual relation” defined by a query
that conceptually contains the result of that query. Views are not precomputed and stored; the database
stores only the query defining the view. Views are computed on-demand ; When a view is referred to by a
query, the query engine expands it on-the-fly using its definition, and then processes the expanded query.
A materialized view is a view whose contents are pre-computed and stored by the database. In many
cases reading the contents of a materialized view is much more efficient than computing the contents of the
view by executing the query that defines the view. The use of materialized views is a common technique
for improving query processing time.
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3.1.1.1

View maintenance

An important aspect of materialized views is that when the underlying data referred in the view definition
changes, the view must be kept up-to-date. A simplistic way of achieving this to re-compute the materialized view in response to every change to the corpus. A better option is to, given a change to the corpus,
modify only the affected parts of the view. This approach is known as incremental view maintenance.
Much research work has focused on incremental view maintenance in relational databases [87, 88, 153].
A design decision related to incremental view maintenance is when to perform the maintenance task:
In synchronous view maintenance, view maintenance is performed as soon as an update occurs, as part of
the updating transaction; In asynchronous or lazy view maintenance, updating the view is deferred to a
later time [151]. Materialized views with deferred view maintenance may be somewhat out-of-date with
the corpus.

3.1.1.2

Query Optimization and Materialized Views

Materialized views add further consideration to query optimization:
• Rewriting queries to use materialized views. The query processor may produce a more efficient query
plan by rewriting the query to make use of an available materialized view.
• Replacing the use of a materialized view with its definition. In some cases, replacing the materialized
view with its definition in a given query, rather than directly reading from the view’s contents, may
offer more optimization options. For example, consider a case in which a materialized view does
not include indexes that can be used to speed up a certain query, but the underlying relations do.
Using the views definition instead of its contents enables query execution to take advantage of those
indexes.

3.1.1.3

Materialized View Selection

Materializing an appropriate set of views and processing queries using these views can significantly speed
up query processing since the access to materialized views can be much faster than recomputing the views.
In principle, materializing all queries that a system may receive can achieve the optimal query response
time. However, maintaining a materialized view incurs a maintenance cost. In addition, query results may
be too large to fit in the available storage space. There is therefore a need for selecting a set of views to
materialize by taking into account query processing cost, view maintenance cost and storage space. The
problem of choosing which views to materialize in order to achieve a desirable balance among these three
parameters is known as the view selection problem [69, 92].

3.1.2

Distributed Query Processing

So far we covered query processing from the perspective of a single-node database, without considering
data distribution. However, data is inherently distributed [22, 82] and therefore query processing needs to
efficiently operate on distributed data. In addition, query processing computations need to be able to be
distributed and run in parallel on multiple nodes to achieve better scalability.
In Ingres [56], relations can be distributed across a collection of “sites”. Query processing is based
on decomposing queries into sub-queries that can be processed on a single site. The database uses query
decomposition heuristics based on two optimization criteria: minimizing response time and minimizing
network traffic.
Spanner [22] is sharded, geo-replicated relational database system. Spanner uses a distributed union
operator in the query tree to represent query distribution. Distributed union is used to a sub-query to each
shard of a table, and concatenate the results. It provides a building block for more complex distributed
operators such as distributed joins between independently sharded tables.
When a query tree is initially created, a distributed union operator is inserted immediately above every
table. In the query optimization phase, where possible, query tree transformations may pull the distributed
union operator up the tree in order to push the maximum amount of computation to the servers. In the
query execution phase, distributed union routes a sub-query request addressed to a shard, to one of the
nearest replicas of that shard in order to minimize latency.
CockroachDB employs a mechanism for distributed query processing computation [107] (for example
join, aggregation, or sorting) on multiple nodes in order to improve performance. In CockroachDB, a
query plan is a tree of operators, termed aggregators: each aggregator consumes an input stream of records
and produces an output stream or records. The key idea is that an aggregator splits the input stream
into groups: the computation for each group is independent of the computation for other groups; the
output stream is the concatenation of computation result for all groups. Since results for each group are
independent, different groups can be processed on different nodes.
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3.1.3

Caching

A widely used technique for reducing query load to the query engine and improve query response time is
to cache the results of common-case queries, in order to avoid re-evaluating the query when the corpus is
unchanged.
A common approach is to deploy a caching layer between the database system and the application.
In-memory key-value stores such as Redis [83] and memcached [7] are often used for this purpose. However,
in this case the application logic is responsible for the caching logic, including writing query results to the
caching store, and invalidating or replacing cache entries as the underlying data change. This makes this
approach complex and error prone [74].

3.2

Query Processing in Non-Relational Database Systems

The querying capabilities of a non-relational database mainly follow from their distribution model and
data model. Thus different non-relational databases have varying querying capabilities.
To further discuss query processing in non-relational databases, we first briefly introduce the data
models and data distribution techniques used in these systems.

3.2.1

Non-relational Database Data models

Key-Value Stores. A key-value store’s data model is a map/dictionary of key-value pairs. As the
structure of values is usually opaque to the database system, this data model only supports get and put
operations (requesting and writing value using a key). Key-value stores in generally favor scalability over
a richer data model and more complex query capabilities: the simple key-value model makes partitioning
and locating data efficient, thus enabling these systems to achieve low latency and high throughput.
Document Stores. A document store is a key-value store that restricts values to semi-structured formats
such as XML, YAML, JSON or BSON [5]. This enables more sophisticated data access capabilities: apart
from retrieving an entire document from its key, documents stores support predicate queries (retrieving
the keys of all documents that match a given predicate), and joins.
Wide-column Stores. The data model of wide-column stores is often depicted as a relational table
with many sparse columns. More accurately, this data model can be described as a distributed, multilevel, sorted map. The first-level keys identify rows (row keys) and the second-level keys identify columns
(column keys).

3.2.2

Partitioning

Partitioning is a technique for dividing a logical database into smaller distinct parts, called partitions, and
spreading across several nodes. Partitioning divides both the database’s content (corpus) as well as its
computations. Each partition effectively acts as a database of its own, although there may be operations
that involve multiple partitions. Different database systems use different terms to refer to what we here
call partition, including shard [55, 96] region [71], tablet [43] and vnode [84, 137].
The goal of partitioning is to spread data and load evenly across nodes. When implemented efficiently,
it enables horizontal scaling: doubling the number of nodes in the system should make the system able to
handle double the volume of data, and should double the system’s read and write throughput.
Partitioning has implications for query processing. Database records are assigned to partitions based
on a partitioning key. Because of that, performing a selection operation on a key other than the partitioning
key, requires every partition to perform a full scan of its records, and retrieve the ones that satisfy the
selection predicate. A technique employed to more efficiently identify the requested records is secondary
indexing. We describe secondary indexing in detail in Section 3.2.4.1.
The partitioning techniques commonly used in non-relational databases are range and hash partitioning.
Range partitioning. Range partitioning assigns an interval of keys to each partition. These ranges of
key are not necessarily evenly spaced, because data might be unevenly distributed. Partition boundaries
might be chosen manually by an administrator, or automatically by the database management system.
Within each partition keys are kept in sorted order. This has the advantage that range queries on the
partitioning key are efficient: it is easy to determine which partitions contain keys of a given range, and
within each partition the key can be treated as an index.
The downside of this partitioning scheme is that certain access patterns can lead to hotspots. Therefore,
systems that use range partitioning need mechanisms for detecting and resolving hotspots.
Range partitioning is used by Bigtable and its open source equivalent HBase [61], RethinkDB, and
MongoDB before version 2.4.
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Hash partitioning. An alternative approach that avoids the risks of skew and hotspots is to use a quasirandom hash function to determine the partition for a given key. Hash partitioning assigns each partition
a range of hashes — rather than a range of keys — and every key whose hash falls within a partition’s
range is handled by that partition.
This partitioning scheme is efficient at distributing keys fairly among partitions. The downside of this
approach is that does not allow for efficient range queries, as adjacent keys are scattered across multiple
partitions.
Hash partitioning is used in Amazon’s Dynamo, MongoDB since 2.4 [95], Riak, CouchBase, and Voldemort.

3.2.3

Replication

Partitioning is usually combined with replication so that copies of each partition are stored on multiple
nodes. Replication improves availability by allowing the systems to continue working even if some of its
parts have failed, and increases read throughput by increasing the number of machines that can serve read
queries.
There are multiple different replication strategies. These strategies can be categorized based on two
design decisions [66]:
• How are updates regulated. Is there single “master” replica responsible for processing updates to a
given data item, or can any replica with a given data item update its copy?
• Are updates propagated between replicas eagerly or lazily?
A common approach to the first design decision is called leader-based replication. One of the replicas is
designated the leader (also termed master or primary). Every write is sent to the leader. The leader
determines the order in which writes should be processed, and sends the corresponding data changes to
the other replicas (termed followers, slaves or secondaries), Followers apply those changes in the same
order. Reads can be performed from any replica.
This approach is used in MongoDB, RethinkDB, and Espresso.
Leader-based replication has one main downside: as there is only one leader (when replication is
combined with partitioning there is one leader per partition), and all database writes must go through it,
if the leader is unreachable writes cannot be performed.
An extension of leader-based replication is to allow more than one replica to accepts writes. In multileader replication there are multiple leaders, each processing writes and forwarding the corresponding data
changes to all other replicas. Each leader acts also as a follower to the other leaders, accepting writes from
them.
An alternative approach, termed leaderless replication, is to allow any replica directly accept writes
from clients. Each write is sent (either by the client, or by a coordinator) to W replicas, and each read
is sent to R replicas, where W and R are configuration parameters. In order to ensure that eventually all
data is propagated to every replica, leaderless replication implementations often employ two mechanisms:
(1) read repair, a way to detect and update stale values during reads, and (2) anti-entropy, having a
background process that replicates missing data between replicas.
This approach was popularized by Amazon’s Dynamo. Riak, Cassandra, and Voldemort are datastores
with leader replication models inspired by Dynamo.
There are two approaches for the design decision “when the leader propagates data changes to followers”. In synchronous (or eager ) replication the leader propagates changes synchronously and waits for
acknowledgements from followers before reporting success to the user. In asynchronous (or lazy) replication
the leader propagates changes and does not wait for responses from followers.
The advantage of synchronous replication is that followers are guaranteed to have copies of the data
that are up-to-date with the leader. Its disadvantage is that if followers do not respond (due to a crash,
network fault or other reasons) writes cannot be processed.
Geo-replication (replication across geographically distributed data centers) can protect the system
against data center failures and network problems, and improve read latency for clients distributed across
multiple geographic locations. Synchronous geo-replication, as implemented in Google’s Megastore [25] and
Spanner [22], achieves strong consistency at the cost of high write latency. In asynchronous geo-replication,
as used in Dynamo [49], PNUTS [44, 46], Walter [133], COPS [89], Cassandra [85], and Bigtable [40]
the inter-data center network delays are hidden from clients, and the system remains available during
partitions. The downside of asynchronous geo-replication is that the same data may be concurrently
modified in different data centers creating conflicts that then need to be resolved.

3.2.4

Query Processing

Non-relational database systems in general support two types of queries:
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Primary key lookups. In a primary key lookup, a data item is retrieved using its primary key. This is
the main data access method in non-relational databases. It can be efficiently supported as it is compatible
with both hash and range partitioning.
Predicate queries. A predicate query returns all data items from a database table that meet a condition
specified over their attributes. In its simplest form, a predicate query can be performed as a filtered
full-table scan.

3.2.4.1

Secondary indexes

For databases that use hash partitioning a full-table scan implies a scatter-gather operation where each
shard performs a filtered scan, and results from all shard are merged.
A common technique used to support efficient predicate queries is the use of secondary indexes.
A secondary index is a structure that is derived from the primary data, and organizes data in a form
that provides a way to efficiently access database records by means other than the primary key.
Typically, a secondary index consists of an entry for each existing value of the indexed attribute.
Entries can be viewed as a key-value pairs, where the key is a value of the indexed attribute, and the
value is a list of pointers to database records that contain this value (a posting list). In lower level index
implementations, employed in centralized database systems or in the scope of a single partition, a pointer
indicates the position of a record in the physical representation of the database. In higher level index
implementations, typically used in distributed databases, the primary key of the record is used as pointer;
This assumes the presence of a mechanism that can efficiently retrieve records via their primary keys. In
this work, we consider this second pointer implementation.
Secondary indexing is an instance of a general system design pattern: having the same data represented
in different formats to address different access patterns. Database tables are the primary copy of data.
Derived copies of the data transform the primary copy differently in order to satisfy certain access patterns.
Adding a secondary index does not affect the contents of the database; it only affects the performance of
read and write operations. Writes go to the primary data and all of the other data copies are derived from
it. The other copies only serve read requests.
Index data structures.
The following data structures are commonly used as secondary indexing structures:
B-Tree. The B-tree is the most widely used indexing structure. Its purpose is to keep key-value pairs
sorted by key, which allows efficient key lookups and range queries. The B-tree breaks the indexed key-value
pairs into fixed-size pages (traditionally 4 KB in size); reads and writes are performed in the granularity
of a page. Pages can be identified using an address, which allows one page to refer to another, in disk
instead of in memory. The B-tree uses these references to construct a tree of pages. Each page contains
multiple keys and references to child pages. Each child is responsible for a continuous range of keys; keys
between child page references indicate the boundaries of those ranges.
To update the value of an existing key in a B-tree, one must search for the leaf page that contains that
key, change the value in that page, and write the page back to disk. Adding a new key consists of finding
the page whose range contains the new key, and adding it to that page.
The B-tree algorithm ensures that the tree remains balanced: a B-tree with n keys always has a depth
of O(logn)
Log-Structured Merge Tree. Like the B-tree, the log-structured merge (LSM) tree is a key-value
structure that keeps keys sorted. An LSM-tree is composed of two or more tree-like component data
structures. A smaller component (for example a red-black or AVL tree), sometimes called a memtable,
resides entirely in memory. The rest of LSM tree’s components are persisted on disk as Sorted String Table
(SSTables). An SSTable is a sequence of key-value pairs, sorted by keys.
Write operations are performed on the memtable. When the memtable reaches some size threshold,
the system writes it out to disk as an SSTable file. To serve a lookup, the LSM tree algorithm first tries to
find the requested key in the memtable, then in the most recent on-disk segment, then in the next-older
segment etc. A background process periodically merges SSTables by removing redundant and deleted keys
and creating compacted SSTables.
LSM-trees are typically able to sustain higher write throughput that B-trees, partly because they
sequentially write compact SSTable files to disk rather than having to potentially overwrite several pages
for each write [34].
Originally the log-structured merge tree index structure was described by O’Neil et al. in [101]. The
terms memtable and SSTable were introduced by Google’s Bigtable paper [40]. LSM trees are used in
data stores such as LevelDB [48] and RocksDB [27], and similar storage engines are used in Cassandra and
HBase [26].
The B-tree and LSM-tree can be both used as primary or secondary index structures.
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Figure 3.2: Index partitioning by term.

Figure 3.1: Index partitioning by document.

Figure 3.3: Two approaches for partitioning a secondary index, given that the corpus table is
partitioned by its primary key. In the partitioning by document approach the index is partitioned
so that each index entry of a data item is co-located with the data item. In the partitioning by term
approach the index partitioned so that each index partition contains index entries in a particular
range.
In this work, we focus on the aspects of employing secondary indexes on distributed data. We consider these aspects orthogonal to the index implementation; We abstract index implementation details by
modeling a secondary index as a system component that provides the following APIs:
• An efficient range query operation query(key1 , key2 ) → [value], where key1 and key2 are the boundaries of a range of keys. A point lookup is a special case in which key1 == key2 .
• Operations for inserting, updating, and deleting keys.
We argue that this model can be used to represent any secondary index data structure. Our prototype
implementation (Chapter 7) uses of-the-shelf state-of-the-art index data structure implementations.

3.2.4.2

Partitioning and Secondary Indexes

The partitioning schemes discussed in Section 3.2.2 rely on a key-value data model. Secondary indexes do
not neatly map to these partitioning techniques: a secondary index usually does not uniquely identify a
data item, but rather provides a way of searching for occurrences of a particular value.
There are two main approaches to partitioning a secondary index: document-based partitioning and
term-based partitioning.
The terminology used in the rest of this section comes from the literature of full-text indexes (a
particular kind of secondary index): a document is a self-contained piece of information, is composed of
terms.
Partitioning Indexes by Document. In this approach, each partition is separate: each partition
maintains its own secondary indexes, covering only documents in that partition.
In a document-partitioned index each database write (adding, removing, or updating a document)
is handled only by the partition that contains the corresponding document. Reading from a documentpartitioned index requires a scatter/gather approach: sending the query to all partitions and combining
the returned results. This can make index lookups quite expensive. Even if index lookup requests are sent
to partitions in parallel, response time depends from the latency of the slowest index partition.
This approach is commonly used in commercial systems, including MongoDB [127], Riak [18], Cassandra [90] Elasticsearch [138], Solr [132].
An index partitioned using this approach are commonly referred to as a local index.
Partitioning Secondary Indexes by Term. An alternative approach is to construct a logical “global”
index that covers data in all partitions. A global index, however, needs to be partitioned itself, as storing
it on one node would likely become a bottleneck.
To partition a global index, the indexed terms can be used as the partition key (thus the term termpartitioned index). Same as in corpus partitioning, the index partitioning scheme can use the terms
themselves, which can be useful for range scans, or a the terms’ hashes, which results to a more even load
distribution.
The advantage of a term-partitioned index is that it can make reads more efficient: rather than requiring
a scatter/gather over all partitions, a lookup for a given term only needs to make a request to the partition
containing that term. The downside of this approach is that writes are more complicated and slower: a
write to a single document may affect multiple partitions as the corresponding terms may correspond to
multiple different partitions.
HBase [20] uses this approach: Secondary indexes are stored in regular HBase tables, using the indexed
attribute as primary key. Term-partitioned indexes have also been used in the research systems such as
SLIK [76] and Diff-Index [135].
An index partitioned using this approach are commonly referred to as a global index.
DynamoDB [146] and Apache Phoenix [21] support both local and global secondary indexes.
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3.2.4.3

Query Planning and Execution

Most non-relational databases have simple query models that do not support complex operations such as
aggregation and joins. However, some document-oriented databases like MongoDB [97], RethinkDB [8],
and CouchDB [57] support join operations. Query planning in NoSQL databases mainly deals with the
database’s distribution model: a query execution plans consist of routing query requests to the appropriate
data or index partitions.

3.3

Conclusion

This chapter presented an overview of concepts related to query processing. In particular, it presented
query execution in relation database systems, focusing on the implementation of query execution engines.
Furthermore, it described techniques used for improving query processing time, including materialized
views, caching, and secondary indexing. The concepts presented in this chapter form the basis upon which
the contributions of this thesis are built.
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Chapter 4

The design space of
geo-distributed query processing
Indexes, materialized views, and caches are crucial to query processing. Query engines often employ one
or more of these technique to improve query processing performance. These techniques have in common
that they proactively maintain derived state in order to achieve more efficient read access to data.
The use of derived state in query processing involves a number of design decisions, which are often in
tension and create trade-offs. In this chapter, we analyze this design space: We present a unified framework
for reasoning about how these design choices interact and how they affect the behavior of the query engine.

4.1

The use of derived state in query processing

Secondary indexing, caching, and the use of materialized views are all instances of a common technique:
proactively applying a transformation to the corpus in order to accelerate anticipated queries.
At an abstract level, derived state can be described by a write path and a read path [78]. The write
path is the process of creating the derived state, and keeping it up-to-date as changes to the corpus occur.
The read path is the process of reading from the derived state in order to perform a query processing task.
In other words, the write path is the pre-computation that takes place greedily, without knowing whether
the results are going to be consumed; the read path is the computation that takes place lazily, when it
is needed for query processing. Derived state is, therefore, an investment that pays off if the amortized
overhead on the write path is less than the amortized gain on the read path.
We describe the read and write path of different derived state techniques using an example. Consider
a database that stores images associated with user-defined tags. The database supports searching images
by their tags. Consider the query:
SELECT * FROM photoAlbum
WHERE tags . predominantColor BETWEEN #0 a6fb6 AND #52 aca2
When no derived state is used, the read path evaluates this query by scanning all images in photoAlbum.
If this is a frequent type of query, a database administrator can create a secondary index on the
predominantColor tag to accelerate it. In that case, the read path performs an index lookup for the
predominantColor predicate in the given query, while the write path updates the secondary index for each
write operation.
Using an index moves an amount of work from the read to the write path: less work is required
for serving the query (a fast index lookup rather than an expensive scan operation), at the expense of
performing additional work each time a change in the corpus occurs.
Another option is to pre-compute query results. There exist two approaches for implementing this:
caching and materialized views. In the case of caching, the read path attempts to serve the given query
by reading from the cache. If the results are present in cache (cache hit), the system reads and returns
them to the client. If not (cache miss), then the system evaluates the query and stores the results in the
cache, so that it can serve future occurrences of the same query faster by retrieving the results from the
cache. The write path depends on the consistency policy being used: We consider three policies (§2.1.4):
performing no action on the write path, invalidating, or updating the cache.
In the case of materialized views, the system eagerly pre-computes query results in the write path. The
read path retrieves the results from the view.
In summary, indexing, caching, and the use of materialized views shift the boundary between the read
and write path. They allow query engines to reduce the work required on the read path, at the expense of
performing more work on the write.
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Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 summarize design space of derived state data structures, presenting the effect
of each point of the space on the read path, write path, and the additional memory and storage resources
required.

No derived state
Caching
Secondary indexing
Materialized views

Read path
Every query needs to be evaluated.
Every lookup on a secondary attribute requires a full table scan.
Fast path
Cache hit: Fast retrieval (no evaluation needed) of cached query results.
Slow path
Cache miss: Fallback to other.
Fast path
Lookup on an indexed attribute: Fast lookup (no scan needed).
Slow path
Lookup on a non-indexed attribute: Fallback to other.
Fast path
Fast retrieval (no evaluation needed) of materialized query results.
Slow path
Fallback to other for non-materialized queries.

Table 4.1: Derived state design space: read path.

Write path
No overhead for queries.

No derived state
No action on
write policy
Caching

Invalidate/Update
on write policy

Secondary indexing

Synchronous
maintenance
Asynchronous
maintenance

Materialized views

No overhead. Cache may become stale.
Synchronous
Response time overhead on each write operation.
invalidation/update
Asynchronous
invalidaNo overhead. Cache may temporarily become stale.
tion/update
Response time overhead on each write operation that affects an indexed
attribute.
Index might temporarily become stale relative to the corpus.
Same as secondary indexing.

Table 4.2: Derived state design space: write path.

No derived state
Caching
Secondary indexing
Materialized views

Memory & storage resources
No resource overhead.
Additional memory resources required.
Additional memory and storage resources required.
Additional memory and storage resources required.

Table 4.3: Derived state design space: memory and storage resources.
As discussed in Section 2.1.4, a secondary index, as defined in this work, can be viewed as a specific
case of a materialized view. Because of that, throughout this chapter we use a secondary index as a running
example The results also apply to materialized views.

4.2

Design decisions and trade-offs in derive state based
query processing systems

Deciding whether using derived state is beneficial and choosing between the different derived state techniques involves a trade-off between read path work on the one side, versus write path work and the memory
and storage resources overhead of maintaining derived state on the other. These trade-offs have been studied extensively [41, 139]. Database systems provide mechanisms for managing these trade-offs at runtime,
by allowing the database administrator to select which indexes and materialized views to create, and by
providing mechanisms to automate this choice.
However, in the context of geo-distribution, the use of derived state involves a number of additional
design choices. Large-scale data serving systems, as discussed in Chapter 3, employ techniques such as
partitioning and replication, both to the corpus and the derived state, in order to achieve low response
time and improve scalability and fault tolerance. In the context of geo-distribution, there exist a number
of additional considerations in the design of a query engine that employs derived state for accelerating
query processing:
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• Given a change to the corpus, when to update the derived state: synchronously in the same transaction, or asynchronously (§4.2.1)?
• How to distribute the derived state across the system’s nodes (§4.2.2)?
• In system composed of multiple data centers, how to place derived state across data centers (§4.2.3)?
These design choices affect multiple aspects of the query processing system’s behavior, including query
performance, overhead to write operation response time, relevance of query results, and operational cost.
We can reason about how these design choices interact and how they affect the query processing
system’s behavior using the read and write path framework. To do so, we first describe a generic model
for the read and write path, independent of a specific derived state data structure.
Query
Read path

Corpus

Derived state

Write path

Write

Figure 4.1: A conceptual depiction of the derived state’s read and write path.
Figure 4.1 shows a conceptual depiction of a generic derived state structure’s read and write path.
Read path. Given a query, the read path consists of sending a message (the query request) from the
query source (the client or a query manager component) to the derived state, performing a query processing
computation (for example an index lookup) at the derived state, and sending a message (the response)
back to the query source. The query processing computation may itself involve additional communication,
for example contacting other components of the query engine in order to request sub-query results.
Write path. Given a change to the corpus, the write path consists of sending a message (the update
notification) from the corpus to the derived state, and the computation required to modify the derived
state accordingly. Similarly, updating the derived state may involve additional communication between
components of the derived state.

4.2.1

Derived state maintenance schemes

Given the following update to a data item d:
d.predominantColor := #c78f 83
updating a secondary index on the predominantColor attribute includes the following steps:
1. Insert d to the index entry that corresponds to predominantColor = #c78f 83.
2. Remove d from the index entry that corresponds to the previous value of d.predominantColor (Depending on the protocol, the system might need to retrieve the previous value of d.predominantColor
from the data storage tier)
In practice, the derived state subscribes to the change log of the corpus. If the change log contains the
information about the value of d.predominantColor before the change, then step (2) is not required.
There are different design choices for when these steps are performed, relative to the critical path of
the write operation. We call this design choice, the derived state’s maintenance scheme.
In synchronous maintenance, all maintenance steps are performed in the critical path of the write
operation, typically within the same transaction. This ensures that derived state is always up-to-date with
the corpus, but increases the write operation’s response time.
An alternative approach is to perform some of the maintenance steps asynchronously: deferring them
for after the write operation has been acknowledged to the client. This reduces the overhead to write
response time. However, it also allows derived state to be temporarily stale: For a given write operation,
there is a time window in which a data item has been updated, but the update has not been reflected in
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the derived state. As described in Section 2.2.2.2, serving queries from derived state that is stale relative
to the corpus may result in query results with false positives and false negatives.
Amazon’s DynamoDB maintains its global secondary indexes asynchronously. As a result, applications
need to “anticipate and handle situations where a query on a secondary index returns results that are not
up to date” [144].
We can reason about derived state maintenance schemes using the framework for derived state’s read
and write path. The system can perform tasks in the write path synchronously or asynchronously. Synchronous write path tasks incur overhead in write operation response time; Asynchronous ones relax the
consistency between corpus and derived state. As a result, the choice of maintenance scheme involves a
trade-off between write response time and query processing effectiveness (§2.2). The following asynchronous
state maintenance schemes have been proposed in the literature:
Sync-insert
One asynchronous maintenance scheme consists of inserting new derived state entries synchronously, and
removing the old state entries asynchronously in the background. The literature often refers to this scheme
as sync-insert.
Sync-insert reduces the amount of work in the critical path of write operations, but it removes stale
entries from the derived state asynchronously. Leaving stale entries in the derived state for a time window
means that query results may contain false positives.
The sync-insert scheme is often complemented with a mechanism that, after reading from the derived
state, removes false positives by validating the retrieved results against the corpus. This approach trades
additional work in the read path, for improved query processing effectiveness.
Async-simple
In the async-simple asynchronous scheme, a write operation updates the corpus and returns immediately,
deferring the derived state maintenance steps to later. In practice, async-simple is implemented using an
asynchronous update queue: a write operation is acknowledged as soon as it is logged in the queue; a
background process ingests the queue and updates the derived state.
This scheme incurs minimal overhead to write operations. However, because it performs all state maintenance tasks asynchronously, both false positives and negatives are possible. More specifically, considering
an update that changes d.attributeA from x to y:
• If none of the state maintenance steps have been performed, queries will return as if x is the value
of d.attributeA (false positive and false negative).
• If the entry for d.attributeA = x has been removed from the derived state, but the new value has
not been inserted, d will not appear in query results (false negative).
• If the entry for d.attributeA = y has been inserted to the derived state, but the old value has not
been removed, d will appear in query results for both values (false positive).

4.2.2

Derived state partitioning

Scaling derived state both in terms of size and read access requires partitioning it across multiple system
nodes. In Chapter 3, we presented the two main index partitioning schemes. Briefly:
• In partitioning by document, index entries are co-located in the same node as the corresponding
data items.
• In partitioning by term, the index is distributed independently from the corpus.
In the partitioning-by-document approach, an index lookup requires a scatter-gather operation: the
system sends a lookup request to every index partition, and then combines the returned results. An advantage of this approach is that updating the index upon a write to the corpus does not require communication
between nodes, since every data item is, by design, co-located with the index entries it may belong to.
In the partitioning-by-term approach, reading from the index requires contacting only index partitions
that hold index entries relevant to the query. Updating a term-partitioned index, however, may require
communication between nodes, as index entries may be located on a different node than the data item.
In summary, using the read and write path framework: Partitioning-by-document guarantees local-only
communication on the write path, but requires a large volume of communication between nodes on the read
path (a scatter-gather operation involving all partitions); Partitioning-by-term involves communication
across nodes on the write path (a change to data item may need to be sent to an index partition on
another node), but requires less communication on the read path in the general case (index partitions
known do not include relevant index entries are not contacted).
Guided by this analysis, we can reason about the performance characteristics of the two approaches.
Partitioning-by-document is more suitable at a small scale (small number of nodes), while partitioningby-term becomes more suitable as the number of nodes increases, and has been shown to provide better
scalability [76].
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In addition to the system’s architecture scale, which approach is more suitable depends on a number
of different workload characteristics. D’silva et al. [54] perform an extensive experimental comparison of
the two approaches, implemented in HBase [70], and show how various workload characteristic affect the
index partitioning scheme’s performance.
The evaluation results show that:
• Partitioning-by-document is more suitable for: (1) smaller scale systems with a small number of
nodes and low index lookup concurrency, (2) workloads with less selective queries that return large
result sets, (3) skewed data distribution where a large number of data items have the same indexed
value, or (4) write-intensive workloads.
• Partitioning-by-term is more suitable for: (1) larger scale systems with a greater number of nodes,
(2) query-intensive workloads with a large query load, (3) workloads consisting of more selective
queries with smaller result sets, or (4) data with normal distribution of the indexed value.
From these results, it is evident that neither of the two approaches is suitable for all needs. The choice
of which approach to use should be guided by factors including the scale of the system, the properties of
the corpus (distribution of indexed values over the data items), and the characteristics of the workload
(query/write ratio, concurrency, query selectivity).
Clearly, the decision of which index partitioning approach to be used needs be taken in a case-bycase basis. We are not aware of any database system that provides this functionality. In existing database
systems, the query processing system supports a single in index partitioning scheme (chosen by the database
architect) [18, 76, 90, 135]; every index is partitioned using the same scheme. In Section 6.1 we present an
approach for making the index partitioning scheme flexible, and exposing the choice of partitioning scheme
as a configuration parameter to the application developer.

4.2.3

Derived state placement

So far in our analysis, we have considered a case in which corpus, derived state, and clients are placed
on the same site, and therefore, that communication latency among them is not significant. However,
in modern internet-scale services this is often not the case: Users are typically spread across multiple
geographic locations; Database systems distribute or replicate data across geographically distributed data
centers in order to minimize response time and to improve fault-tolerance.
Long-distance inter- data center network links exhibit latencies in the order of tens to hundreds of
milliseconds [24]. This is an order of magnitude higher than latencies within a data center, and latencies
experienced by users served from a data center close to their geographic location.
In this setting, design choices about 1) the placement of derived state, 2) the communication patterns
between corpus and derived state, and 3) the communication patterns between derived state and clients,
determine whether the read and write path computations require communication across data centers.
Performing inter- data center communication in the read or the write path, incurs significant overheads.
Inter- data center communication on the read path leads to increased query response time. Inter- data
center communication on the write path either increases the delay between a write operation and the
corresponding derived state update (in asynchronous maintenance), or increases the response time of write
operations (in synchronous maintenance). Additionally, communication across data centers consumes
cross-site network resources: In public cloud pricing models, cross-site data transfer incurs additional
monetary cost. Therefore, in a geo-distributed setting, these design decisions play a major role in the
query processing system’s behavior.
Design choices related to inter- data center communication exacerbate the trade-offs presented in the
previous Sections, but also pose additional trade-offs related to the replication of derived state. In this
section, we discuss a number of scenarios that involve geo-distribution and the associated derived state
placement approaches. We will use a secondary index as our running example; however, the analysis also
applies to materialized views.

4.2.3.1

Geo-replication

Given a database that is replicated across multiple data centers, we consider the design choices for the
architecture of a query engine that maintains a secondary index.
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Figure 4.2: Index placement schemes over a geo-replicated corpus.
One approach is to maintain a replica of the index on each data center (Figure 4.2a). With this
approach, both the read and write path involve only intra- data center communication: Queries can be
served from the index at the closest date center, without requiring communication with remote data centers.
Index maintenance is also local, since the entire corpus is present on each data center. The downside of
this approach is the additional memory and storage resources required for maintaining index replicas.
An alternative approach is to place index replicas on a subset of the data centers. This reduces the
storage overhead, but means that a query sent to a data center without an index either needs to be
forwarded to another data center (Figure 4.2b), or be processed without using the index, both of which
result in slower query processing. This approach is more suitable for cases in which some data centers
receive more queries than others. Moreover, this approach can be supplemented with the use of caches in
data centers without index replicas.

4.2.3.2

Geo-partitioning

A different geo-distribution strategy is geo-partitioning. In geo-partitioning, data is partitioned across data
centers, and partitions are placed on data centers according to their access patterns. As a result, read and
write access to data that belongs to a local partition is fast. CockroachDB for example, allows developers
to partition data across data centers with row granularity [147].
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Figure 4.3: Index placement schemes over a geo-partitioned corpus.
One approach for maintaining a secondary index over geo-partitioned data is to use the partitioning-bydocument scheme: each data center maintains a secondary index covering the local data items (Figure 4.3a).
This approach has the same implications as document-based partitioning: the write path requires only
intra- data center communication, since the index is co-located with the corresponding data items; the
read path needs to contact the index partition on every data center, and gather the results.
A different approach is to maintain a global secondary index on each data center (Figure 4.3b). In that
case, the index lookups (read path) can always be served locally. However, each change to the corpus needs
to be propagated to all data centers (write path). The downside of this approach is that it significantly
increases the memory and storage cost required for maintaining the index replicas.

4.2.3.3

Multi-cloud and Query federation

More recently, the concept of multi-cloud data storage has emerged. Organizations spread their data
across private data centers and public cloud services in order to reduce costs and ensure fault-tolerance.
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Moreover, they distribute data across multiple cloud providers in order to avoid dependence on a single
cloud provider, take advantage of diverse storage and computing services, and improve reliability.
The advent of data distributed across multiple independent storage systems has created the need for
unified access and federated search across platforms. The problem of federated query processing can be
viewed as a generalization of the geo-partitioning case: the corpus at each platform can be seen as a
partition of the logical global corpus. For simplicity, we assume that a multi-cloud platform consists of
multiple, independent instances of a common database system. Under there assumptions, the same design
decisions and trade-offs as in the case of geo-partitioning apply to query federation across multiple clouds.
The same observations can be generalized to heterogeneous systems composed of different database system.
However, federated query processing includes additional challenges linked to the heterogeneous data models
of these systems.
From this analysis, it becomes clear that derived state placement and its communication patterns with
the corpus and clients play a major role in the performance of geo-distributed query processing.

4.3

Conclusion

• The use of derived state to speed-up query processing moves query processing work from the read
path to the write path, while also incurring memory and storage overhead. Moreover, different
derived state schemes (indexes, materialized views, caching) entail different amount of work on the
read and write path.
• The choice of derived state maintenance scheme controls the impact of work on the write path:
Synchronous maintenance keeps derived state up-to-date with the corpus, but incurs overhead to
the latency of write operations. On the other hand, asynchronous maintenance schemes move some
of the work on the write path in the background. This reduces the overhead to write operations,
but also means that derived state is not always up-to-date with the base data. Because serving
queries from derived state that is stale relative to the corpus may introduce false positives and false
negatives, design decisions on derived state maintenance pose a trade-off between the overhead to
write operations and the relevance of query results.
• The derived state partitioning scheme determines the communication patterns between corpus and
derived state on the write path, and between derived state and client on the read path. More
specifically, partitioning-by-document ensures that no cross-node communication is needed on the
write path, but requires a scatter/gather operation across all state partitions on the read path.
Partitioning-by-term requires cross-node communication on the write path but reduces the number
of state partitions that need to participate on the read path. Therefore, the choice of partitioning
scheme poses a trade-off in the type (intra-node or cross-node) and volume of communication on the
read versus the write path.
• When corpus and clients are distributed across different geographic locations, derived state placement
affects communication latency (intra versus inter data center communication) between derived state
and corpus and between derived state and clients. This creates a number of trade-offs, that result
from the basic trade-off of requiring intra data center communication on the read versus the write
path. These trade-offs include:
– Low latency on the read path versus increased latency on the write path in the case of synchronous maintenance, or decreased freshness in the case of asynchronous maintenance.
– Low latency on the read path versus increased resource utilization for maintaining derived state
replicas, and increased volume of write path communication.
– Low data transfer cost on the read path versus on the write path.
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Chapter 5

A design pattern for flexible query
processing architectures
We have so far established that query processing involves requirements that are in tension and create
trade-offs. As a result, there can be no general-purpose solution to query processing. Rather, achieving
efficient query processing requires the ability to tune the system to the requirements and characteristics of
specific use cases. Existing query processing systems provide some tunning capabilities, for example index
and materialized view selection.
However, as discussed in Section 4.2.3, in modern, internet-scale systems in which clients and data are
geo-distributed, design decisions about placement of derived state (indexes, caches, materialized views)
involve additional trade-offs and magnifies the effects of existing trade-offs. Existing query processing
systems do not provide mechanisms for controlling the placement of derived state.
The design of a geo-distributed query processing system presents several unique design issues:
Tunability.
Achieving efficient geo-distributed query processing requires the ability to adjust the query processing
system to the workload characteristics, data and access distribution patterns, and requirements of specific
use cases. An efficient geo-distributed query processing system should provide tunning mechanisms along
the following dimensions:
• Flexible placement of derived state. In geo-distributed environments, communication latency between
sites is an order of magnitude higher than communication latency within a site. The use of secondary
indexes and materialized views in this context, involves a trade-off between the requirements of
minimizing the inter-site communication in the read path, and in the write path. We have have
analyzed the implication of this trade-off in Section 4.2.3. Therefore, an efficient query processing
system requires fine-grained control over the placement of derived state across the system.
• Flexible placement of query processing computations. For the same reasons, achieving efficient geodistributed query processing requires the ability to control the placement of query processing computations in order to minimize the amount of inter-site communication. For example, the system
can accelerate the execution of a join operation between two sets of data items located in different
sites by performing the join in the site in which the larger set is located.
• State maintenance scheme. Keeping derived state up-to-date with the corpus involves a trade-off
between the overhead incurred to write operations and the consistency between derived state and
corpus data (Section 4.2.1). Updating the derived state synchronously ensures that it is strongly
consistent with the corpus, but introduces additional work to the write path — potentially involving
inter-site communication. Conversely, performing this task asynchronously reduces the impact to
write operations, but allows derived state to be stale relative to the corpus. Which maintenance
scheme is better suited to a specific use case depends on its workload characteristics (query or
write-heavy), and consistency requirements.
• Index and materialized view selection. As we described in Section 4.1, the choice of which secondary
indexes and materialized views to materialize involves a trade-off between work on the read path
on the one side, and one the other side work on the write path as well as the resource required
for maintaining derived state. Therefore, the query processing system needs to enable configurable
index and materialized view selection.
• Caching. As we described in Section 4.1, caching, similarly to materialized views, can be viewed as
a point in the design space defined by the read and write work framework. Therefore, index and
view selection mechanisms should also include decisions about caching.
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Independence from corpus distribution schemes.
Geo-distributed applications feature a variety of diverse data distribution schemes. Examples include full
and partial data replication across data centers, geo-partitioning, and federated systems. An effective
geo-distributed query processing system should not be limited to a specific data distribution scheme.
We argue that traditional monolithic query processing system architectures cannot provide the flexibility
required to address these requirements — notably enabling flexible derived state placement. In this work
we take a different approach. We propose a framework for constructing query processing systems in a
case-by-case basis. The key idea is a modular, composable query processing architecture: application
developers can construct and deploy query processing systems by assembling composable building blocks
that encapsulate primitive query processing tasks. In this chapter, we focus on the mechanisms required
for enabling a modular and composable query processing system architecture.
Parts of the work presented in this chapter have been published in the papers “A Modular Design
for Geo-Distributed Querying: Work in Progress Report” [141] and “Towards application-specific query
processing systems” [142].

5.1

Overview and design rationale

Our first design decision is to decouple the query processing architecture from the storage architecture. We
design the query processing system as a middleware system that communicates with the storage tier through
well-defined interfaces. This provides the query processing system with the flexibility required to support
diverse data distribution schemes. Moreover, it allows the query processing system to be compatible with
different storage systems, which is required in order to support federated query processing.
The second decision is to not focus on the design a specific query processing system, but rather a framework
for constructing query processing systems in a case-by-case basis. The proposed framework provides a set of
composable building blocks that encapsulate simple query processing tasks such selections, aggregations,
and joins, as well as derived state structures, including secondary indexes, materialized views. These
building blocks can be composed into modular query processing architectures. Moreover, we design the
building blocks as independent components with well-defined boundaries. Because of that, their placement
across the system is orthogonal to their functionality. This is key insight for achieving flexible state and
computation placement.
Our design is based on a set of observations about the functionality and semantics of query processing
systems. We use these observations as a basis for breaking down the functionalities of a query processing
system into a set of primitives. We unify the semantics of these primitives under a component that can be
used as the building block of a composable, modular query processing architecture.
In order to describe these observations, we introduce the example of a news aggregator application. In
that application, users post and vote on news stories. The application stores individual votes for stories
in a votes table. It uses a materialized view to compute the vote count of each story and join it with the
rest of the story’s records, as shown in Listing 5.1.
TABLE stories ( id int , title text , url text )
TABLE votes ( story_id int )
VIEW s t oriesWithVoteCount
SELECT stories . id , stories . title , stories . url , v . vote_count
FROM stories
JOIN (
SELECT story_id , COUNT (*) as vote_count
FROM votes
GROUP BY story_id
) v
ON stories . id = v . story_id
WHERE stories . id = ?

Listing 5.1: Definition of a materialized view that computes the vote count of each story and joins
it with the rest of the story’s attributes.
Moreover, this materialized view is partitioned with the partition by document approach, using the
storyid as partitioning key.
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Figure 5.1: Conceptual depiction of the news aggregator application query processing architecture.
Figure 5.1 depicts a simplified version of the application’s query processing architecture. An aggregation
and a join operator incrementally compute the storiesW ithV oteCount view as new stories and votes are
added. The view is partitioned among multiple view partitions. A partition manager is used to manage
access to the view partitions.
We use this example as a reference for discussing our observations on the semantics of query processing
systems.
Breaking down query processing in basic primitives.
First, the functionality of a query processing system can be divided into three parts:
• The execution of relational algebra operations. In the news aggregator example the component
that calculate the vote count per story, and perform the join with the stories table are relational
operators. Other examples of relational operators are selections and projections.
• Maintaining derived state structures. The materialized view partitions in the example consists
derived state structures. Other examples include secondary indexes and caches.
• “Routing” functionalities. We can describe the functionality of the partition manager in the example
we the term routing. This component is responsible for forwarding queries to the view’s partitions
and combining the return responses. There are other functionalities of query processing system component that can be categorized as routing, such as load balancing, and the federation of independent
corpora.
Encapsulating query processing primitives to system components with service semantics.
Second, each of these types of functionalities can be encapsulated by an independent system component
with microservice semantics: the component provides its functionality as a service through a “service
interface”; other components can request the component’s functionality by invoking its interface. In
the news aggregator example, we can model the partition manager as a microservice that abstract the
underlying architecture, exposing only an interface for service queries. Similarly, we can implement each
view partition as an independent component that exposes an interface encapsulating the view’s query
method. The partition manager forwards a given query to each view partition by invoking its interface.
Finally, we can also apply this to components with relational operator functionalities: We can model the
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join operator as a component that provides its join operation functionality as a service. Each view partition
invokes the join operator’s interface using the view definition.
Next, we examine the service interface’s response for the three types of query processing functionalities.
Relational operators transform an input set of attribute tuples, to an output set of tuples:
• A selection operator selects the input tuples for which a given condition is true, and emits them as
output tuples.
• A projection operator discards a given set of attributes from the input tuples.
• A join operator receives two sets of input tuples. Its output is a set of tuples containing a combination
of the attributes in the input tuples. In the example, the join operator extends the story’s attributes
by adding the vote count attribute.
• An aggregation operator (e.g. count, sum) divides input tuples into groups based on a grouping
attribute, and applies an aggregation function over the tuples of each group. In the example, the
count operator groups stories by story id and calculates the count of tuples for each story id value.
We can unify these transformations by modeling the output of a relational operator component as a tuple
of attributes.
Derived state structures accelerate read access to a set of tuple attributes, but not perform any transformations. In the news aggregator example, the view partitions pre-compute the results of the join and
count operation. Therefore, the response to an invocation a view partition’s interface is the same as the
response of the join operator.
Routing operators either forward the responses of other components, or combine them by merging
multiple input sets of tuples to a single output set.
Our third observation is that we can use a common model for the responses of all three types of query
processing functionalities. The response to the invocation of a components service interface is a set of
tuples of attributes. These attributes might be combinations of the attributes present in the data items of
the corpus, or the results of functions applied on those attributes.
Combining the above observations, we conclude that that query processing functionalities belonging in the
three categories described above can be encapsulated by a microservice-like component that provides its
functionality through an interface. The response to an invocation of this interface can be modeled as is a
set of data items, each structured as a tuple of attributes.
The query processing component’s input port.
Our forth observation is related to the input required for each query processing functionality type:
• Indexes and materialized views expose a second interface for being updated to reflect changes to the
corpus. In the news aggregator example, a materialized view partition receives information about
changes in the join operation result from the join operator. The following types of changes can occur
in the join operation result:
– A new story has been created.
– The vote count for an existing story has changed.
– A story has been deleted.
• A cache, in the case of a cache miss, forwards the given query to a different component, and then
receives the corresponding query result as input.
• As discussed above, relational operators receive a set of attributes tuples as input. Unary operators,
such as selection, receive one set of tuples, and binary operators, such as joins, receive two sets.
• By definition, because of their functionality, routing components, receive the output of other components as input. The view partition manager in the example receives as input the responses of the
index partitions to a given query.
We can categorize these inputs in two types:
• An index or materialized view requires as input information about modifications to the corpus.
Moreover, the scope of the input required by these components spans their entire operation lifetime.
In the example, index partitions need to continuously receive information about story creation and
deletion of stories and votes, in order to remain up-to-date with the corpus.
• Every other query processing functionality requires as input a information about the state of the
corpus. Moreover, contrary to indexes and materialized views, the scope of this input is a single
session. In the example, the index partition manager receives as input the responses of view partitions
for a specific query. Each query corresponds to a distinct set of input, tied to the specific query.
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Our forth observation is that we can unify the two different type and scope input semantics. First,
we can represent both input scopes using streaming semantics. The input required by an an index or
materialized view can be viewed as a continuous stream of records encoding information about modifications
to the corpus. The input required by other components can be viewed as a stream of records that encode
parts of the state of the corpus. Using streaming semantics, we can couple the scope of an input to the
lifetime of a stream. The input to a view partition in the example is long-running stream, the lifetime of
which spans the lifetime of the partition. An input to the partition manager is a stream that spans the
processing of a specific query.
Second, we can represent both input types by structuring stream records as deltas. A delta consists of
a base state, and information encoding a modification to that state. Applying this to the news aggregator
example, we can represent the input to a view partition as a record with a base state part, and a modification
part. The base state part is a tuple (story id, title, url, vote count). The modification part may indicate
that the story identified by the base state part is a newly created story, that this story has been deleted,
or that this is an modified state of this story.
By omitting the modification part, the delta can also represent a part of corpus’ state. Applying this to
the news aggregator example, we can represent the input to the partition manager for a given query with
the same record structure. In this case, the modification part is empty. The base state part represents the
state of story that matches a given query.
Using this observation, we extend the query processing component described above with a “port” for
receiving an input stream consisting of records structured as deltas.
The relation between service interface and input port.
Our fifth observation is that the service interface and the input port of the query processing component,
are not independent from one another. In the example, the input that the partition manager receives
from an view partition is the direct result of the partition manager invoking the interface of the partition.
Moreover, the stream of modifications that a view partition receives, can be viewed as the result of an
invocation of the join operators interface by the partition.
Guided by this observation, we extend the semantics of the query processing component as follows:
The response to an invocation of the component’s service interface is a stream of records structured as
deltas.
To enable this connection between service interface and input port, we distinguish two types of interface
invocations. A “state” invocation is evaluated a single time against a specific state of the corpus and
produces a set of state results. In the example, the invocation of a view partition’s interface by the
partition manager is a “state” invocation. It describes a query that is evaluated once against the state of
the partition, and produces a set of results. A “persistent” invocation is a long-running request that is
re-evaluated upon each modification of the corpus. In the example, the invocation of the join operator’s
interface by a partition is a “persistent” invocation. It describes a query that is repeatedly re-evaluated
each time join operator receives an input.
The second connection between input port and service interface is that the response to an interface
invocation might be the result of a transformation over the input. This directly maps to the functionality
of relational operators. In the example, the join operator emits a new output record as a result of receiving
an input record, either from the stories table, or the count operator.
Expanding on this, we distinguish two mechanisms that query processing components use provide their
exposed service:
• A derived state component process requests by reading from its state (index, cache or materialized
view). This is the case for index partitions in the example.
• Relational operator and routing components provide their functionality by performing a transformation over their inputs.
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Figure 5.2: Example of achieving higher-order functionality through composition of basic functionalities.

Composition of query processing components.
Our sixth observation is that while each individual component encapsulates a basic query processing
functionality, we can implement higher-level functionalities be composing components. This is depicted in
Figure 5.2. Components with basic functionalities, such as selection, project and join, are composed to
execute a more complex task.
This a common technique used in existing query engines: the execution of relational algebra expressions
is represented as a dataflow computation performed by a set of operators, each performing a basic functionality, connected in a directed acyclic graph [62, 107]. The graph’s components are relational operators
that receive one or more input streams, perform an operation on them, and emit an output stream. Graph
nodes are connected so that the output stream of one operator is the input stream of another.
We can expand the composition property to also include relational operator components as well as
derived state and routing components. In the new aggregator example, we compose derived state components (view partitions), along with a routing component (partition manager) to construct a partitioned
materialized view.
Conclusion.
Combining the above, we define a system component that combines properties of a streaming operator
and a microservice. Similarly to a streaming operator, the component receives one or more input streams,
performs a computation over these streams, and emits an output stream. Similarly to a microservice, the
component provides its functionality as a service through an interface. The response to an invocation of
this interface has streaming semantics. Combining the two, any input stream is initiated as the response
to the invocation of a component’s service interface. We call this component a Query Processing Unit
(QPU).
An individual QPU provides a basic query processing functionality, such as filtering an input stream based
on a given condition, caching query results, or routing query requests to index partitions. Higher-order
query processing functionalities are achieved by composing multiple QPUs.
The mechanism that enables composition is that a query processing unit is able to invoke the service
interface of other units. In that way, given a query, a QPU can perform “sub-queries” to other units,
and retrieve the corresponding responses as input. It can then perform a computation on these “partial
results” in order to compute the response to the given query.
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We refer to the QPU’s service interface as query interface, and an invocation of that interface as a
query request.
The query processing unit is the building block of the proposed query processing system architecture.
A query processing system is a directed acyclic graph with QPUs as its vertices. The graph’s vertices
represent potential query request — response stream relations. An edge from Qa to Qb indicates that Qa
can send query requests to — and therefore establish input streams from — Qb . We call Qb a downstream
connection of Qa , and a query request sent from Qa to Qb a downstream query. The corpus is located the
leaves of the graph (nodes with only incoming edges), and client queries enter the graph through its root
nodes (nodes with outgoing edges).
The computation model of query execution emerges from the semantics of the query processing unit. When
a QPU at the root of the graph receives a query request, is has two mechanisms available for processing it:
• In the case of a stateful QPU it can process the given query, by reading from its internal state. For
example, this is the case in a secondary index or materialized view component.
• It can establish input streams by invoking the interface one or more downstream connections, and
perform a computation over these streams. For example, given a query, a QPU that implements
a filter operator invokes the interface of a downstream connection. This initiates an input stream.
The operator filters the input stream based on the condition specified by the query, and emits the
item that satisfy the condition as the response stream.
These mechanisms are not mutually exclusive. A cache QPU first reads from its internal state. In
case the results of the given query are not present in the cache, the QPU forwards the the query to a
downstream connection, and receives the results as an input stream.
When the downstream query mechanism is used, this process is repeated at each QPU that receives a
query request. A client query, submitted at the root of the graph, progressively spawns sub-queries that
flow downwards through graph, defining a query execution sub-graph. Query results flow upwards through
the edges of this sub-graph, and are progressively combined to produce the final result.
Query execution is therefore decentralized : Each QPU takes local decisions based on its functionality
and a given query request. The result of these local decisions is a distributed computation that performs
query execution.

5.2
5.2.1

The query processing unit: a building block for composable query processing architectures
The Query Processing Unit component model

In the previous section, we discussed our insights for unifying the semantics of the different types of query
processing tasks under a common component that can be used as the building block of a modular query
processing architecture. Building on a set of observations, we described an overview of the semantics of
this component, called the query processing unit.
In this section, we formalize the query processing unit specification. To achieve that, we introduce
the query processing unit component model (QPU Model for short). The QPU Model defines the set of
common properties that every query processing unit conforms to. This includes the QPU’s query interface,
and the query request – response stream semantics. Using object-oriented programming terminology, the
QPU Model can be viewed as an abstract class that defines a set of method signatures, but not their
implementation.
We user the QPU model as a template for defining QPU classes with specific functionalities. For
example “cache”, “join”, and “index partition manager” classes provide different query processing functionalities, but all conform to the properties of the QPU Mode. QPU classes can be viewed as classes that
implement the QPU abstract class.
Finally, QPU instances can be viewed as specific instances of a QPU class, with a specific configuration.
For example, different instances of the “secondary index” class can be used to implement the partitions of
a partitioned index, or indexes on different attributes. As another example, a specific materialized view is
implemented by an instance of the “materialized view” class, with the view’s definition as a configuration
parameter.
In the rest of this thesis, we use the terms query processing unit, QPU, and unit interchangeably to
refer to QPU instances.
The query processing unit component model defines a system component with the following properties.
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Figure 5.3: A conceptual depiction of the QPU model interfaces.
5.2.1.1

Query, input stream, and domain interfaces.

The principal characteristic of the QPU component is that is exposes three interfaces for communicating
with other QPU instances. Figure 5.3 shows a conceptual depiction of the query processing unit model’s
interfaces.
Query interface. Query processing units expose an interface for receiving query requests. This interface
is common among all QPU classes so that a QPU can send query requests to other QPUs, regardless of
their class. This is the mechanism with which QPUs interoperate to perform query processing tasks, and
forms the basis of the query processing system’s computation model (§5.3.2).
Each QPU instance specializes in a subset of the queries that can be expressed by the interface’s query
language. This set of queries depends on its class, its configuration (§5.2.1.2), and the topology of the
parts of the QPU graph is is connected to. For example, a QPU may only serve queries about a specific
database table, while a Join class QPU will specifically serve join queries using partial results. The set of
queries that a QPU instance can process is the query interface’s domain.
The QPU’s query interface has streaming semantics. An invocation of the query interface initiates
a stream between the QPU that sent the query request and the one that received it; query results are
returned through that stream; each stream record is a result of the query. This allows the QPU model to
bridge one-off and long-running queries. We present the query interface in more detail in Section 5.2.2.1.
Input stream interface. Issuing a query request initiates a stream of query results. The input stream
interface is the interface through which the query processing unit receives this input stream. This interface
is not open: a QPU cannot receive an input stream not associated with a query that it has issued.
Domain interface. As presented above, each QPU instance specializes in a specific set of queries, which
is called it’s query interface domain. In order for QPUs to collaborate during query processing by issuing
queries to one another, a unit must have information about the domains of its downstream connections.
The domain interface allows domain information to be disseminated through the QPU graph: a unit can
use the domain interface of one of its downstream connections to retrieve its domain. We present the
domain interface in more detail in Section 7.1.

5.2.1.2

Configuration

Upon initialization, each QPU is given a set of configuration parameters. Configuration parameters can
be categorized in:
• Class-specific configuration, which includes parameters such as cache size or the definition of a
materialized view.
• Topology configuration, which consists of endpoints of a QPU’s downstream connections in the QPU
graph.

5.2.1.3

Local graph view

A QPU maintains information about the query interface domain of each of its downstream connections.
It uses this information to: (1) validate if it can process a given query, and (2) generate downstream
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sub-queries in order to retrieve partial results required for processing a given query. The QPU implements
its local graph view as a data structure, called the domain tree (§5.3.3.2).

5.2.1.4

Query Processing State.

Each QPU maintains internal state, that is accessible only by that QPU.
We distinguish the QPU state in three parts according to its functionality. Moreover, QPUs that
have downstream connections maintain information about these connections, which is used for generating
downstream query requests. We call this part of the state local graph view. Finally, query processing units
that implement derived state structures and QPUs that store intermediate query processing results, for
example in streaming join computations, maintain query processing state.

5.2.1.5

Initialization, query processing, and input stream processor methods.

The functionality of a query processing unit can be modeled using three methods:
• The initialization method (Section 5.2.2.3), which is executed when the QPU is initialized.
• The query processing method (Section 5.2.2.4), which is executed for each query request received by
the QPU, and is responsible for processing the query and sending results to the response stream.
• The input stream processor method (stream processor method for short) (Section 5.2.2.5), which is
executed for each record received through an input stream.
The QPU model defines the signatures of these methods, and each QPU class provides implementations
for them. The functionality of a QPU class is defined by the implementations that the class provides for
the three QPU methods.

QA

RA

QPU 0
QPU State

Query
processing
method
Stream
processor
method

QA.1

RA.1

Stream
processor
method

QA.2

RA.2

QPU 1

QPU 2

Figure 5.4: QPU composition.
Figure 5.4 shows a conceptual depiction of how the QPU model enables composition. When the QPU’s
query API is called, an output stream (RA ) is established between the unit and the sender, and the unit’s
query processing method is invoked for the given query. The query processing method can read the QPU’s
state, and can perform downstream queries to other units. For each downstream query, a corresponding
stream is established (QA.1 and QA.2 ). When a record is received from one of the streams, the QPU’s
stream processor method is invoked. Each invocation of the stream processor method processes a received
record, and returns the result to the query processing method. Upon receiving a result from a stream
processor method, the query processing method can potentially write to the QPU’s state and/or emit a
record to the output stream.

5.2.2

Query Processing Unit component model specification

In this section we present the detailed specification of the query processing unit component model.
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5.2.2.1

Query interface

Query processing units expose an interface for receiving query requests:
Query(QueryRequest) → QueryResponse
• QueryRequest specifies a projection, a predicate on the data items’ attributes, and a timestamp or
time interval.
• QueryResponse is a stream containing the query’s results.
Query response.
QueryResponse is a stream with the following structure:
QueryResponse = [StreamRecord]∗
where
StreamRecord =
(DataItemID, [(AttributeN ame, AttributeV alueold , AttributeV aluenew )], T imestamp)
Query types.
We categorize queries in three types: snapshot, interval and hybrid queries.
Snapshot queries. A snapshot query is an “one-time” query that is evaluated on a snapshot of the
corpus data, specified by a timestamp, and returns the data items that match the query predicate.
Given a query Q, specifying a projection P rojQ , a predicate P redQ , and a timestamp tQ , a snapshot
query is evaluated on a snapshot of the corpus that contains the effects of all updates with timestamp <
t. For each data item d that satisfies P red, QueryResponse contains a StreamRecord of the form:
(DataItemID, [(AttributeN ame, null, AttributeV aluenew )], T imestamp)
The attributes contained in StreamRecord are specified by P rojQ .
This represents the state of the data item DataItemID at timestamp T imestamp. Each element of
[(AttributeN ame, AttributeV alueold , AttributeV aluenew )] indicates that the data item is associated with
an attribute AttributeN ame with the value AttributeV aluenew
Interval queries. An interval query is a “long-running” (persistent) query. It is akin to subscribing to a
query: Each time an update to the corpus causes a result to be added or removed from the query’s results,
or an existing result to be modified, the system notifies the subscriber about the change.
Given a query Q, specifying a projection P rojQ , a predicate P redQ , and an interval [t1 , t2 ), a
StreamRecord is added to QueryResponse each time one of the following is true:
• An update creates a data item d, and d satisfies Q
• An update deletes a data item d satisfied Q before deletion.
• An update modifies an existing data item d, causing to either start satisfying Q, stop satisfying Q,
or continue satisfying Q but with some of the attributes in P rojQ having been modified.
This specification represents the following cases:
• An update modifies a data item so that its state before the update is applied does not satisfy P red,
but its state after the update is applied satisfies P red. In that case, the data item needs to be added
to the posting list of an index entry, or to the results of a materialized view.
• An update modifies a data item so that its state before the update is applied satisfies P red, but
its state after the update is applied does not satisfy P red. In that case, the data item needs to be
removed from the posting list of an index entry, or to the results of a materialized view.
• An update modifies a data item, both its state before the update is applied and after satisfies P red,
and the data item’s state stored as part of the index entry of the materialized view (because of P roj)
is modified.
In this case of interval queries, StreamRecord has the form:
(DataItemID, [(AttributeN ame, AttributeV alueold , AttributeV aluenew )], T imestamp)
This represents an update to the the data item DataItemID, with timestamp T imestamp; Each elements
of [(AttributeN ame, AttributeV alueold , AttributeV aluenew )] indicates that the update modified the value
of attribute AttributeN ame from AttributeV alueold to AttributeV aluenew .
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Hybrid queries. A hybrid query is a combination of a snapshot and an interval query. It is used in order
to avoid missing updates in the common case in which a snapshot query is directly followed by an interval
query.
Given a query Q, specifying a projection P rojQ , a predicate P redQ , and an interval [t1 , t2 ), a hybrid
query is equivalent to executing two queries in parallel: A snapshot query with timestamp t1 , and an interval
query with interval [t1 , t2 ). In this QueryResponse contains a mix of both types of StreamRecord.
Response stream mode.
The query response stream can be either synchronous or asynchronous. In a synchronous stream, the
sender blocks until the stream records has been received and processed by the receiver.
Query Language.
The interface supports a query language with an SQL-like syntax. The query language supports point
and range queries, logical operators, aggregation functions, and joins. We argue that these is no inherent
limitation in the QPU model that prevents it from supporting a more complex query language (for example
supporting nested queries). However, we consider additional functionalities to be out of the scope of this
work. We believe this query language can effectively demonstrate that the QPU model can be used as
building block for constructing fully-functional query processing systems.
The QPU model’s query language has following syntax:
QueryRequest

:: =

SELECT SelectExpression
FROM TableExpression
WHERE PredicateExpression
INTERVAL IntervalExpression
[ GROUP BY attributeName ]
[ ORDER BY OrderByExpression { ASC | DESC } ]
{ SYNC | ASYNC }

SelectExpression

:: =

ALL | ProjectionExpression

P r o j e c t ionExpression

:: =

ProjectionItem |
ProjectionItem , ProjectionExpression |

ProjectionItem

:: =

COUNT ( attributeName ) |
SUM ( attributeName ) |
AVG ( attributeName ) |
MAX ( attributeName ) |
MIN ( attributeName ) |
attributeName

TableExpression

:: =

tableName JOIN tableName On
tableName . attributeName = tableName .
attributeName |
tableName

P re d i ca teExpression

:: =

( PredicateExpression ) |
PredicateExpression OR
PredicateExpression |
PredicateExpression AND PredicateExpression |
NOT PredicateExpression |
Term Op Term

Term

:: =

attributeName | Value

Op

:: =

> | >= | < | <= | = | !=

Value

:: =

stringValue | floatValue | intValue |
dateTimeValue | timestampValue

In te rv alExpression

:: =

FROM TimestampTerm [ TO TimestampTerm ]

TimestampTerm

:: =

SYSTEM START | LATEST | timestampValue
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Orde rByExpression

:: =

attributeName

Listing 5.2: Query language of the QPU’s query interface. TableExpression corresponds to an equi
join.
The INTERVAL syntax is used to specify the query type. Queries without a TO part are snapshot queries;
queries with a TO are interval or hybrid queries. Queries with LATEST keyword in the FROM part are interval
queries, while queries with with a specific timestamp (or the SYSTEM START keyword) are hybrid queries.
The SYSTEM START keyword is used to indicate the earliest available timestamp.
The SYNC or ASYNC is used to specify the response stream mode.
In practice, each QPU instance specialized in a subset of the queries that can be expressed by this query
language, according to the functionality supported by its class. For example, a QPU class that implements
a join operator can perform a join over two input streams, but cannot evaluate a P redicateExpression, or
perform an SU M on an attribute of the join result. This can be achieved by connecting “join”, “filter”, and
“aggregator” QPUs. We present in detail these QPU classes in Section 5.2.4, and how they are composed
to provide complex query processing functionalities in Section 5.3.
Moreover, instances of a certain class may support different parts of the query language according
to their configuration. For example, two instances of a filter operator QPU class may support predicate
queries for different tables.

5.2.2.2

Query processing state

Query processing units that encapsulate derived state structures such as indexes, materialized views and
caches, store these data structures in the part of their state that we call query processing state. Additionally,
streaming operator QPUs such as joins use this part of the state to store intermediate state.
We model the query processing state as set of key-value pairs, ordered by key:
(Key, [State], )
where
State = (DataItemID, [(AttributeN ame, AttributeV alue)], T imestamp)
Listing 5.3 defines the QPU’s query processing states using pseudocode:
type AttributeName string
type AttributeValue union {
string
float
int
dateTime
timestamp
}
type State {
dataItemID
attributes
ts
}

string
[( AttributeName , AttributeValue ) ]
timestamp

class Q ueryProcessingState
function Get ( Key_low , Key_high , Timestamp_low , Timestamp_high ) [( Key , [
State ]) ]
function Put ( Key , State )

Listing 5.3: Pseudocode for the QPU’s query processing state
• P ut modifies the value of the query processing state’s entry for the given key. It can be used with
a non-existing key to create a new entry.
• Get retrieves the query processing state entries with Keylow < key ≤ Keyhigh . For each entry, the
updates with T imestamplow < T imestamp ≤ T imestamphigh retrieved.
Essentially, the QPU’s query processing state is versioned. In that way, QPU’s can process queries
about any timestamp that they have received updates for.
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5.2.2.3

Initialization method

Each QPU invokes an initialization method when it starts its execution.
type D o wnstreamConnection {
endpoint string
domain DomainTree
}
function Init ( QPState , [ DownstreamConn ])

Listing 5.4: Initialization method signature
Listing 5.4 shows the initialization method’s signature. P rocessQuery receives as arguments:
• QP State, which is a handler that enables Init to read from and write to QPU’s query processing
state.
• A list of DownstreamConn, each consisting of the endpoint of a downstream connection and a data
structure representing the connection’s query interface domain (Section 5.3.3.2). Init can therefore
send downstream query requests.

5.2.2.4

Query processing method

The query processing method is responsible for processing a single query. It spawns a result stream and
sends the results back to the requestor over that stream.
For each query q being processed, the QPU initiates an output stream, Rq , and executes the query
processing method, QP Fq . QP Fq is responsible for emitting records to Rq . Moreover, if QP Fq initiates
input streams Iq−1 , Iq−2 , ..., then QP Fq is responsible for handing the return values of stream processor
methods for records received through Iq−i .
function ProcessQuery ( QueryRequest , QPState , [ DownstreamConn ] ,
ResponseStream )

Listing 5.5: Query processing method signature
Listing 5.5 shows the query processing method’s signature. In addition to QP State and [DownstreamConn],
P rocessQuery receives:
• QueryRequest, which represents the received query request.
• ResponseStream, a handler it can use to emit result to the output stream.
The query processing method is executed for each received query request, therefore query processing
unit can run multiple instances of the query processing method in parallel.

5.2.2.5

Input stream processor method

The input stream processor method is responsible for processing a record received through an input
stream. It can read from and write to the query processing unit state, and a (potentially empty) list
of StreamRecord to the query processing method.
function ProcessInputRecord ( StreamRecord , QueryRequest , QPState )
returns [ StreamRecord ]

Listing 5.6: Stream processor method signature
Listing 5.6 shows the query processing method’s signature. An instance of the stream processor method
is executed for each record received through an input stream.

5.2.3

Stream semantics

In this section we describe more detail the semantics of the stream connections between query processing
units.
Apart from data records (updates), control records can also be sent through a stream. Although data
records can be sent only in one direction (“upstream”), control records can be sent in both directions.
Types of control records include acknowledgements, heartbeats, and resend requests.
Sending a data record can be either synchronous or asynchronous. A synchronous send operation blocks
until an acknowledgement for the data record is received.
Finally, we assume that stream connections do not drop, re-order, or duplicate messages; however messages
may be arbitrarily delayed. These guarantees are not based on assumptions about the transport layer,
but as we discuss in Chapter 8 are implemented by query processing units on top of potentially unreliable
connections.
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5.2.4

QPU classes

As described in the previous section, the query processing unit component model has the role of “template”,
defining unified semantics that every QPU conforms with. This ensures that QPU instance with different
functionalities (classes) and configurations can be interconnected and can interoperate to perform query
processing tasks.
A QPU class is an instantiation of the query processing unit model: it defines the implementations of
the initialization, query processing and stream processor methods.
In this section, we present a categorization of QPU classes according to their general characteristics,
and demonstrate some examples of QPU classes. We present additional QPU classes in Chapters 6, 7, 8.
We categorize QPU classes in three groups, according to their general characteristics:
• Relational operator classes. Classes in this group encapsulate streaming relational operators. A
relational operator QPU receives one or more input data streams, and perform a transformation
over these streams, and emits an output stream.
Every input stream of relational operator QPU is the output stream of another QPU, and has been
establish as a response to a query request.
Examples of QPU classes in this group are:
– Filter: A selection QPU receives records from an input stream, and emits at its output those
records satisfy a given condition.
– Join: A join QPU encapsulates a streaming join operator. It receives records from two input
streams, and performs a join operation over them, according to parameters specified by a query
request. The join QPU initiates input streams by sending the appropriate query requests to
its downstream connections, and emits ths join operation result as its output stream.
– Aggregator classes: Aggregator QPU classes encapsulate aggregation functions such as
count, sum, average, and min or max. An aggregator QPU performs a streaming aggregation over an input stream; It emits a record at its output stream for each input record that
changes the computed aggregation value.
• Derived state classes. Classes in this group encapsulate derived state structures, such as indexes,
caches, and materialized views.
This group includes the following classes:
– Secondary index and Materialized view: Secondary index and materialized view QPUs
support both incremental updates and re-evaluation from the corpus. For the rest of this
chapter, we focus on the case in which a secondary index or materialized view is initially
evaluated when created, and then incrementally updated.
A secondary index (or materialized view) QPU receives its index or view definition as a configuration parameter. Its initialization method establishes an input stream by sending an interval
query (a query without an upper bound timestamp) to its downstream connection: In that
way, the QPU effectively subscribes to notifications for updates to the corpus. For each record
received through the input stream, the stream processor method updates the query processing
state accordingly. When a query request is received, the query processing method computes
the results by reading from the query processing state, and emits them to the output stream.
– Cache: When receiving a query request, a cache QPU’s query processing method first determines if the query result is stored in the query processing state. If yes, the method retrieves
the corresponding query results and emits them at the output stream. Alternatively, it sends
a query request at the QPU’s downstream connection, with the same query. The cache QPU’s
input stream processor method stores each record received as a response that request, and then
returns it to the query processing method which emits it to the output stream.
• Routing classes. Classes in this group encapsulate query processing functionalities that can be
characterized as “query routing”. This includes coordinating access to partitioned or replicated
derived indexes and materialized views, or load balancing.
Examples of classes in this group include:
– Partition manager: A partition manager QPU is responsible for coordinating access secondary index or materialized view partitions, encapsulated by the corresponding QPU classes.
A partition manager QPU has downstream connections to a set of QPUs representing partitions. When a query request is received, the QPU’s query processing method determines
which partitions need to be contacted, generated the corresponding queries and sends them as
downstream query requests. To enable this, the partition manager QPU maintains information
about the partitioning scheme and the portion of the partitioned space that corresponds to
each of its downstream connections connections at its query processing capabilities spaces The
unit then merges the input streams and emits the result as its output stream.
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– Load balancer and replica manager: QPUs of these classes have similar functionalities
with the partition manager class. Given a query, the query processing method of a load balancer
or replica manager QPU selects the most suitable among the QPU’s downstream connections
according to a certain criterion (defined by QPU’s class and configuration), forwards the given
query to that connection, and then forwards the resulting input stream to the output stream.
• Corpus driver classes. Classes in this group are responsible for connecting the QPU graph with
the corpus. QPUs of these classes do not support downstream connections to other QPUs. Because
of their functionality, corpus driver QPUs are only used as leaves of the QPU graph. In fact, as we
explain in Section 5.3.1.1, every leaf node of the QPU can only be a corpus driver QPU.
When a query request is received, the query processing method of a corpus driver QPU uses the
interface and mechanisms of they corpus database in order to generate and emit the output stream
that corresponds to the given query. This can include reading from the database that stores the
corpus, subscribing to update notifications, or performing queries.
The corpus driver classes act as a wrappers for the corpus, exposing a common interface and semantics to the QPU graph, independent of how the corpus is stored and accessed. As a result, corpus
driver classes are database-specific.
QPU-based query processing systems can be compatible with any corpus database — or, more
generally, source of updates — for which there is a corresponding corpus driver class.

5.2.4.1

QPU class case studies

Filter
Algorithms 1 and 2 show the query processing and stream processor methods respectively for the
selection QPU class using pseudocode.

Algorithm 1 Selection QPU class query processing method
function ProcessQuery(queryReq, qpState, [downstreamConn], outputStream)
conn = get endpoint from [downstreamConn]
. We assume one downstream connection
inStream = forward queryReq to conn
while not at end of this the stream do
inRecord = inStream.Recv()
result = ProcessInputRecord(inRecord, queryReq, qpState)
if result is not empty then
outStream.Send(result)
end if
end while
end function

Algorithm 2 Selection QPU class stream processor method signature
function ProcessInputRecord(inRecord, queryReq, qpState)
if inRecord satisfies queryReq then
return inRecord
else
return []
end if
end function

Secondary index
Algorithms 4, 5, and 3 show the initialization, query processing, and stream processor methods
respectively for the secondary index QPU class using pseudocode.

5.3
5.3.1

QPU-based query processing systems
Query processing system architecture

A QPU-based query processing system is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with query processing unit
instances as graph nodes. Edges represent potential query request - response stream relations between
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Algorithm 3 Secondary index QPU class stream processor method
function ProcessInputRecord(inRecord, queryReq, qpState)
(dataItemID, [attributeDelta], timestamp) = parse inRecord
for (attrName, attrValOld, attrValNew) in [AttributeDelta] do
if attrValOld is not null then
indexTerm = build index term from attrName and attrValOld
postingList = qpState.Get(indexTerm, indexTerm)
postingList’ = remove dataItemID from postingList
pState.Put(indexTerm, postingList’)
end if
if attrValNew is not null then
indexTerm = build index term from attrName and attrValNew
postingList = qpState.Get(indexTerm, indexTerm)
postingList’ = add dataItemID from postingList
pState.Put(indexTerm, postingList’)
end if
end for
end function

Algorithm 4 Secondary index QPU class initialization method
function Init(qpState, [downstreamConn])
conn = get endpoint from [downstreamConn]
. We assume one downstream connection
queryReq = generate interval query
inStream = send queryReq to conn
while not at the end of the stream do
inRecord = inStream.Recv()
ProcessInputRecord(inRecord, null, qpState)
end while
end function

Algorithm 5 Secondary index QPU class query processing method
function ProcessQuery(queryReq, qpState, [downstreamConn], outputStream)
[indexTermL, indexTermB = build terms for reading secondary index from queryReq
result = qpState.Get(indexTermL, indexTermB)
outStream.Send(result)
end function
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Figure 5.5: QPU graph example
QPUs: a directed edge from QP Ua to QP Ub indicates that QP Ua is able to send query requests to QP Ub .
A query request sent from QP Ua to QP Ub initiates a stream connection between QP Ua and QP Ub ; QP Ub
emits query results through that stream.
The corpus is represented by the graph’s leaf nodes (nodes with no outgoing connections). Queries
enter the QPU graph through root nodes (nodes with no incoming connections).
The capabilities of a QPU-based query processing system are emergent from the functionalities of the
QPUs it is composed of, as well as the graph topology. For example, consider the QPU graph depicted in
Figure 5.5, where:
TABLE Customers ( CustomerID , Email , Address )
TABLE Orders ( OrderID , CustomerID , OrderStatus , OrderDate )

Listing 5.7: Customer and Orders tables attributes
• Corpus driver1 can process queries with the form:
SELECT SelectExpression from Customers INTERVAL IntervalExpression
where SelectExpression can contains one or more attributes of the Customers table.
• Corpus driver2 can process queries with the form:
SELECT SelectExpression FROM Orders INTERVAL IntervalExpression
where SelectExpression contains one or more attributes of the Orders table.
• F ilter1 can send downstream queries to DB driver1 and filter the resulting input stream based on
a given attribute predicate. Therefore, F ilter1 can process queries of the form:
SELECT SelectExpression FROM Customers
WHERE PredicateExpression
INTERVAL IntervalExpression
where SelectExpression and P redicateExpression contain attributes of the Customers table.
• Similarly, F ilter2 supports queries of the form:
SELECT SelectExpression FROM Orders
WHERE PredicateExpression
INTERVAL IntervalExpression
where SelectExpression and P redicateExpression contain attributes of the Orders table.
• Join can send downstream queries to F ilter1 and F ilter2 , and join the two input streams based
on a given attribute. Since the only attribute the two table in the example can be joined on is
CustomerID, Join can process queries of the form:
SELECT SelectExpression
FROM Customers JOIN Orders ON Customers . CustomerID = KnowledgeBase .
CustomerID
WHERE PredicateExpression
INTERVAL IntervalExpression
where SelectExpression and P redicateExpression contain attributes of both tables.
In Section 5.3.2 we describe how a query such as the aforementioned is processed by a QPU-based query
processing system. Moreover, in Section 5.3.3.2 we describe how the set of queries a query processing unit
can process are represented and used by other QPUs.
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5.3.1.1

QPU-graph topology rules

A QPU DAG cannot have any arbitrary topology. This is because each QPU class has specific requirements about: (1) number of the QPU’s downstream connections, and (2) the query interface domain of
these downstream connections. From these class-specific topology requirements, certain higher-level graph
topology rules emerge:
• Any QPU graph mush have corpus driver QPUs as its leaf nodes. Corpus drivers generate the initial
streams that all other QPUs build on.
• Most QPUs in the relational operator and derived state groups must have a single downstream
connection. Exception are relational operator QPUs that by definition operate on more that one
input streams, such as join QPUs.
• A materialized view QPU must have a downstream connection that:
– Can process the query that is the view’s definition.
– Supports interval queries on that query.
This is because, the materialized view QPU needs to receive an input stream of updates that correspond to changes in the result of that query, in order to incrementally update the materialized
view.
• Similarly, a secondary index QPU must have a downstream connection that can provide a stream of
updates on the attribute that QPU is configured to index.
• A cache QPU must have a single downstream connection, which can be any other QPU.
• Similarly, a selection QPU can have a downstream connection to any QPU.
• A partition manager QPU can have one or more downstream connections. It is not a requirement
that downstream connections are partitions of a derived state structure. It is required that some
combination of query interface domains of these connections result in the domain of the partition
manager QPU. In practice, each connection is responsible for a distinct part of the partition manager
QPU’s domain.
• A load balancer QPU can have one or more downstream connections; The QPU is responsible for
performing load balancing on the queries that belong in the intersection of the query interface
domains of its downstream connection. Because of that, the intersection of the query interface
domains of the downstream connection of the load balancer QPU must be non empty.
The above list is inherently non-exhaustive: any QPU class that can be defined using the QPU model
may have additional requirements.

5.3.2

Query execution

The query execution computations of QPU-based query processing systems are fully decentralized. The
distributed computations directly emerge from the initialization, query processing and stream processor
methods of the QPUs the query processing system consists of. In order to describe the characteristics of
query execution in QPU graphs, we first describe the execution of the query
Q = SELECT OrderID , OrderStatus , Email
FROM Customers JOIN Orders ON Customers . CustomerID = Orders . CustomerID
WHERE OrderStatus ! = " shipped " AND OrderDate < 2020 -09 -14
INTERVAL FROM LATEST TO LATEST
by the QPU graph of Figure 5.5.
When a Join receives a query request for Q, its query processing method generates two downstream
queries:
Q1 = SELECT CustomerID , Email
FROM Customers
INTERVAL FROM LATEST TO LATEST
Q2 = SELECT CustomerID , OrderStatus
FROM Orders
WHERE OrderStatus ! = " shipped " AND OrderDate < 2020 -09 -14
INTERVAL FROM LATEST TO LATEST
Join sends a query request for Q1 to F ilter1 , and a query request for Q2 to F ilter2 .
When a F ilter1 receives Q1, its query processing method generates the query and sends it as downstream query request to Corpus driver1 :
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Q3 = SELECT CustomerID , Email
FROM Customers
INTERVAL FROM LATEST TO LATEST
Similarly, F ilter2 generates and sends to Corpus driver2 the following query:
Q4 = SELECT CustomerID , OrderStatus
FROM Orders
INTERVAL FROM LATEST TO LATEST
Corpus driver1 reads from Customers and generates an output stream that for each data item d ∈
Customers contains the most recent update. Similarly, Corpus driver2 generates an output stream for
Orders. F ilter2 emits at its output stream only the input stream updates for which
OrderStatus ! = " shipped " AND OrderDate < 2020 -09 -14
is true. Because Q1’s P redicateExpression is empty, F ilter1 ’s output stream is identical to its input
stream. Finally, Join receives the results of Q1 and Q2 as input streams; its query processing method join
updates from the two streams where
Customers . CustomerID = Orders . CustomerID
and emits the results at its output stream.
More generally, given a query q, the query processing method of a QPU Q0 may either process q
by reading from its query processing state — for example in the case of a materialized view QPU — or
generate and send query requests to some of its downstream connections, Q1 , Q2 .., in order to initialize
input streams required for processing the query. In both cases, the QPU computed the results of q and
emits them at the output stream that corresponds to q.
The same process is performed at each of the downstream connections of Q0 , and their downstream
connection respectively, propagating through the QPU graph from its root to its leaves. This creates a
query execution sub-graph composed of the QPUs that participate in the processing of q. When a QPU
can process a received query request without sending downstream query requests, it becomes a leaf node
of the query execution sub-graph of q. QPU classes that become query execution sub-graph leaf nodes are
corpus driver QPUs, and derived state QPUs. Leaf nodes produce output streams that are then received as
input stream at their “parent” nodes. Progressively, each non-leaf QPU in the query execution sub-graph
receives an input stream for each query request sent, and produces itself an output stream. The output
stream of Q0 contains the results of the initial query, q. We call this type computation in a QPU DAG,
query execution mode.
QPU-based query processing systems execute a similar type of computations for incrementally updating secondary indexes and materialized views. We call this type computation in a QPU DAG, state
maintenance mode. There are the following differences between query execution and state maintenance
mode:
• Query execution is performed in response to a client query (by the query processing method of the
QPU that receives the query) while state maintenance is performed in response to the initialization
of a secondary index or materialized view QPU (by the initialization method of the corresponding
QPU).
• The goal of query execution is to process a client query, while the goal state maintenance is to
establish a long running stream of notification for corpus updates that will be used to incrementally
update a derived state data structure.
• The root of a query execution sub-graph is one of the QPU DAG’s root nodes, while the root of a
state maintenance sub-graph is a derived state QPU that might be a root or an internal node of the
graph.
State maintenance can be configured to be performed either synchronously or asynchronously, depending on the type of send operation used for sending update records. Synchronous state maintenance is
achieved by configuring all QPUs.
Based on the above description, the computations run by a QPU-based processing system can be
characterized as bi-directional dataflow. For a given query or state maintenance execution, query requests
flow downwards through the QPU graph, defining an execution sub-graph. Response streams flow upwards
through that sub-graph, each stream corresponding to an edge defined by a query request.
Finally, as described in Section 5.2.2, a QPU can process multiple queries in parallel, executing an instance of its query processing method and having an output stream for each query request being processed.
Therefore, multiple different query execution and state maintenance sub-graph can co-exist in parallel in
the same QPU DAG.
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5.3.3

Query execution data structures

So far in this chapter we have presented a high level description for certain parts of the query processing
unit’s functionality. In this section we present this parts in details. More specifically, we present the data
structure that encodes the QPUs’ query interface domain, and describe how this structure is used by the
query processing method to generate downstream queries for a given query.

5.3.3.1

Query parse tree

The first step of a QPU’s query processing method is to parse the given query from a string to a form that
can be used for query processing computations. This form is a parse tree.
A parse tree is constructed by applying the QPU query language’s syntax rules to a given query string.
More specifically, a parse tree is composed to two types of nodes:
• Atoms, which include keywords of the query language (SELECT , F ROM etc.), identifiers (such
as table and attribute names), constants, operators and tokens. Atoms are leaf nodes of the parse
tree.
• Syntactic categories, which are constructs built from atoms or other syntactic categories following
the query language’s syntax rules. Syntactic categories are internal nodes of the parse tree.

<QueryRequest>

SELECT

OrderID

<SelectExpression>

OrderStatus

FROM

<TableExpression>

WHERE

<PredicateExpression>

INTERVAL

<IntervalExpression>

Email
FROM

Customers

JOIN

Orders

ON

LATEST

TO

LATEST

Customers.CustomerID
= Orders.CustomerID
<PredicateExpression>

OrderStatus

=

“shipped”

AND

<PredicateExpression>

OrderDate

<

2020-09-14

Figure 5.6: Query parse tree for the query in Listing 5.8.
For example, the parse tree for the following query is depicted in Figure 5.6:
SELECT OrderID , OrderStatus , Email
FROM Customers JOIN Orders ON Customers . CustomerID = Orders . CustomerID
WHERE OrderStatus ! = " shipped " AND OrderDate < 2020 -09 -14
INTERVAL FROM LATEST TO LATEST

Listing 5.8: Query used to demonstrate the query parse tree data structure.
5.3.3.2

Domain tree

In this section, we present the domain tree data structure. The domain tree represents a query processing
unit’s query interface domain, i.e. the set of queries it can process. Because each query can be represented
as a query parse tree, a domain tree is constructed by merging the query parse trees of the queries that
in the QPU’s query interface domain. Each QPU maintains a domain tree for each of its downstream
connections. The QPU’s local graph view consists of this collection of domains trees. Moreover, each unit
constructs its own domain tree based on the domains trees of its connections, and its functionality. The
domain tree is an extension of the query parse tree, which we presented in the previous section. It uses an
additional type of tree node, called conjunction. A conjunction node represents the different potential
sub-trees that a syntactic category node can be evaluated to. Essentially, a conjunction node expresses the
different branches of a syntax rule.
Query processing units use a straightforward algorithm based on transformation and merge rules construct their domain trees. This algorithm is specific to each QPU class:
• A Corpus driver unit constructs its domain tree based on the schema of the corpus table it is
responsible for. More specifically, it 1) uses the table’s name as TableExpression node, 2) creates a
SelectExpression subtree according to the table’s attributes, and 3) constructs the IntervalExpression
sub-tree according to its configuration.
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• A Filter QPU constructs its domain tree by extending the PredicateExpression node of the domain tree of its downstream connection, according to the attributes in the SelectExpression node
(Figures 5.7a and 5.7b)
• A join QPU merges the two domain trees of its connections as follows. It creates a new TableExpression subtree, using the TableExpressions node of the input domain trees, and the join syntax
rule (Listing 5.2), and merges the PredicateExpression subtrees of the the input domain trees using
a straightforward tree merge algorithm (Figure 5.7c).
• A Partition Manager unit constructs its domain tree by combining the trees of the PredicateExpression subtrees of its connections. For example, consider the case of a partition manager QPU
connected to two index QPUs. The first index QPU is responsible for index entries in the interval
[VA , VB ), and the second for [VB , VC ). The Partition Manager’s domain tree will represent the
interval [VA , VC ).
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(a) Domain tree for f ilter1 QPU in Figure 5.5.

(b) Domain tree for f ilter2 QPU in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.7: Domain trees for the QPU graph in Figure 5.5.
QPU trees have two functionalities:
• A query processing unit uses its own domain tree in order to determine whether it can process a
given query. More specifically, it checks if the query’s parse is a subtree of the QPU’s domain tree,
and, therefore, if the query’s parse tree belongs in the set of queries represented by the QPU tree
(algorithm 6).
• A query processing unit uses the domain trees of its downstream connections in order to generate
downstream queries. Given a query q with parse tree P Tq , received a query processing unit Q that
has a downstream connections Qd with domain tree DCTQd , the parse tree of the downstream query
to be sent from Q to Qd for q is the intersection of DTQd and P Tq (algorithm 7).

5.4
5.4.1

Discussion
QPU-based query processing systems and ad-hoc queries

.
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Algorithm 6 Algorithm for check if a query can be processed
function CanProcessQuery(queryReq, DomainTree)
queryParseTree = parse queryReq
return isSubTree(DomainTree, queryReq)
end function
Algorithm 7 Algorithm for generating downstream queries
function GenerateDownstreamQuery(queryReq, downstreamConn)
queryParseTree = parse queryReq
domainTree = get domain tree of downstreamConn
downStreamQueryParseTree = intersection(domainTree, queryParseTree)
downStreamQueryReq = generate query from parse tree
return downStreamQueryReq
end function

The goal of the QPU-based design pattern is to enable workload-driven design. A QPU graph is designed
based a predefined set of query patterns. As a result, a QPU graph does not support any ad-hoc query,
but rather the set of queries it has been designed for. More specifically, as described in Section 5.3.3.2,
a QPU graph supports the set of queries represent by the domain trees of its root nodes. Supporting
additional query patterns, not supported by a certain QPU graph requires designing and deploying a new
QPU graph.

5.4.2

Query processing unit consistency semantics

The query engine architecture presented maintains derived state, including indexes and materialized views,
in a system that is separate to the data storage tier. This creates two considerations about the consistency
of query results: the consistency between corpus and derived state, and the consistency between different
indexes or materialized views, or shards of an index/view, maintained by the query engines. We discuss
former in this section, and outline the latter as a direction for future work (§10.1.3).
We refer to a stateful QPU as internally consistent in time t, if its state has been updated according to
all updates with timestamp ≤ t, and no updates with timestamp > t. Our design ensures that 1) if a query
q with a timestamp tq is issued to a stateful QPU Q, and Q has received and processed an update with
timestamp ≥ tq , then Q can evaluate q on an internally consistent snapshot of its state with timestamp
tq , and 2) any Q can evaluate any subsequent query on an internally consistent snapshot of its state with
timestamp ≥ tq . Essentially, this property ensures that any state snapshot of a stateful QPU reflects a
(potentially stale) snapshot of the corpus data.
The query processing unit design achieves that as follows:
• We assume that updates the data storage tier propagates updates to the QPU graph in-order,
according to their timestamps.
• The stream connection between two QPUs ensures that streams records are not lost or re-ordered.
• Given a stream of input records with increasing timestamps, relational operator QPUs emits result
records that also have increasing timestamps (potentially a subset of the input timestamps).

5.5

Conclusion

This chapter presented the design of a modular and composable query engine architecture. It introduced
the Query Processing Unit, presented its specification, and described how it can be used as a building
block for constructing query engine architectures.
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Chapter 6

Case studies
Having presented an approach for constructing query processing architectures through assembly-based
modularity, in this chapter, we demonstrate its flexibility by applying it to a number of use cases and
applications. More specifically:
• We demonstrate how both a document and a term-partitioned secondary index can be implemented
using QPU-based architectures (Section 6.1). In addition, we use this case study to describe in detail
the construction and functionality of QPU graph, including the configuration of query processing
units, and the queries sent between units during initialization and query processing.
• We examine a state-of-the-art approach to providing federated metadata search over data spread
across multiple private and public cloud storage platforms, and propose a decentralized approach
that places index entries closer to the corpus in order to improve freshness (Section 6.2). Moreover,
we present a QPU architecture that implements partial index replication. This approach provides
fine-grained control over the placement of index entries: Heavily queried index entries are placed
closer to the users, while heavily updated entries are placed closer to the corpus.
• We examine a read-heavy news aggregator application, and propose a QPU-based query processing system for maintaining pre-computed state in order to improve the application’s performance,
while simplifying its code (Section 6.3). To achieve that, we present a QPU that implements partial materialization in materialized views: Only materialized view entries expected to be requested
by the application are materialized. This reduces the view’s memory footprint as well as the volume communication required for keeping view entries up-to-date with the corpus. Furthermore, we
demonstrate how a QPU-based architecture can be distributed between data center and edge nodes,
and use partial materialization to ensure that only heavily queried materialized view entries are
placed at the edge.

6.1

Flexible secondary index partitioning

As described in Section 3.2.4.2, the two main index partitioning schemes are:
• Partitioning by document. Each index partition is responsible for the data items of a certain
corpus partition, and is co-located in the same node as that corpus partition.
• Partitioning by term. Each index partition is responsible for a partition of the value space of the
indexed attribute; The placement of index partitions is independent from the placement of corpus
partitions.
Experimental comparison of the two approaches [54, 76] has shown that there is no “one-size-fitsall” approach to secondary index partitioning. Rather, each approach caters to different needs. More
specifically, partitioning by document is more suitable for:
• Workloads with low selectivity queries, that return large result sets.
• Skewed distributions, in which a large number of data items correspond to a few attribute values.
• Write-intensive workloads that require low write latency.
On the other hand, partitioning by term is more suitable for:
• Large-scale systems with a large number of corpus partitions.
• High selectivity query workloads.
• Less skewed value distributions.
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Because of that, applications can benefit from partitioning schemes adjusted to their data and workload
characteristics.
In most existing query processing systems, the choice of index partitioning scheme is made during the
system’s design, and is not configurable by applications. For example, MongoDB [127], Cassandra [90] and
Riak [18] only use the partitioning by document approach, while HBase [20] uses the partitioning by term
approach.
In this section, we demonstrate the flexibility of the QPU-based query processing architecture by
showing how it can be used to be used to express both index partitioning schemes. More specifically, we
present a QPU architecture that implements a document-partitioned index, and one that implements a
term-partitioned index.
The design of the QPU architectures that we present is based on observations about the properties
of the two index partitioning schemes. We categorize these observations using the derived state read and
write path framework presented in Section 4.1:
• In the partitioning by document scheme, the index write path is local : An index partition receives
updates only from the corpus partition it is co-located with. On the other hand, in the partitioning
by term scheme, the write path involves a many-to-one relationship: An index partition receives
from all corpus partitions updates that belong in the value space it is responsible for.
• In the partitioning by document scheme, the read path is a broadcast operation, while partitioning
by term only index partitions with relevant index entries are involved in processing a given query.
We present QPU architectures for the two index partitioning approaches using the example that we
introduced in Section 4.1. The corpus is composed of a set of image files. Each image is identified by
a primary key, and is associated with a set of user-defined tags. The corpus is partitioned using a hash
of the primary key as the partitioning key. An application needs to create a secondary index on the
predominantColor tag, which can be assigned values in the range [#000000, #F F F F F F ].
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the QPU graphs for a document-partitioned index and a term-partitioned
index respectively, and their placement across system nodes. For simplicity we assume that the number
of corpus partitions is equal to the number of system nodes, and that a corpus partition is placed on each
node.
The two architectures have a number of general characteristic in common. In both architectures, a
corpus driver QPU is placed on each node, and is responsible for the corresponding corpus partition. It
provides the QPU graph with access to the data items in that corpus partition, as well as the updates
performed on those data items. In addition, an index QPU is used to represent each index partition;
A partition manager QPU is connected to all index partitions, and is responsible for coordinating query
access to them.
In Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 we describe how the two QPU architecture achieve the write and read path
properties described above:

6.1.1

Write path

The write path properties described above are achieved through (1) the QPU graph topology and the
placement of graph vertices across system nodes, and (2) the configuration of the index QPUs (index
partitions).

6.1.1.1

Graph topology and placement

Partitioning by document. In the partitioning by document approach, we place an index QPU on each
system node, and connect it to the corresponding corpus driver QPU. As a result, each index partition has
access corpus partition it is co-located with, and therefore constructs and maintains an index containing
the data items that belong in the corpus partition.
Partitioning by term. In the partitioning by term approach, we connect each corpus driver QPU to a
selection QPU, and connect each index QPU to all Selection units. A selection QPU forwards each update
to the relevant index partition, based on the attribute value in the update. We describe in detail how this
is achieved in the following section.

6.1.1.2

Index partition configuration and graph initialization

When the QPU graph for one of the partitioned index architectures is initialized, the initialization method
of each index QPU sends a persistent query to the QPU’s downstream connection, in order to establish an
input stream of updates (the initialization method of the index QPU is presented in Section 5.2.4.1). This
downstream query is generated by the initialization method according to the QPU’s configuration. More
specifically, each index QPU is configured with an attribute (predominantColor in this example), and an
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Figure 6.2: QPU architecture for a termpartitioned secondary index.

interval of values of that attribute. The index partition is responsible for index entries that correspond to
attribute values in the specified interval.
In the partitioning by document approach, each index partition is configured to be responsible for the
entire attribute value space, which in the photo album example is [#000000, #F F F F F F ]. As a result,
upon initialization, each index partition sends the query:
SELECT primaryKey , predominantColor
FROM photoAlbum
INTERVAL FROM LATEST

Listing 6.1: Query sent during initialization from each index partition to the corresponding corpus
driver QPU, in the QPU graph shown in Figure 6.1.
to the corpus driver QPU it is connected to. This initiates a stream between each corpus driver QPU and
the corresponding index QPU The Corpus Driver initially sends a snapshot of the corresponding corpus
partition to the index QPU, and then sends a stream record for each corpus update.
Conversely, in the partitioning by term approach, each index partition is responsible for a nonoverlapping subset of the attribute value space. A simplified version of the configuration of the index
partitions of the term-partitioned index QPU architecture (Figure 6.2) is depicted below:
{

{
// other configuration
parameters
" indexConfiguration " : {
" table " : " photoAlbum " ,
" attribute " :
" predominantColor " ,
" lower_bound " : # 000000 ,
" upper_bound " : # 7 FFFFF
}

// other configuration
// parameters
" indexConfiguration " : {
" table " : " photoAlbum " ,
" attribute " :
" predominantColor " ,
" lower_bound " : # 7 FFFFF ,
" upper_bound " : # FFFFFF
}

}

}

Listing 6.2: Configuration of the index
partition1 in Figure 6.2

Listing 6.3:
Configuration
partition2 in Figure 6.2

As a result, upon initialization, index partition1 sends the query:
SELECT primaryKey , predominantColor
FROM photoAlbum
WHERE predominantColor > = #000000 AND predominantColor < #7 FFFFF
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of

index

INTERVAL FROM LATEST

Listing 6.4: Query sent during initialization from index partition1 to to each selection QPU in the
QPU graph shown in Figure 6.2
to each downstream selection QPU, and index partition2 sends the query:
SELECT primaryKey , predominantColor
FROM photoAlbum
WHERE predominantColor > = #7 FFFFF AND predominantColor < = # FFFFFF
INTERVAL FROM LATEST

Listing 6.5: Query sent during initialization from index partition2 to to each selection QPU in the
QPU graph shown in Figure 6.2
to each downstream selection QPU.
As a result of receiving one the above queries, each selection QPU sends to each downstream corpus driver
QPU the query:
SELECT primaryKey , predominantColor
FROM photoAlbum
INTERVAL FROM LATEST

Listing 6.6: Query sent during initialization from each selection QPU each corpus driver QPU in
the QPU graph shown in Figure 6.2
As a result, each selection QPU receives an input stream from the corresponding corpus driver QPU, for
each of the two above queries, and filters the received streams according to the predicate specified by
each query. Therefore, index partition1 receives from all three corpus partitions first a snapshot and then
updates corresponding to the predominantColor in the interval [#000000, #7F F F F F ). Similarly, index
partition2 receives stream records corresponding to the predominantColor in the interval [#7F F F F F ,
#F F F F F F ).
For example, given a update that inserts to the corpus an image file with predominantColor =
#613930, assigned to to corpus partition2 , Corpus Driver2 sends to Selection2 a record encoding that
update. This input record matches the query:
SELECT primaryKey , predominantColor
FROM photoAlbum
WHERE predominantColor > = #000000 AND predominantColor < #7 FFFFF
INTERVAL FROM LATEST

Listing 6.7: Query that retrieves image files from the photoAlbum table based the value of the
predominantColor attribute
and thus the Selection2 forwards the record only to index partition1 .

6.1.2

Read path

In both QPU architectures, the partition manager QPU is connected to all index QPUs. As described
in Section 5.3.3.2, given a query, the Partition Manager’s query processing method determines which
downstream connections need to be contacted. It generates the corresponding downstream queries using
the domain trees of its downstream connections.
More specifically, given a query, the query processing method, generates a query parse tree, and
performs an intersection between the query parse tree and the domain tree of each of its downstream
connections. The result of each intersection operation is a query parse tree of the downstream query to be
sent to the corresponding connection. If the intersection result is empty, then the QPU does not send a
downstream query to that connection.
Partitioning by document. The domain tree for an index partition in the document-partitioned index
QPU architecture is shown in Figure 6.3. As describe above, in the document-partitioned index, each
index partition is responsible for the entire attribute value space of the data items of one corpus partition.
The domain tree of every index partition is thus are the same as the one depicted in Figure 6.3. Moreover,
because this tree corresponds to the entire attribute value domain, the intersection with any query parse
tree is an identity function: Performing an intersection between that domain tree a query parse tree leaves
the parse tree unchanged.
Therefore, given a query, the partition manager QPU forwards the same query to each of its downstream
connections. This implements the required read path behavior.
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Figure 6.4: The domain tree for index partition1 (6.4a) and index partition2 (6.4b) of the termpartitioned index in Figure 6.2

Partitioning by term Figure 6.4 shows the < predicateExpression > subtrees of the domain trees for
index partition1 and index partition2 in the term-partitioned index architecture. The domain tree of
index partition1 represents the set of queries in the interval [#000000, #7F F F F F ), while the domain
tree of index partition2 represents the interval [#7F F F F F , #F F F F F F ].
We describe how the term-partitioned index architecture processes queries by running through an
example query. Given the query:
Q = SELECT primaryKey , predominantColor
FROM photoAlbum
WHERE predominantColor > = #21 B1FF
AND predominantColor < # ff7b75
INTERVAL FROM LATEST

Listing 6.8: Query that retrieves image files from the photoAlbum table based the value of the
predominantColor attribute
the partition manager QPU calculates the intersection between the parse tree of Q the domain tree of
index partition1 . This results to the downstream query:
Q1 = SELECT primaryKey , predominantColor
FROM photoAlbum
WHERE predominantColor > = #21 B1FF
AND predominantColor < #7 FFFFF
INTERVAL FROM LATEST

Listing 6.9: Sub-query sent from the partition manager QPU to index partition1 in Figure 6.4 in
order to process the query in Listing 6.8.
Similarly, the downstream query for index partition2 is:
]
Q2 = SELECT primaryKey , predominantColor
FROM photoAlbum
WHERE predominantColor > = #800000
AND predominantColor < # ff7b75
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INTERVAL FROM LATEST

Listing 6.10: Sub-query sent from the partition manager QPU to index partition2 in Figure 6.4
in order to process the query in Listing 6.8.
The partition manager QPU sends Q1 to index partition1 and Q2 to index partition2 . It then merges
resulting input streams, and emits the merged stream as its output stream.
In summary, in the term-partitioned architecture, the Partition Manager generates and sends downstream queries to index partitions according their corresponding value intervals, using the domain tree
mechanism.
In conclusion, we have described how the QPU-based composable query processing architecture can be
used to construct both document and term partitioned indexes. Using this flexibility, a database system
can support both partitioning schemes and provide applications the ability to select the partitioning scheme
of each indexes according the data distribution characteristics and the expected workload.
It is important to note that some existing databases, such as Amazon DynamoDB [146] and Apache
Phoenix [21] support both index partitioning schemes. However, we believe that the proposed approach
provides a more structured approach to the design of query processing systems, and enables additional
flexibility.
For example, using the QPU-based architecture we can construct a hybrid, two-tiered partitioned secondary index, consisting of a document-partitioned tier and a term-partitioned tier, as shown in Figure 6.5.
We configure the document-partitioned tier to be strongly consistent with the corpus, by configuring each
connection between an index QPU and the corresponding Corpus Driver to be synchronous. We configure
the term-partitioned tier to be eventually consistent with the corpus, by configuring each Index — Corpus
Driver connection as asynchronous.
The document-partitioned trades consistent query results with more limited query load scalability, as
each query needs to be forwarded to every index partition. The term-partitioned index trades higher query
load scalability, with potentially stale query results.
Using this query processing architecture, individual queries are able to choose between the two tiers
according to their requirements. To achieve this, we introduce the index selector QPU class. The index
selector is responsible for managing access to the two index tiers, by forwarding each query to one of the
partition manager QPUs it connected to. It selects between its connections based on an indication by the
given query: Queries can select between the two partitioned index tiers using a special “control” attribute,
called tier. The query:
SELECT primaryKey , predominantColor
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FROM photoAlbum
WHERE predominantColor = # ff7b75
AND tier = sync

Listing 6.11: Query that retrieves an image file from the photoAlbum table based the value of its
predominantColor attribute.
will be forwarded to the document-partitioned index, while the query:
SELECT primaryKey , predominantColor
FROM photoAlbum
WHERE predominantColor = # ff7b75
AND tier = async

Listing 6.12: Query that retrieves an image file from the photoAlbum table based the value of its
predominantColor attribute.
will be forwarded to the term-partitioned index.
This architecture trades this functionality with the resources required for maintaining two index replicas.

6.2

Federated secondary attribute search for multi-cloud
object storage

While most enterprise data today originate from and is stored on-premises storage systems, use cases for
hybrid and multi-cloud storage are emerging in many industries. For example, in the media industry,
while the creation of content in on-premises private clouds is prevalent, the use of public cloud services
for content distribution and transcoding [115] is growing. Moreover, organization increasingly choose to
spread their data across multiple public cloud providers in order to avoid dependence on a single provider,
and improve their resilience against failures.
The advent of data distributed across multiple independent storage platforms has created the need
for unified access to data across platforms. In this section, we examine Zenko [118], a multi-cloud data
controller that aims to address this need. Zenko provides a common namespace over a set of distinct
object storage platforms, including Amazon S3, Microsoft Azure Blob storage, and Google Cloud Storage.
It allows applications to access data in multiple storage locations using the AWS S3 API [145].
We focus on Zenko’s federated metadata search functionality [119]. It is common for application to
mark objects with metadata tags. Zenko provides applications the ability to retrieve objects based on
queries on their metadata tags, independent from storage location.
Zenko uses a warehousing approach to provide federated metadata search: It integrates metadata tags
for objects stored on all storage platforms in a central metadata store [117, 120]. More specifically, it
uses a MongoDB deployment as this metadata store. MongoDB provides the ability to create indexes
on document attributes, and to retrieve documents using queries on these attributes. Zenko uses this
functionality to implement metadata search: Object metadata are stored as documents in MongoDB.
Queries on metadata tags are translated to MongoDB find requests.
A typical Zenko deployment consists of Zenko along with a private storage system deployed on-premises,
and multiple public cloud storage platforms, each on a different data center. For this case study, we refer
to each data center / storage system as a storage location. The primary data access method is through
Zenko’s API: Application communicate with Zenko to read and write objects, and Zenko is responsible
for storing and retrieving each object from the corresponding storage location according to a specified
policy. In addition, applications can write directly to some of the storage systems. Zenko ingests updates
performed directly to an underlying storage system through a mechanism called out-of-band updates [121].
In this case study, we present an alternative approach for supporting federated metadata search on
object storage platforms. More specifically, we demonstrate how the QPU-based query processing architecture can be used to construct a decentralized secondary index that federates data stored on multiple
storage locations; The main idea is to partition the secondary index based on the storage location of each
object, and place each index partition close to the corresponding data.
There are two main advantages to this approach compared to the warehousing approach:
• It ensures that the write path of the index does not require cross data center communication. This
means that the system can update index partitions synchronously without the prohibitive overhead of
cross data center communication. Alternatively, if index maintenance is asynchronous, the index can
by updated in a more timely fashion, resulting in less stale index entries. In general, a decentralized
index is better suited for applications that require up-to-date query results.
• By being distributed across multiple data centers, the query processing system can remain available
in the face of a data center failure.
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Figure 6.6: QPU architecture for a secondary index that federates two storage locations. (a) Using
a Partition Manager as a root at each storage location that forwards queries to every storage
location. (b) Using partial index replicas implemented by partial index QPUs.
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We make two assumptions: The first is that storage platforms used in this case study have a common,
object storage data model. Second, a corpus driver QPU is available for each storage platform. This
assumptions ensure that a QPU graph can be connected with multiple underlying storage systems.
The QPU architecture for the multi-cloud index is shown in Figure 6.6 (a). We built on the partitioned
index QPU architectures presented in Section 6.1. We construct a partitioned index QPU graph for each
storage system, and co-locate it in the same data center as that storage system. We refer to each of these
QPU graphs as an index location. Each index location is independent and can be constructed using either
the partitioning by document or partitioning by term approach. In addition, a partition manager QPU
is deployed on each storage location, and connected to all index locations. The partition manager QPUs
consist the root nodes of the QPU graph. Given a query, a partition manager QPU forwards the same
query to every index location, and then merges the resulting input streams. This approach is equivalent
to the document-partitioned index approach.
The downside of this approach is that the index query processing system needs to forward each query
to every storage location.
This can be addressed by replicating the entire index at each storage location, but that would multiply
the storage and memory footprint of the index. In addition it would shift the requirement for cross data
center communication to the write path; Every update would need to be sent to every other data center.
We propose an alternative approach, based on partial index replication. To achieve that, we introduce
the partial index QPU class. The goal of the partial index class is to implement secondary index in which
only a subset of index entries are materialized, essentially implementing a partial replica of a secondary
index. The insight is that some index entries are accessed more frequently than others; The partial index,
similarly to a cache, materializes the most recently read index entries; Additionally, it does not invalidate
entries, but, similarly to an index, performs incremental updates to keep them up-to-date with the corpus.
This has two benefits: It bounds the memory footprint of the index, and reduces the cross data center
communication needed by the index both in the read and the write path. In the read path, queries that
can be processed using materialized index entries do not need to be forwarded to another storage location.
In the write path Using the remote index QPU reduces the cross data center communication required for
index processing by replicating recently accessed index entries.
We use the partial index QPU to propose an improvement to the QPU architecture of Figure 6.6
(a). We deploy partial index QPU on each storage location, and connected to the index sub-graph of the
partial index. Each partial index QPU works as follows. When initially deployed, it none of its entries
materialized. When it receives a query, its query processing method forwards the query to its downstream
connection, which in this QPU graph is an index location, as a persistent query. It stores the received
entries, incrementally updates them using the input stream of updates. A difference with the index QPU
is therefore that the partial index establishes an input stream for each materialized index entry, while the
Index requires a single input stream.
While the partial index replication can potentially reduce the write path cross data center communication of an index replica, it might still incur significant data transfer between storage locations, in cases
in which materialized index entries are updated frequently. To address this issue, we extend the partial
index class with a mechanism for measuring the rate of updates to each index entry. If the update rate
for a certain entry crosses a threshold specified by the QPUs configuration, then the QPU stops receiving
updates for this entry and discards it.
The partial index QPU provides fine-grained placement of index entries. Index entries that are queried
more heavily are replicated, and thus placed closer to clients, while index entries that are updated more
heavily are placed closer to the corpus.
This technique has two benefits. First it reduces the memory and storage resources required for query
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processing by partially replicating index entries. Second, it reduces network resource consumption for data
transfer between storage locations, as each index entry is placed at the storage location it communicates
more with.
The QPU architectures described in this case demonstrate an important property of QPU-based query
processing architectures: A QPU graph can have a hierarchical structure, in which lower layers are composed composed of multiple independent sub-graphs, which are then connected by higher layers. Th
federated index architecture consists the partitioned index for each storage location (lower layer), connected by partition manager QPUs (higher layer). Moreover, the lower layer is transparent to the higher
layer. For example, the lower layer of the federated index architecture can used either the partitioning by
term or partitioning by document approach without affecting the system’s functionality.

6.2.1

Predicate-based indexing

In this section, we extend the multi-cloud index case study by examining a use case inspired by one of
Scality’s customers. We consider the example of a media organization that operates broadcasting and
streaming services. It stores media assets (video content, images) used by these services in an object
storage system. As described above, objects are tagged with metadata tags; Applications use queries on
metadata tags to provide recommendation and user search functionalities. The organization operates in
two geographic locations, and a separate storage platform is used for each location.
The metadata search requirement of this use case are as follows: Applications on each geographic
location need low latency metadata search on local corpus (data stored on that geographic location), as
well as a subset of corpus in the remote location. This subset is specified by the application, and is
expressed as predicates on metadata tags. In other words, for an application that operates in locationA ,
there is an “interest set” in locationB : a subset of the corpus locationB that the application accesses
frequently and needs low latency metadata search on.
While the state-of-the-art warehousing approach of constructing a central index with metadata tags
from all objects on both locations can be applied to achieve these requirements, that would potentially
usesignificantly more resources that required, if the interest set is small compared to the corpus.
Instead, we construct a secondary index that indexes only the interest set, by filtering the corpus based
on a given predicate before indexing. Figure 6.7 shows the QPU architecture used to achieve that. We use a
layer of selection QPUs between the corpus (corpus driver QPUs) and the partitioned index. The selection
QPUs apply a filter on the corpus based on the query that defines the interest set, making only data items
that satisfy it available to the index. We refer to this architecture, as an predicate-based secondary index.
A property of this architecture is that it is extensible: Additional corpus subsets can be added to the
filtered index by deploying additional Selection — index QPU subgraphs, and connecting them through a
partition manager QPU.
A federated index QPU architecture for this use case consists of two parts follows the same logic as
the one presented in Figures 6.6 (a) and (b), with the addition that in one of the two storage locations we
use a predicate-based index.

6.3

Materialized view middleware

In this case study, we examine an existing application that requires the use of pre-computed state, and
study how it can benefit by using a QPU-based architecture for query processing.
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Lobsters [51] is a news aggregator web application. In Lobsters, users post and comment on links
(stories in the Lobsters terminology). In addition, users vote on stories and comments, and votes are used
to rank stories.
Lobsters a is read-heavy application. Traffic data for the production deployment of Lobster, provided
by Lobsters’ administrators [104] 88% to 97% of the users’ interactions with the application are operations
tha perform reads to the application’s backend. These include viewing specific stories (55%) and viewing
the frontpage (30%).
In applications such as Lobsters in which read performance is important, application developers often
implement mechanisms to optimize it. Lobsters, in addition to storing individual votes in a votes table, also
stores per-story vote counts and story rankings as additional columns of other tables [53]. Pre-computing
and storing vote counts and story rankings avoids the need re-compute them on every page load. However,
the application logic needs to explicitly update the pre-computed values every time a vote is casted.
Another approach that read-heavy applications employ to avoid expensive computation in read queries
is to use an in-memory key-value store, such Redis or memcached [99] as a cache to speed up common-case
queries. The approach reduces load to the database, as queries can be served from the cache when the
underlying records are unchanged. However, the application needs to explicitly invalidate and replace
cache entries as database records change. This requires complex application-side logic, and is error-prone.
In this case study, we focus on a subset of Lobster’s functionality that can de modeled as follows:
TABLE users ( id int , username text )
TABLE stories ( id int , author_id int , title text , url text ) ;
TABLE votes ( user_id int , story_id int , vote int ) ;

Listing 6.13: The database schema used in this case study.
We demonstrate a QPU architecture that expresses a materialized view which pre-computes the vote count
for each story. The goal of this view is to facilitate the query that Lobsters executes for retrieving a
requested story:
Q_story = SELECT id , author_id , title , url , vote_count
FROM stories
JOIN (
SELECT story_id , SUM ( vote ) as vote_count
FROM votes
GROUP BY story_id
) view
ON stories . id = view . story_id

Listing 6.14: Query that retrieves a story along with its vote count, based on its ID.
Figure 6.8 shows the QPU architecture that implements this materialized view. We pass Q story as
configuration to the materialized view QPU. Upon initialization, the materialized view QPU sends the
following as the following downstream query to the join QPU:
SELECT id , author_id , title , url , vote_count
FROM stories
JOIN (
SELECT story_id , SUM ( vote ) as vote_count
FROM votes
GROUP BY story_id
) view
ON stories . id = view . story_id
INTERVAL FROM LATEST

Listing 6.15: Query from the materialized view QPU to the join QPU in Figure 6.8 during
initialization.
The join QPU in turn generates two downstream queries:
Q1 = SELECT id , author_id , title , url
FROM stories
INTERVAL FROM LATEST

Listing 6.16: Query sent by the join QPU to the stories corpus driver QPU in Figure 6.8 during
initialization.
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Q2 = SELECT story_id , SUM ( vote )
FROM votes
GROUP BY story_id
INTERVAL FROM LATEST

Listing 6.17: Query sent by the join QPU to the sum QPU in Figure 6.8 during initialization.
It sends Q1 to the stories corpus driver QPU and Q2 to the sum QPU. We note that it may send the two
downstream queries to the corresponding selection QPUs; The two query plans are equivalent.
When the corpus driver QPU receives Q1, it initiates an output stream, first sending a snapshot of all
stories in the stories table, and then sending an update for each write to the table.
When the sum QPU receives Q2, its query processing method sends a downstream query to the
votes corpus driver QPU in order to receive the most recent snapshot of the votes table and subscribe to
subsequent writes to the table. As a result, tt receives an input stream consisting of each record in the votes
table snapshot, and incrementally calculates the sum of the vote attribute (vote count) for each distinct
story id. Its state is composed of (story id, vote count) tuples. When the sum QPU completes processing
the snapshot, it emits every computed (story id, vote count) tuple at its output stream. In addition, the
sum QPU also receives an input record for each insert to the votes table. Any update record received
while still processing the snapshot, is treaded as a snapshot record; It updates corresponding vote count,
but does not result to an output record. For each update received after the votes table snapshot has been
processed, the sum QPU updates the vote count for the corresponding story id, and emits the updated
(story id, vote count) at its output stream.
Join stores intermediate state for each of input stream. When it receives an input record from one of
the streams, it matches it with the corresponding stored record for the other stream, based on the story id
attribute.
In our implementation of this use case, the join QPU is merged with the materialized view QPU so
that the system does not need to maintain state in order to perform the join operation, in addition to the
materialized view state (Section 8.1.1).
In summary, this QPU architecture provides the functionality of pre-computing story votes counts in
order to avoid re-computation when serving user read requests. This is equivalent to the functionality already implemented in the Lobsters application. However, using the QPU-based materialized view shifts the
responsibility of updating the vote counts from the application logic, to the query processing architecture,
thus simplifying the application code.
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Figure 6.9: A vote triggers the materialization of an entry of the TopK materialized view.

6.3.1

Partial materialization

We expand the Lobsters case study by examining the operation of loading the application’s frontpage. The
frontpage consists of the K stories with the highest vote count (K being a parameter).
The Lobsters implementation uses the following query to retrieve the information required for loading
the front page:
SELECT id , author , title , url , vote_count
FROM stories
JOIN (
SELECT story_id , SUM ( v . vote ) as vote_count
FROM votes
GROUP BY story_id
) view
ON stories . id = view . story_id
ORDER BY vote_count DESC
LIMIT K

Listing 6.18: Query that retrieves the stories in the Lobsters front page.
In this section, we show how the QPU architecture defined in the previous section can be extended to
provide this functionality.
To achieve that, we introduce an additional query processing unit class: the TopK materialized view
(TopK-MV) QPU. The TopK-MV represents a materialized view which orders its entries based on a
specified attribute. In addition, it only materializes the K entries with the highest (or lowest) values for
that attribute.
We deploy a TopK-MV QPU in the Lobster application QPU architecture (Figure 6.9), and configure
it as a materialized view with the same definition as the existing materialized view, storying entries of
the form (story id, author id, title, url, vote count). In addition, we configure TopK-MV QPU to order
entries by vote count, and materialize the K entries with the highest vote count.
The TopK-MV is connected to the materialized view QPU and the sum QPU. Its initialization method
sends a persistent query to the sum QPU. As a result, it first receives a snapshot containing the vote count
of every existing story in snapshot of the votes table; It subsequently receives an update for each change to
the vote count of a story. It stores the received snapshot as a list of (vote count, story id) entries, ordered
by vote count. Then, for each of the K entries with the highest vote count, it sends a downstream query
to the materialized view QPU in order to retrieve the remaining attributes of the corresponding story.
Therefore, the TopK-MV materializes a bounded number of entries, based on a given criterion.
Furthermore, the TopK-MV QPU continues receiving updates from the sum QPU, and updating its
ordered list of (vote count, story id) entries. When the vote count of a non-materialized entry becomes
one of the top-K, the unit’s stream processor method discards the materialized entry with the lowest
vote count, and triggers the materialization of that entry.
The Top-K QPU uses the technique of partial materialization in order to bound the size of pre-computed
state. This is a well known concept for materialized views in database systems [150, 152], and has been
used by Noria [62] in the context of data-flow systems.
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6.3.2

Placing materialized views at the edge

Query response time is crucial for user-facing read-heavy application, such as Lobsters. As discussed in
Chapter 3, even small increases in user-perceived latency can result in significant drops in both web traffic
and sales. So far in this case study, we have examined how query response time can be decreased using
pre-computed query results. Another factor contributing to query response time is the communication
latency between the application and the clients. A client located in a different geographic region than
the Lobsters application deployment might experience communication latency in the order of hundreds of
milliseconds.
A common solution to this latency problem is to place on servers geographically closer to clients using
caches, in order to avoid costly remote round-trips to data centers. These servers, called edge nodes, are a
crucial component in industry architectures. For example, Google operates comparatively few data centers
relative to edge nodes [6]. In existing applications, edge nodes are largely used for caching static data,
such as images and video content, for example in content delivery network architectures.
Because of its modularity, the proposed query processing architecture can be used to place derived
state, such as materialized views, closer to client. More specifically, the query architecture designed for the
Lobsters application (Figure 6.9) can be distributed among the data centers and edge nodes. Considering a
system architecture composed of a data center and multiple edge nodes, we can place a TopK materialized
view QPU on each edge node, as shown in Figure 6.10. Each TopK-MV QPU stored pre-computed state
for the K stories with the most votes. It thus provides low latency access to the data required for loading
the application’s frontpage, while maintaining a bounded memory footprint. We connect each TopK-MV
QPU to the complete materialized view QPU and the SUM QPU placed in the data center, In that way,
TopK-MV QPUs can receive updates for updated vote counts, and also request the materialize new stories
as the reach the application frontpage.
We configure the connections between each TopK-MV QPU and the QPU architecture placed on
the data center to be asynchronous, as propagating each vote to the edge nodes synchronously adds a
significant overhead to vote operations. This choice makes a trade-off between write latency and the
freshness of materialized views. Propagating updates to materialized views asynchronously means that
views are eventually consistent, and might therefore return stale results.
In Chapter 8, we evaluate the effect of placing materialized view closer to clients on query response
time and and query result freshness.
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Chapter 7

Proteus: Towards
application-specific query
processing systems
We have implemented the composable query processing architecture described in Chapter 5 in the form of
a framework that facilitates the definition and deployment of QPU-based query processing systems. We
call the framework Proteus. Proteus consists of:
• A collection of implementations of QPU classes (Section 7.2).
• A service discovery mechanism that simplifies the configuration of a QPU architecture by allowing the
QPU graph to self-organize with only local configuration input to each QPU instance (Section 7.1).
• An architecture description language that can be used to define the topology and configuration of
QPU architectures (Section 7.3).
• A mechanism for translating architecture descriptions to deployment plans (Section 7.4).
In Section 7.5, we present the implementation details of Proteus.

7.1

Query processing domain dissemination

The set of queries that a query processing unit can process constitutes its query processing domain. As
presented in Section 5.3.3.2, we encode the query processing domain using a tree data structure, called
domain tree.
The domain of a query processing unit depends on its functionality (class), its configuration, and, in
most cases, on the domains of its downstream connections as well. This is because QPU classes such as
Join and Partition Manager process a given query by breaking it down to sub-queries, sending these subqueries to their downstream connections, and then performing a computation over the returned results.
Essentially, a QPU of this type de-composes queries into simpler tasks, and delegates some of these tasks
to their downstream connections. Therefore, the set of queries that it can process depends on the types of
tasks that its downstream connections can perform.
Because of that, a query processing unit requires the domain tree of each of its downstream connections
for its operation. More specifically, as presented in Section 5.3.3.2, a QPU uses the downstream domain
trees in order to: (1) compute its own domain tree, and (2) generate downstream queries during query
processing. In this section, we describe the mechanism through which a query processing unit acquires the
domain trees of its downstream connections.

7.1.1

Domain interface

We extend the query processing unit specification with a mechanism that allows a QPU to request the
domain trees of its connections. For that, we define an additional interface, as follows:
GetDomain() → [(QP U Class, DomainT ree)]
An invocation of GetDomain returns a stream that contains DomainT ree records, where DomainT ree
is a serialization of a QPU’s domain tree. When a QPU receives an invocation of its domain interface,
it establishes an output stream with the caller. It then sends a DomainT ree record through the stream,
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representing its current domain tree. Each time there is a change to the QPU’s domain tree, it sends an
additional DomainT ree record through the stream, representing the updated domain tree.
Similarly to the query interface, GetDomain requests follow the QPU graph topology: An edge in the
QPU graph from QP UA to QP UB indicates that QP UA can invoke the domain interface of QP UB .
We define the domain interface response as a stream rather than an one-time response in order to enable
propagation of configuration, domain and topology changes through the QPU graph. This is a first step
towards enabling dynamic reconfiguration of QPU architectures. Examples of dynamic reconfiguration
might include the creation new indexes or materialization of views at runtime. We consider dynamic
reconfiguration of QPU architecture out of the scope of this work. It is, however, a direction for future
work.
In order to support the domain interface, we extend the query processing unit specification with two
additional methods: a domain processor and a domain response processor. These methods are analogous
to the query interface methods. The domain processor method is responsible for processing a GetDomain
request, and the domain response processor method is executed for each received domain response, and is
responsible for updating the QPU’s local view accordingly.

7.1.2

Query processing domain discovery mechanism

The first task of the constructor of each query processing unit class is to initialize the QPU’s domain tree.
For the Corpus Driver class this is performed using the input configuration (§5.3.3.2). Every other QPU
class, as discussed above, requires the domain trees of its downstream connections in order to compute
its own domain tree. Because of that, the constructor method of every QPU class except of the Corpus
Driver starts by sending a GetDomain request to each of its downstream connections. After receiving the
corresponding responses, the constructor computes the QPU’s domain tree, using the rules presented in
Section 5.3.3.2.
If a QPU receives a GetDomain request while still this process is being performed, it creates the
response stream, but sends the response only after it has finished computing its domain tree.
We illustrate this process using the architecture shown in Figure 7.1 as an example. Figure 7.2 depicts
a sequence diagram that describes the message exchanges for domain discovery in that QPU graph. Upon
initialization, the Join, Selection1 and Selection2 send a GetDomain request to each of their downstream
connections, Corpus Driver1 and Corpus Driver2 compute their query processing domains using their
input configuration. Once each Corpus Driver QPU computes its domain tree, it responds to the corresponding GetDomain request. When each Selection QPU receives the GetDomain response, it calculates
its domain tree, and then it responds to the request from Join. Finally, Join receives the responses from
Selection1 , Selection2 , and computes its domain tree.
The goal of the domain dissemination mechanism is to reduce the input configuration required by QPU
instances, in order to simplify the process of configuring and deploying a QPU architecture. Thanks to this
mechanism, the configuration of a query processing unit consists of “local” configuration (configuration
about that specific unit), as well as the endpoints of its downstream connections. The QPU can then
use the domain interface of its connections to obtain information about them. For example, a Partition
Manager connected to a number of index QPU instances requires only the endpoints of its connections as
configuration.
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7.2

Query processing unit service

Proteus provides an implementation of the query processing architecture presented in Chapter 5. We have
implemented the query processing unit component as a service, i.e. a daemon process. In this section we
describe the system design and architecture of this service.
The design of the QPU service is guided by the principles of the query processing unit model. Instead
of implementing a separate QPU service for each QPU class, we design the query processing unit service
as a polymorphic service: Different instances of the same service implement different QPU classes, based
on their configuration. To achieve that, we separate the components that are common to every QPU
class, such as the configuration and query processing domain component, and the components that are
class-specific. For the class-specific components, we provide implementations for different classes in the
form a library. We ensure that components are separated and communicate through well-defined APIs.
Our goal with this design is to make the query processing service extensible. Implementing an additional
QPU class consists of extending the QPU class library with component implementations for the additional
class.

7.2.1

QPU service architecture

Figure 7.3 depicts the components of the query processing unit service in Proteus.
A configuration file is passed to the QPU service during initialization. The Configuration component
is responsible for parsing the configuration file into a set of configuration parameters. It exposes an API that
other components can use to retrieve these configuration parameters. Configuration parameters include
the QPU class to be provided by the service, the endpoints of downstream connections, and class-specific
configuration parameters. Some examples of class-specific configuration parameters are:
• The Corpus Driver class configuration specifies endpoints of storage tier components that the Corpus
Driver communicates with to provide its functionality, the table it is responsible for, and, optionally,
the table’s schema.
• The Index class configuration, as described in Section 6.1, specifies an attribute name and an interval
of values for that attribute.
• The Aggregator class configuration specifies an aggregation function, and the aggregation and grouping attributes.
The Query Processing Domain component is responsible for storing and providing access to QPU’s
domain tree as well as the domain tree of downstream connections. The QPU’s domain tree is initialized by
the QPU class Constructor method. The domain trees of the QPU’s downstream connections are initialized
and subsequently updated by the QPU class Domain Response Processor. The Query Processing Domain
component provides two interfaces:
• An interface for providing a serialization of the domain tree to the QPU class Domain processor,
and
• An interface for computing downstream queries based on a given query parse tree.
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The State component is responsible for the QPU service’s internal state. It provides a key-value interface
which other components use for storing and retrieving state entries. The State component is used by
derived state QPU classes, such as the Index and Materialized View classes, for storing their derived state
structures.
We have defined a key-value interface for the State component, and have implemented multiple versions
of the component using different backend stores: an in-memory implementation using an ordered map data
structure, an implementation that uses MariaDB [124] as backend store, and one that use AntidoteDB [50].
The State component to be used by a QPU service instance is controlled by a configuration parameter.
The API Processor is responsible for receiving and processing incoming requests for the two open interfaces of the query processing unit: the Query and the Domain interface. It provides a Query Processor
method which is responsible for processing query requests, and a Domain Processor method, responsible
for domain requests.
When the Query Processor method is executed for query request received by the API processor, it first
parses the given query to a query parse tree 5.3.3.1 using the Query Language Parser. If the query parse
tree is successfully created, the Query Processor initiates a response stream, and invokes the Class Query
Processor of the QPU class specified in the configuration. After executing the query, the Class Query
Processor sends query result records back to the API Processor, which emits them at the response stream.
Similarly, when the API Processor receives a GetDomain request, it executes the Domain Processor,
which passes the request to instance of the Class Domain Processor, and emits each received response as
a stream record.
The API Processor can process multiple requests concurrently. For each received request, it creates an
output stream, and spawns the corresponding Processor method in a new thread.
The QPU Class component is responsible for providing the methods defined by the query processing
unit specification (Sections 5.2.1 and 7.1). It is implemented as a library that provides QPU class method
implementations. Each class in the library provides five method definitions: a Constructor method, a
Class Query Processor method, a Domain Processor method, a Query Response Processor method, and a
Domain Response Processor method. In our prototype, we have implemented the following QPU classes:
• Selection, Aggregation, Secondary Index, Partition Manager, Join, and Materialized
view as defined in previous chapters.
As an optimization, we have integrated the functionality of the Selection class to other classes, such
as the Corpus Driver, Secondary Index and Cache. This is because the Selections QPUs are often
connected to these classes in QPU architectures. By integrating the selection functionality with
these classes, we simplify QPU architectures and reduce the overhead of message serialization and
de-serialization.
Furthermore, in our current implementation, a Secondary index QPU service is responsible for a
single attribute in a single continuous value interval, specified by its configuration. A multi-attribute
query is decomposed into a conjunction of multiple single attribute queries.
• Cache. We have implemented a cache QPU class that stores query responses in an in-memory
ordered map data structure. It uses a Least Recently Used eviction policy. Moreover, we defined
the cache size in terms of query result records. That is, a query result that contains N data items
occupies N units of cache size.
Moreover, we have implemented a time-based and an notification-based invalidation policy. In the
time-based policy, cache entries are invalidated after an amount of time specified by the QPU’s configuration. In the notification-based policy, the cache QPU performs, for each query, a downstream
persistent query to subscribe to notifications for updates that modify the query result; When a query
result changes, the cache QPU invalidates the corresponding cache entry. The invalidation policy is
controlled by a configuration parameter.
• Aggregator. We have implemented a generic Aggregator Class that divides an input set of data
items into groups based on a grouping attribute, and applies a function over an aggregation attribute
to the data item of each group. The grouping and aggregation attributes as well as the aggregation
function are configuration parameters. An aggregation operation fails if any data item in the input
does not have a value for the grouping or the aggregation attribute. Our current implementation
provides the sum and count functions.
• Corpus Driver. We have implemented three versions of the Corpus Driver class, corresponding
to different storage systems.: a relational database (MySQL [102]), a key-value store (AntidoteDB
[50]), and an object storage system (Scality’s CloudServer [114]). We present more details on the
implementation of each Corpus Driver in Section 7.5.
• Network. We have defined and implemented an additional class, called Network. A Network QPU
has a single downstream connection. It forwards every received query request to that connection,
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and then forwards the input stream as its output stream. Moreover, it can be configured to delay,
re-order or drop stream records, based on a specified distribution. The goal of this class is to simulate
various network conditions for testing purposes.
The QPU class library is extensible; Additional classes can be implemented by providing the corresponding method definitions.
The Downstream client component is responsible for sending downstream requests to other QPU services. It exposes an interface other components can use to submit query and domain requests. The
Downstream clients sends these requests to the corresponding connections, and for each received response
records it invokes the corresponding Class Response Processor method.
Moreover, the Downstream client component is responsible for delivering the records of a each stream
exactly once and in-order to the QPU Class. To achieve this, the API processor assigns a sequence
number to each emitted stream record. The Downstream client uses these stream numbers to determine if
records have been lost, already received or re-ordered. Moreover, the Downstream client can request from
downstream connections to re-transmit records that it has missed, using control messages in the stream.
The API Processor in turn stores stream records after sending them in a buffer of configurable length.

7.3

Architecture specification language

In this section, we present a simple architecture description language for describing QPU-based query
processing architectures.
The goal of a an architecture description is to describe a QPU graph, including the class and configuration of the QPUs at its vertices and the connections among them, as well as the placement of the graph
vertices across system nodes.
An architecture description comprises a series of placement context assignments, a series of QPU
instance declarations, and a series of declarations of connections between QPU instances.
A placement context is denotes a node or collection of nodes. It has the following syntax:
PlacementCtx ([ endpoint ] , PlacementCtxName )

Listing 7.1: Syntax used for placement context assignment.
where [endpoint] is a collection of system nodes, expressed as hostnames, or IP addresses, and P lacementCtxN ame
is the name of the context assigned to these nodes. For example, the description:
PlacementCtx ([10.200.4.56] , " node_1 ")
PlacementCtx ([10.200.3.45] , " node_2 ")
PlacementCtx ([10.200.4.56 , 10.200.3.45] , " dc_eu ")

Listing 7.2: Assigning placement contexts to four nodes.
assigns the node with address 10.200.4.56 to the context “node 1” , the the node with address 10.200.3.45
to context “node 2”, and both nodes to the context “dc eu”.
A QPU context declaration has the following syntax:
Configuration = {
co nf ig_parameter_1 : value_1 ,
co nf ig_parameter_2 : value_2 ,
...
}
qpu_object = < QPU_class > ( Configuration )

Listing 7.3: Syntax used for specifying the configuration of a query processing unit.
where < QP U class > denotes one of the classes available in the QPU library. The configuration specifies
the configuration parameters passed to the QPU during initialization.
Specifying a connection between QPUs has the following syntax:
qpu_object_1 . connectTo ( qpu_object_2 )

Listing 7.4: Syntax used for specifying a connection between two query processing units.
This defines that qpu object 1 has a downstream connection to qpu object 2.
Finally, the following syntax can be used to describe the placement of QPUs across system nodes:
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qpu_object . place ([ PlacementCtxName ])

Listing 7.5: Syntax used for specifying the placement of a query processing unit
The place method assigns a set of placement constraint to query processing unit. The QPU can be placed
on any node that satisfies the constraint. For example, based on the description:
PlacementCtx ([10.200.4.56] , " node_1 ")
PlacementCtx ([10.200.4.56 , 10.200.3.45] , " dc_eu ")
q1 = Selection ( config_selection )
q2 = Cache ( config_cache )
q1 . place (" node_1 ")
q2 . place (" dc_eu ")

Listing 7.6: Creating two query processing units, and specyfing their placement on system nodes.
q1 is placed on the node with address 10.200.4.56, while q2 can be placed on either of the two nodes.
A limitation of this configuration language is that it does not explicitly express the placement of a
QPU graph relative to the corpus and the client, but rather it expresses placement on system nodes.

7.4

Query processing system deployment

We have designed a Deployment Generator component in Proteus for translating QPU architectures defined
using the configuration language presented in the previous section into deployment plans.
Each QPU service runs in a Docker [94] container. The Deployment Generator translates an architecture description into (1) a Docker Swarm stack file and (2) a configuration file for each QPU service. The
architecture is then deployed using Docker Swarm [12]
Docker Swarm uses Compose files [11] as deployment specification files. A Compose file is a YAML
[13] file defines a set of services, a service being defined as a set of replicas of container that share the same
image. The Deployment Generator creates a Compose file that defines a service for each QPU instance
defined in the architecture description. A configuration file is passed to each service, using a shared volume.
Moreover, the Deployment Generator specifies a common network that all QPU services are connected to.
In order to generate the configuration file to be passed to each QPU service, the Deployment Generator
translates the configuration parameters of each QPU instance in the architecture specification to a TOML
[110] file. Moreover, it adds to the configuration parameters the QPU instance’s downstream connections
as defined in the architecture specification.

7.5

Implementation

The prototype implementation of Proteus consists of 13k lines of Go (v1.14). The source code is available
at https://github.com/dvasilas/proteus.
Interface. Applications interface with Proteus through a protocol buffer [63] interface over gRPC (v1.31)
[67] gRPC is an remote procedural call (RPC) framework. Using gPRC, a client process can directly call
a method on a server process, on a different machine, as if it were a local object. The workflow for using
gPRC consists of defining a service, specifying its interface; methods that can be called remotely and their
parameters and return types. gRPC uses protocol buffers as its interface description language. We selected
gRPC due to its support for streaming and bidirectional streaming RPCs, and because it provides compiler
plugins that can generate client- and server-side code based on a service definition.
Each query processing unit includes a gRPC server, as well as a gRPC client for communicating with
other QPUs. Client applications also need to implement gRPC clients.
We have additionally implemented two clients libraries, in Go and Java. In the Go driver library, the
operation of opening a connection to QPU actually opens and maintains a pool of connections to that
QPU. Performing a query operations consists of requesting an idle connection, potentially opening a new
connection if no idle connections are available, or, if the maximum number of connections has been reached,
waiting until a connection becomes available, performing the operation, and returning the connection to
the pool.
Storage. Overall, query processing units maintain state either in memory, or persistently in AntidoteDB
[50] or MariaDB (v.10.3.27) [124]. However, currently not all QPU implementations support all three state
backends. For example, our index QPU implementation supports both in memory and AntidoteDB, while
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the Aggregator and join QPU implementations support only MariaDB. For QPU implementations that
support more that one backends, the backend by a QPU instance is specified by a configuration parameter.
Subscribe API (see models chapter for terminology). As described in Section 2.1.1.3, the data
storage tier exposes a logical Subscribe API that can be used for subscribing to notifications for data items
updates. We have implemented the Subscribe API in three data stores: MySQL/MariaDB, CloudServer,
and AntidoteDB [116], a REST server that compatible with the AWS S3 API, implemented by Scality. As
a results, Proteus currently can be used with a data storage tier provided by one of these data stores.
We note that MySQL/MariaDB and AntidoteDB can be used both as a QPU state backend and as a
storage tier. These two roles are independent: A QPU graph may be used to provide materialized view
on top of AntidoteDB, and independent instances of AntidoteDB also be used for maintaining the state of
QPUs in the graph;
MySQL/MariaDB: We implement the Subscribe API using a user-defined function [126], executed
in response to a trigger [125]. One the same machine as the MySQL instance, we run an executable,
termed notification server, that 1) implements a gRPC server, and 2) listens for socket connections. For
each MySQL table associated with Proteus, we install triggers that call a user-defined function for each
modification to the table. For each record that is inserted or updated, the user-defined function encodes
and sends a message to the notification server through a socket connection. corpus driver QPUs can
subscribe to this update stream using the notification server’s gRPC service. The notification server is
schema-agnostic; however, making a table available to Proteus requires installing the corresponding triggers
for that invoke the user-defined function.
CloudServer CloudServer does not provide trigger or user-defined function mechanisms analogous
to MySQL. We have thus modified CloudServer adding a notification service provided by a gRPC server.
Our implementation consists of 300 lines of Node.js. The source code is available at https://github.com/
dvasilas/cloudserver/tree/proto/proteus.
AntidoteDB Similarly to CloudServer, we have modified AntidoteDB adding a simple notification
service that can be used by corpus driver QPUs. The source code is available at https://github.com/
dvasilas/antidote/tree/proteus/log propagation.
Operator implementation. The implementation of the core QPU functionalities, including relational
operators (e.g. join, aggregation) and query processing data structures (e.g. secondary indexes, materialized views) are fairly straightforward. This is because update operations work in an incremental fashion,
processing records as they arrive.
In addition, we note that, despite the fact that the Query() API allows for queries with fine-grained
timestamps. most QPU implementations currently support three more coarse query modes: snapshot
queries, persistent (or subscribe queries), and a combination of the two. Snapshot queries are executed on
the most recent snapshot, in a best-effort fashion, and submitting a query request for an earlier snapshot
returns an error.
A notable exception is the index QPU, in which we have implemented a versioned secondary index.
In the versioned secondary index, each update creates a new version of the corresponding posting list.
The index maintains a configurable number of versions for each data item; old versions are deleted to
reduce memory/storage resource consumption. The index QPU maintains its state either in memory or in
AntidoteDB.
Multi-threading. Each QPU maintains two thread pools: one for executing query requests and one for
processing input stream records. Query requests and processing of input records are submitted as tasks to
be executed by available threads. Our benchmarking showed that using worker pools results in improved
performance and stability, especially in the implementations with MySQL backend, We attribute this to
having a bounded number of threads performing database transactions, since our previous implementation
was creating a new thread for each incoming request.
Packaging and deployment.
As mentioned above, the query processing unit service is packaged as a Docker container. This container
is common for all QPU classes: the QPU’s class configuration is specified by a configuration file passed
to the service at initialization, Deploying a QPU service consists of deploying the QPU container and
providing the configuration file as a shared volume.
We use Docker Swarm for deploying a QPU graph: A Docker compose file specifies the QPU services
to be deployed, the configuration file to be passed to each service, and the placement of each service.
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Chapter 8

Evaluation
In this chapter, we aim to validate our analysis of the trade-offs involved in query processing state placement
decisions, and to evaluate the effectiveness of our design and prototype implementation in providing an
effective mechanism to applications for navigating these trade-offs.
This evaluation consists of two parts. The first part (§8.1) is based on the case study of a read-heavy
web application, presented in Section 6.3. It focused on the placement of a materialized view, and examines
two placement options: in the data center, close to the corpus, or at the edge close to the clients. The aim
of the first part is to answer the following questions:
• What is the overhead of materializing state in Proteus, directly over the data storage tier? (Section 8.1.3)
• What improvements in query processing performance can be achieved by placing materialized state
close to clients? (Section 8.1.3)
• What are the penalties in freshness incurred when placing materialized state away from the data
storage tier (Section 8.1.4)? How is freshness affected by load (§8.1.4.1) and round-trip time between
sites (§8.1.4.2)?
• What additional data transfer costs result from materialized state placed close to clients receiving
updates? (Section 8.1.5)
The second part (§8.2) of the evaluation is based on the case study of federated query processing on
a multi-cloud corpus, presented in Section 6.2. In this part we examine three partitioning and placement
configurations for a multi-cloud secondary index. We compare the three configurations under different
types of workloads, and evaluate three metrics: query processing performance, freshness and data transfer
costs.
The aim of the second part is to (1) demonstrate the expressiveness of the QPU approach, by deploying
and comparing three query engine configurations across 3 data centers without any changes to the client
application and the storage tier, and (2) validate that by controlling the configuration of QPU-based
query engines, applications can navigate the trade-offs of geo-distributed query processing and optimize
for different criteria according to their needs.

8.1
8.1.1

Placing materialized views at the edge
Experimental scenario

The evaluation in this section is based on the case study presented in Section 6.3, which describes the
Lobsters [51] web application. We choose this application for the following reasons:
• It is characterized by a query-heavy workload that requires the materialization of derived state, and
derived state is updated by a stream of small updates. This make Lobsters suitable for evaluating the
efficacy of our design and prototype implementation in navigating the trade-offs of query processing
state placement, by examining the effect of different placement schemes in query performance and
query result freshness.
• It open-source [52], allowing us to examine the application’s interaction with the database in which
it stores its state, and statistics about the application’s data usage patterns are available [104].
• It resembles a class of popular large-scale web applications, such as Reddit and Hacker News.
In Lobsters, users post, comment, and vote on “stories”. Each story is associated with a “hotness” value
that indicates how popular it is. Stories are ranked by hotness; the stories with the highest hotness value
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appear on the front page. The hotness value of a story depends on parameters such as the number of
votes for the story, the number of comments, and the hotness of those comments. Various operations, such
as voting or commenting on a story, modify the hotness value. Computing the hotness value when it is
queried would impose a prohibitive delay on queries In particular, serving the Lobsters’ front page requires
computing the hotness of every story in order to rank them. That is why the Lobsters application adds
an additional column to the stories table which stores a pre-computed hotness value for each story. The
application updates the value of the hotness column when operations are performed, such as upvoting or
downvoting a story, or adding a comment to a story.
For this evaluation, we consider a version of the Lobsters application, that consists of two operations:
voting for stories, and requesting the front page. We choose this simplified model of the application because
it gives us better control over the properties of the workload for the purposes of this evaluation, while also
capturing the aspects of the Lobsters application that make is suitable for this evaluation.
In particular, we consider the following database schema:
TABLE users ( id bigint , username varchar (50) )
TABLE stories ( id bigint , user_id bigint , title varchar (150) , description
mediumtext , short_id varchar (6) ) ;
TABLE votes ( id bigint , user_id bigint , story_id bigint , vote tinyint ) ;

Listing 8.1: Simplified Lobsters schema used in this evaluation.
The front page is a listing of the 25 most highly ranked stories, including their title, author, and vote
count. In the statistics provided by the Lobsters administrators, the front page operation constitutes 30.1%
of client requests, and voting on stories constitutes 0.5% of client requests. The workload used for this
evaluation consists of 95% front page operations, and 5% voting operations, unless otherwise specified.

Number of votes
% of stories

[0-10)
41.1

[10-20)
40.3

[20-30)
11.3

[30-40)
4.2

[40-50)
1.6

[50-60)
1.3

Table 8.1: Distribution of votes to stories in the Lobsters statistics [104].
According to the available data [104], most stories (81.4%) receive between 0 and 20 votes, while about
7% receive 30 votes or more. Our experiments show that when votes follow this distribution, very few
votes are performed on the stories on the front page to have meaningful impact on query result freshness.
To address that, we use a more skewed distribution: We configure 60% of votes to target the 25 stories in
the front page, and 40% to follow the distribution shown in Table 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: QPU graph used for this evaluation. The materialized view QPU computes the vote
count for each story, and joins it with the corresponding record from the stories stable. The “GET
/” request indicates the front page operation, and the “POST /stories/X/upvote” request indicates
the operation of voting up story X.

The evaluation uses the QPU graph depicted in Figure 8.1 to maintain a materialized view that precomputes the vote count of each count and joins it to the corresponding record of the stories table. The
materialized view is defined by the following query:
SELECT id , author_id , title , url , vote_count
FROM stories
JOIN (
SELECT story_id , SUM ( vote ) as vote_count
FROM votes
GROUP BY story_id
) view
ON stories . id = view . story_id

Listing 8.2: Definition of the materialized view maintained by the QPU graph shown in Figure 8.1.
This simplifies both the vote and front page operations compared to the baseline Lobsters implementation: the vote operation does not need to explicitly update the vote count of the given story, as this is
performed by the QPU graph, and the front page operation can be served from the materialized view.
In the actual QPU graph deployed for the experiments, each selection QPU is merged with its downstream connection, in a single unit that performs both functionalities. In addition, the materialized view
is merged with the join QPU.
The materialized view QPU implementation used in these experiments stores its state in a MariaDB
instance. This is a separate instance from the one that is used the Lobsters database. It is deployed
alongside and only accessible by the materialized view QPU. The choice of using the same database both
as the baseline and for storing the materialized view is aimed at eliminating the effect of the database
performance from the evaluation results, providing a comparison that isolates the effects of placement.
Finally, we create an index on the table that implements the materialized view in order to support
efficient retrieval of the stories with the highest vote count.
We consider a system topology consisting of two geographically distant sites: The Lobsters application is
deployed on one site, called server site, and clients are located on another site, called client site. Round-trip
time between these two sites is 80 ms. This corresponds to a scenario in which the Lobsters web application
is deployed in a data centers in North America, and clients are located in Europe [24], or vice versa.
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Our experiments make use of the ability to place QPUs strategically in the system topology. We use
two placement schemes: One in which the materialized view QPU is placed at the server site, and one in
which it is placed at the client site. We evaluate the effects and trade-offs of materialized view placement
by comparing these two placement schemes.

8.1.2

Experimental Setup

While the actual Lobsters Ruby-on-Rails application is open-source, we use a simplified version of it in
order to isolate its interaction with the database. We implement an adapter that translates front page and
vote requests to the queries that the real Lobsters application would issue, and issues those queries either to
the Lobsters database (MariaDB), or MariaDB and Proteus, depending on the experiment configuration.
This allows us to isolate the interaction between the application and the database, which is the focus of this
work, and remove other tasks that the Lobsters application performs, which quickly become a bottleneck.
We implement this adapter as a server-side component: it is deployed along with the database on the
server site, and plays the role of a simplified web server: It exposes a gRPC endpoint, similar to the QPU
gRPC server, and clients issue operations to it as RPC requests. We choose this configuration because our
initial experiments showed that issuing a large number of concurrent transactions to MariaDB under a 80
ms client-server round-trip time results in errors both in the database, and the Go MySQL library.
Workload generation. We implement a workload generator [140] that is responsible for issuing requests
to the Lobsters adapter. The workload generator uses an open-loop model [122]: it creates requests based
on a target load (requests submitted per second) value; each request is executed by a separate thread
(creating and destroying threads are low-cost operations because threads are implemented as Goroutines).
In addition, the workload generator measures throughput and response time. We define response time
as the delay that a client application experiences between issuing a request and receiving the corresponding
response. To capture the variance of response time, we use a histogram data structure provided by the Go
implementation of gRPC [68] that accumulates values in a histogram with exponentially increasing bucket
sizes, in order to compute response time percentiles.
Our experiments show that while the open-loop design is effective at generating the target load both
under low and high client-server round-trip times (in closed-loop designs, high round-trip times result in
lower offered load), it results in a positive feedback loop effect above a certain load threshold: When the
system starts not being able to handle the offered load, response time increases. However, the workload
generator keeps generating requests, and, because of the increased response time, more requests are ongoing
concurrently. This puts more load in the gRPC server, increasing the response time even more. Even a
small initial increase in response time triggers this feedback loop, which eventually increases response
time more and more during the duration of the benchmark. To address this problem, we extended the
workload generator with a mechanism that limits the overall number of requests (and thus threads) that
can be ongoing at a given point in time, to a configuration-specified bound. When the bound is reached,
additional requests need to wait for ongoing requests to be completed.
The concurrency bound mechanism is effective in avoiding the positive feedback loop effect. However,
it also means that when running a benchmark for a given target load we need to specify a bound in the
number of concurrent threads that is sufficient for reaching the target load. If the bound is too low, then
the workload generator cannot generate enough load, but and but response time does not increase because
the delay caused by waiting for available threads is outside of the response time measurement.
Freshness. The materialized state maintained by the materialized view QPU updated asynchronously. As
a result, queries served from the materialized view might reflect state that is stale relative to the database
state. The staleness of the materialized state is impacted by its placement: Placing the materialized view
QPU at the client side entails a minimum 40 ms communication latency to the materialized view (80 ms
round-trip time between sites). Throughout the rest of this chapter, we consider the terms freshness and
staleness equivalent and use them interchangeably.
One of the aims of this evaluation is to quantify how stale query results become. To achieve that, we
measure the staleness of the results returned by the front page operation, using the following metrics:
• Update latency: The delay between a vote being committed in the database, and the materialized
view being updated with the new vote count.
• Returned version: The difference, in number of versions, between the version of a story record
returned by a query, and the version that would have been read by querying the Lobsters database
instead of the materialized view.
We collect these metrics as follows. For each vote operation, the Lobsters database logs the timestamp
at which the corresponding transaction commits; the database then includes the commit timestamp the
update record that it publishes to the QPU graph. When the update record reaches the materialized view
QPU, the QPU stores the commit timestamp in an “update log” table. Moreover, the materialized view
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QPU logs the timestamp of each view update in the update log, and the timestamp at the start of each
query, in a “query log”.
At the end of a benchmark run, the materialized view QPU performs a post mortem analysis: The
update latency for each vote is computed by subtracting the update timestamp from the commit timestamp.
The returned version for each front page story is computed by comparing the update and query logs.
A limitation of this mechanism is that it requires comparing timestamps taken on different servers. To
address that, in the benchmarks in which we take freshness measurements, we deploy all system components
(Lobsters database, QPU graph, workload generator) as containers, on a singly physical machine. Because
they share a single OS kernel, all timestamps used for computing freshness metrics are based on the host
operating system’s clock, and thus can be meaningfully compared. We use the Linux tc utility [77] to
simulate the 80 ms round-trip time between sites, despite all containers being deployed on a single server.
Hardware. Experiments were run on a cluster provided by the Laboratoire d’Informatique de Paris 6
(LIP6). Each server consists of 2 Intel Xeon E5645 CPUs, each with 6 cores, 64 GB RAM, an 128 GB
SSD disk, and a 4 TB HDD disk.
Configuration. The average ping latency between machines in the cluster is less than 1ms. We simulate
the two geographically distant sites by using the Linux tc utility [77] to add delay to outgoing packets.
For response time measurements, the Lobsters MariaDB instance and the QPUs, except the materialized view QPU are deployed on a single server on the server site, and the workload generator is on a server
in the client site. The materialized view QPU is deployed on a separate dedicated server, either on the
application or the client site, according on the placement scheme being tested. As described above, for the
freshness measurements, all components are deployed on a single server.
Experiments run for 5 minutes unless otherwise specified, and we start taking measurements after an
initial “warmup period” of 30 seconds. Repeated runs have shown that results are stable and consistent
across runs.

8.1.3

Query processing performance
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Figure 8.2: Deployments used in this evaluation.
We compare three deployments that differ in how they store and calculate the per-story vote count, and
how they distribute computations and state across the nodes of the system (Figure 8.2) Baseline/remote
(Fig. 8.2a) is equivalent to the real Lobsters application: it pre-computes and stores vote counts in a column
of the Lobsters stories table. This serves as the baseline approach. Proteus/remote (Fig. 8.2b) consists
of the QPU graph shown in Figure 8.1, deployed on the server site. In Proteus/local (Fig. 8.2c),the
materialized view QPU is deployed on the client site. This is intended to evaluate the effect of placing the
materialized view close the client. We also compare with a deployment (Materialized-view-internal,
Fig 8.2d) in which the workload generator directly issues request to the materialized view QPU’s state,
bypassing the QPU’s gRPC server (the workload generator and materialized view are co-located on the
same server). This aims at providing an indication of the best performance the materialized view QPU
can achieve, without taking into account its gRPC server (which we have identified as a performance
bottleneck).
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Figure 8.3: Throughput vs 95th percentile query response time.
Figure 8.3 shows throughput–query response time plots of these deployments. The ideal throughput–
response time curve would be a horizontal line with low response time. The lower bound response time for
Baseline/remote and Proteus/remote is 80 ms as this is the round-trip time between sites. In reality, all
systems’ plots have a “hockey stick” shape: latency remains relatively low until a point in which the system
fails to keep up with the offered load. After that point, the system cannot achieve additional throughput,
and response time increases.
Materialized-view-internal scales up to 9800 requests/second, outperforming both Proteus deployments.
This deployment is intended to evaluate the performance of the core functionality of the materialized view
QPU, by directly translating front page and vote operations to accesses to the QPU’s state using a thread
pool, bypassing the client-server gRPC communication. Because of that, we conclude that the gRPC
communication incurs a significant overhead in the throughout that can be achieved by the system.
Proteus/remote scales to 4200 requests/second, which is a 24% overhead compared to the baseline
deployment (Baseline/remote), which scales to 5500 requests/second. Both those deployments eventually
read and write state to a MariaDB instance. The difference is how they translate requests to database
accesses. The adapter used in the Baseline/remote deployment uses a simple logic that translates vote
and front page request to database transactions. Conversely, the materialized view QPU used in the
Proteus/remote deployment contains more complex logic, such as parsing received queries in SQL form,
and receiving records from its input stream and updating the materialized view. We attribute the observed
24% overhead to the more complex logic.
In the Proteus/local deployment, query response time is significantly lower. This is achieved because
moving the materialized view QPU to the client site removes the need for a costly round-trip to the server
site, and thus removes the 80 ms lower bound. In addition, Proteus/local achieves a 28% increase in
achieved throughput compared to the Baseline/remote deployment (we consider the maximum achieved
throughput for which response time does not exceed 20ms and 100ms respectively). We attribute this
improvement to the lower concurrency required to generate the same load in Proteus/local compared to
Proteus/remote and Baseline/remote. In more detail, offering a certain load (volume of requests/second)
requires creating a number of concurrent client threads, each performing a request. When the round-trip
time between sites is 80 ms, each of these threads executes significantly longer compared to when the
round-trip is just a few milliseconds. As a result, offering a given amount of load in the Proteus/remote
setup results in a significantly greater number of threads, and thus open connections to the QPU’s gRPC
server, than in the Proteus/local setup. If the number of connections that can be opened is not bounded by
a connection pool, this overloads the QPU’s gRPC server, significantly increasing response times. When
a connection pool is used, each requests needs to wait for an available connection, again increasing the
end-to-end response time experienced by the client.
Conclusion. Our experiments confirm that placing materialized views closer to the client benefits readheavy applications by removing costly round-trip communication across sites, and achieves scalability
improvements. This results is expected, and shows the benefits that can be achieved by enabling this
placement.
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8.1.4

Freshness

8.1.4.1

Freshness vs Throughput

In the actual Lobsters application (and the Baseline/remote deployment), the vote count is maintained in
the stories table. Because of the consistency guarantees of MariaDB, the vote count of a story, is always
up-to-date with the state of the votes table. However, maintaining a materialized view placed at a remote
site synchronously adds prohibitive overhead to write operations. Because of that the QPU graph in this
evaluation maintains the materialized view asynchronously, and, as a result, its state might be stale relative
to the state of the corpus.
In this section, we present, for the experiments describe in the previous section, the measurements
for the freshness metrics presented in Section 8.1.2 (update latency and returned version). Our aim is
to examine the effect of asynchronous derived state maintenance in the freshness of query results. We
present results for both placement schemes (Proteus/local and Proteus/remote). Query results for the
Baseline/remote deployment are always up-to-date, and update latency is 0.

Figure 8.4: Throughput vs 95th percentile update latency.
Figure 8.4 shows 95th percentile update latency as throughput increases, for the Proteus/remote and
Proteus/local deployments. As described above, update latency is the delay between committing a vote
in the Lobsters database, and the corresponding vote count update in the materialized view. The ideal
throughput–update latency curve would be a horizontal line with latency close to the lower bound defined
by the communication latency. The lower bound for Proteus/remote is 40 ms while for Proteus/local it
is less than 1ms. In reality, latency remains low as long as the system can keep up with the offered vote
request load, and then increases.
Results show the Proteus/local setup scales well; Update latency remains within 5-10 ms of the lower
bound. The Proteus/remote setup exhibits a higher update latency: For 4250 requests/second, the update
latency in Proteus/remote is 88% higher than in Proteus/local, relative to the lower bound. This can be
attributed to the same reasons as the scalability difference between the two deployments: The materialized
view QPU in Proteus/remote is more loaded because more connections are concurrently ongoing for the
same load value, compared to Proteus/local, leading to increased latency for applying updates to the view.
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Figure 8.5: Breakdown of 95th percentile update latency in the Proteus/local deployment (as
shown in Figure 8.4) as throughput increases.
Each vote committed in the database triggers a record that flows through the QPU graph, and eventually updates the corresponding vote count in the materialized view QPU. Figure 8.5 shows a breakdown
of the update latency in the Proteus/local deployment. It depicts the delay at each step that vote records
follow through the QPU graph.
A vote record’s path consists of the following steps:
1. When the transaction that inserts a vote record into the Lobsters database commits, a trigger sends
a message to the notification server (Section 7.5). The notification server then constructs an update
record and sends it to the corpus driver QPU through a gRPC stream. The duration of this step is
shown as notification server in Figure 8.5.
2. The Corpus driver receives an update record, and forwards it to the sum QPU (corpus driver).
3. The sum QPU receives an update record, computes an updated vote count, and sends a corresponding
record to the join QPU (sum).
4. Cross-site communication in Figure 8.5 corresponds to the delay for sending an update record
from the sum QPU, located at the server site, to the join QPU, located at the client site.
5. Finally, the join QPU receives a record and updates the materialized view accordingly (join-MV).
We observe that:
• Update latency is dominated by cross-site communication (up to 89%).
• Latency at the Corpus driver and sum QPUs is low: 2ms and 6ms at most. This is expected: the
Corpus driver simply forwards records upstream; The sum QPU, for each record, updates a vote
count stored in memory, and sends a record upstream.
• Latency at the notification server and materialized view QPU increases as the offered load increases.
However, both scale well as the load increases. For the materialized view QPU this is due to
the increasing load in the database that stores the materialized view. The latency increase in the
notification server can be attributed to the increased load in the database, resulting in more triggers
being executed concurrently.
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Figure 8.6: Throughput vs percentage of query results and that return a fresh version. A returned
result is considered fresh if 1) it is the most up-to-date version committed in the database at that
time (k=1), 2) it is amongst the two most up-to-date versions committed in the database at that
time (k≤2).

Figure 8.6 shows the freshness of query results as throughput increases, measured as the percentage of
query results that returned fresh versions. We define a returned result as a single story with its vote count;
Each front page request returns 25 stories, and each is considered separately. We consider a scenario in
which only the most latest version is considered fresh (k=1), and one in which the two most recent versions
are considered fresh (k≤2).
We observe that:
• Proteus/remote has better freshness than Proteus/local, as expected. For the k=1 scenario, over
95% of reads observe the latest versions under the highest load. For the k≤2 scenario, freshness
remains nearly constant at over 99%.
• Freshness in Proteus/local decreases as throughput increases. Proteus/local suffers from up to 80%
stale query results (for k=1), and freshness decreases constantly as load increases. However, most
stale results observe the second most up-to-date version: in the k≤2 scenario over 97% of query
results are fresh.
These results can be explained using Figure 8.4. In Proteus/local, it takes at least 45 ms for an
updated vote count to be reflected in the materialized view, but a front page request reaches the view with
significantly lower delay. When load is low, this does not lead to stale query results because there are a
few vote requests (5%). However, as load increases, queries observe increasingly more stale materialized
view entries.
This is not the case for Proteus/remote. There, both types of requests reach the materialized view
with similar delay, and because of the query-heavy nature of the workload, most queries observe tha latest
materialized view entries.
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Figure 8.7: CDF of returned version at 4250 requests/second for the Proteus/remote and Proteus/local deployments.
Figure 8.7 displays a cumulative distribution function (CDF) showing how stale a front page request
result is (measured in number of versions), under a load of 4250 requests/second, for the Proteus/remote
and Proteus/local deployments. Results show that:
• In both deployments, most queries return the latest or second most recent version.
• Proteus/remote has better freshness than Proteus/local: Under the same conditions, Proteus/remote
exhibits 4.5% stale returned results, while Proteus/local 20% (4.4X). However, in Proteus/local only
2.2% of queries results are more stale than the second most recent version.
Conclusion. Placing the materialized view close to the client, and thus away from the underlying datastore
incurs a freshness penalty: queries return stale results relative to the results that would have been obtained
by querying the database. However, for the workload characteristics in these experiments, query results
are rarely more stale than the second most recent version. Moreover, update latency and versions freshness
scale well as the system’s load increases. We can argue that the level of freshness shown in these experiments
to be achievable when placing materialized views close to the client is sufficient for many query-heavy
applications that tolerate eventual consistency.

8.1.4.2

Freshness vs round-trip latency

The experiments in the previous section evaluated the effect of the query processing state placement under
a constant round-trip delay, as the load offered to the system increases. In this section, we invert these
two variables: we measure freshness under a constant load, as the (simulated) round-trip time between
the application and client site increases, for the Proteus/local deployment. The aim of this experiment is
to examine the effect of round-trip delay in freshness.
Experiments are performed under a load of 2000 and 4000 requests/second. We have selected these
values based on the results shown in Figure 8.4: Under a load of 2000 requests/second both deployments
are able to keep up with the offered load, while under 4000 requests/second the Proteus/remote scheme
exhibits increased update latency.
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Figure 8.8: Round-trip time between sites vs 95th percentile update latency, for the Proteus/local
deployment.
Figure 8.8 shows the update latency as the round-trip time between the two sites increases, under
2000 and 4000 requests/second. We observe that for both loads, update latency scales linearly with the
round-trip time. Under 2000 requests/second, update latency is at most 5ms above the lower bound set by
the one-way network latency between the two sites, while under 4000 requests/second it is at most 11ms
(2.2X).

(a) 2000 requests/second.

(b) 4000 requests/second.

Figure 8.9: Distribution of returned version vs round-trip time between sites.
Figures 8.9a and 8.9b show the distribution of returned version (which version relative to the most
recent one was returned by a query) for 2000 and 4000 requests/second respectively. We observe that under
both loads freshness decreases as round-trip time increases; Increasing the load of the system increases the
gradient of this decrease. However, in both cases, queries, generally, observe at most the forth most recent
version: Only 0.06% and 0.8% of query results are more stale than the forth most recent version.
Conclusion. Update latency, and the freshness of query results are primarily affected by round-trip time
between sites, and to a lesser degree by the system’s load.
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8.1.5

Data transfer between sites

Deployment
Cross-site data transfer (MB)
Data transfer out to internet (MB)

Baseline/remote
0
≈7700

Proteus/remote
0
≈7700

Proteus/local
7.7
≈7700

Table 8.2: Measured data transfer for a 5 minute benchmark with a load of 4000 requests/second.
Distributing a query engine across multiple sites entails data transfer between sites. If the system is
deployed on a public cloud platform this incurs an additional cost because data transfer between data
centers is part of public clouds’ pricing models. For example, on AWS EC2, data transfer costs $0.02 per
GB [2].
In the scenario used for these experiments, placing the materialized view QPU at the client site entails
that update records from the Sum to the materialized view QPU are sent between sites.
To measure the amount of inter-site data transfer, we have implemented a mechanism for measuring
and aggregating the size of outgoing messages at each QPU. For a 5 minute benchmark, with 4000 requests/second (200 votes/second), 7.7MB of data were transferred between data centers. This is because only
5% of requests are votes, and the size of an update record is small (around 90 bytes), as it only contains
the id and vote count of a story.
In contrast, in the same benchmark, 7.5GB of data were sent as query responses. This is because the
size of a query response is around 4MB (it contains the records of 25 stories), and 95% of requests are
queries.
We conclude that, in this the evaluation scenario, the materialized view can be placed in the client site
without incurring significant data transfer costs.

8.1.6

Conclusion

The evaluation presented in this section demonstrates that there are benefits and drawbacks to both
placement options: Placing materialized views close to the client results in improvements in response time
and throughput, at the expense of freshness. Conversely, placing materialized views close to the corpus
ensures fresh query results, but brings limitations to response time and throughput. As a result, client-site
placement of materialized views is more suitable for applications that require low query response times or
high query load, and can tolerate stale query results; server-site placement is better-suited for applications
for which query processing performance is not critical, but require up-to-date query results. In addition,
evaluation results show that Proteus can to efficiently implement both placement schemes.

8.2
8.2.1

Federated metadata search for multi-cloud object storage
Experimental scenario

The evaluation presented in this section is based on the case study presented in Section 6.2. We consider
a multi-cloud data serving system, composed of three storage locations. A storage location may be a
public cloud storage platform (e.g. Amazon S3, Microsoft Azure Blob storage, Google Cloud Storage), or
an on-premise storage system. Each storage location is independent (not aware of the other locations),
and a multi-cloud data controller (§6.2) is responsible for providing a common namespace across storage
locations. The controller implements an object storage API, such the AWS S3 API: objects are composed
of a primary key, a set of metadata attributes, and content. This evaluation focuses on providing support
for federated queries on metadata attributes.
We consider a system model composed of the 3 storage locations, in 3 geographically distant data
centers. Each storage location stores a disjoin subset of the dataset. An instance of the multi-cloud
controller is deployed on each storage location, and users are served by the controller that is geographically
closer to their location. An overview of the system model is shown in Figure 8.10.
We consider an application that consists of two types of operations: updating the metadata attributes
of a given object, and performing queries on metadata attributes.
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Figure 8.10: An overview of the system model in §8.2.

8.2.2

Methodology

As discussed in Section 6.2, there are alternative approaches for designing a multi-cloud query engine. The
aim of this evaluation is to demonstrate the need for flexibility in the query engine’s design for addressing
the needs of different applications, and validate that QPU-based query engines can provide the required
flexibility.
To achieve that, we consider 3 query engine configurations (QPU graphs), 3 workload types with
different query-update ratios, and 3 metrics (query processing performance, freshness, and data transfer
between storage locations); We experimentally determine which query engine configuration is better-suited
for each combination of workload type and target metric.
Query engine configurations. The main functionality of the query engine in this scenario is to maintain
secondary indexes for accelerating queries on metadata attributes. We consider the following approaches
for partitioning and placing a multi-cloud secondary index across the system.
• Replicated global indexes (rg-index): An index responsible for indexing data from all storage
locations is deployed on each location. This approach has the advantage that queries are served
by the local index. However, each index needs to receive update notifications from the two remote
storage locations. Depicted in Figure 8.11a.
• Partitioned index (p-index): In this configuration, the index on each storage location is responsible for the local corpus. The system forwards each query to all 3 storage locations, and combines
the retrieved results. This approach requires a third of the storage space for indexes compared to
rg-index, and ensures that update notifications are sent only to the local index, at the expense of
requiring cross-site communication for serving queries. Depicted in Figure 8.11b.
• Partitioned index with caching (p-index-cache): This configuration is an extension to p-index
that uses a caching layer with the aim of reducing access to remote indexes. For each index, a cache
responsible for caching sub-query results from it is deployed on the two remote storage locations.
Depicted in Figure 8.12.
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Figure 8.11: The (a) replicated global indexes (rg-index) and (b) partitioned index (p-index) QPU
graph configurations.
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Figure 8.12: The partitioned index with caching (p-index-cache) QPU graph configuration.

Workload types. Overall, we consider a query-heavy application that requires the use of secondary
indexes for query processing. We examine 2 workload types, each with a different mix of query and update
operations: 95% queries - 5% updates (w95/5) and 50% queries - 50% updates (w50/50).
Evaluation metrics. For this evaluation, we use the metrics discussed in Section 8.1: query processing
performance, freshness and data transfer cost for data transferred between storage locations.

8.2.3

Experimental Setup

On each storage location, data is stored on an instance of MongoDB. We use MongoDB as an object
store: an object is represented by a MongoDB document, with document fields representing the object’s
metadata attributes. At the start of each experiment, we preload each storage location with with 33k
objects, so that in total the system stores 100k objects.
The index QPU implements an in-memory B-tree secondary index. The cache QPU implements a
cache with a least recently used (LRU) eviction policy, and a notification based invalidation policy. We
set the size of caches so that each cache can hold 50% of the index entries it is responsible for.
We configure the system so that there is an 80sm round trip time between storage locations in order
to simulate a multi-cloud system deployed over distant geographic locations.
Workload generation and measurements configuration. We use the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [45] for generating workload and performing measurements. The core operation of the YCSB
framework is that it drives a number of client threads, each executing a sequential series of operations by
making calls to the underlying system, and measures the latency and achieved throughput of their operations. At the end of an experiment, a statistics model aggregates the measurements and reports the
achieved throughput and the measured latency percentiles.
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We have modified YCSB’s MongoDB driver to send query operations to Proteus. We deploy a YCSB
instance on each storage location. On each location, YCSB client threads send update operations to the
local MongoDB instance, and query operations to the local partition manager QPU. At the end of an
experiment, we gather and aggregate measurements from all three storage locations, and compute the
total achieved throughput and latency percentiles.
Each object in the dataset has multiple, randomly generated metadata attributes. We ensure that a
numeric attribute with a specified key existing in every object. Query operation in the workload are point
queries that refer to this attribute. Both the attribute’s values and query predicated follow a uniform
distribution. We use the mechanism presented in Section 8.1.2 for measuring freshness.
Experiments run for 5 minutes unless otherwise specified, and we start taking measurements after an
initial warmup period of 30 seconds.

8.2.4

Query processing performance

Figure 8.13: Throughput vs query response time. Plots for the rg-index and p-index configuration
show the 90th percentile response time; Plots for the p-index-cache configuration show average
response time in order to capture the effect of caching in response time.
Figure 8.13 shows throughput–query response time plots for the 3 QPU graph configuration and 3 workload
types. We observe that:
• Response time in the p-index configuration is 80ms higher than in the rg-index configuration. This
is because in p-index the query engine forwards queries to indexes across storage locations while in
rg-index queries are served by the local index.
• The p-index configuration achieves around 50% throughput compared to rg-index. This can be
attributed to the closed loop workload generation mechanism of YCSB: Given a certain number of
client threads, in rg-index each query operation has a takes less than 25ms when the system is not
saturated, while in p-index each query operation take 85-90ms because of the 80ms round trip time
between storage locations. Therefore, in p-index each client thread cannot offer the same load as in
rg-index.
We conclude that the rg-index configuration is better-suited for achieving the best query processing
performance. However, this comes at the expense of memory overhead for maintaining a global index
at each storage location. The rg-index-cache configuration requires achieve query processing performance
comparable to rg-index, and requires 66% the memory of rg-index (because each cache is configured to
50% the size of an index).

8.2.5

Freshness

In this section, we examine the query result freshness achieved by the alternative QPU graph configurations.
In order to evaluate the freshness of the different configurations, we break them down into placement
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patterns, we evaluate the freshness of each placement pattern, and reason about how placement pattern
freshness contributes to the overall freshness of QPU graph configurations. The placement patterns present
in the three QPU graph configurations are shown in Figure 8.14.
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Figure 8.14: Placement patterns. (a) Corpus, index and clients are located on the same storage
location (local). (b) The corpus is located on a remote storage location (remote-corpus). (c) The
index is co-located with the corpus; clients are located on a remote storage location (remote-client).
(d) A cache is used to reduce cross-location communication (remote-client-cache).

rg-index
p-index
p-index-cache

local




remote-corpus


remote-client

remote-client-cache




Table 8.3: Placement patterns that QPU graph configurations are composed of.   indicates
that both patterns contribute to the configuration’s freshness.   indicated that only the pattern
with  contributed to the configuration’s freshness.
Table 8.3 shows the placement patterns used for each QPU graph configuration. In rg-index, each index
is connected to both local (8.14a) and remote (8.14b) corpus. As a result, query result freshness is affected
by the freshness characteristics of both patterns. In p-index, each partition manager QPU is connected
to the the local index (8.14a), and two remote indexes (8.14c). The Partition Manager forwards a given
query to all three indexes and waits to receive all responses before responding to the client. Because of
that, the freshness of p-index is determined by the freshness of the remote-client pattern. Similarly, the
freshness of p-index-cache is determined by the freshness of the remote-client-cache pattern (8.14d).

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.15: Throughput vs percentage of queries that returned the most recent version in the
w95/5 (a) and w50/50 (b) workload.
Figures 8.15a and 8.15b show the percentage of query operations that return the most recent version
of an object as load increases, for the w95/5 and w50/50 workloads respectively. We observe that load has
an impact on query results freshness, and this impact is greater when there are more update operations.
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This is the result of the higher load of updates as well as lookup operations to the index, both of which
need to acquire locks resulting in congestion.
In addition, we observer that the difference in freshness between p-index and p-index-cache is small.
Indeed, we expect the cache to have a small effect to freshness. This is because in the case of a cache miss
the freshness of the query is equivalent to the freshness of the remote index. In the case of a hit, reading a
stale result requires that the cache lookup occurs in the interval between the remote index being updated
and the corresponding notification reaching (and invalidating) the cache, which in this case is 40ms.
While Figures 8.15a and 8.15b demonstrate the impact of load to freshness, they are not meaningful
for comparing the freshness of the three configurations. In order to compare the freshness of the three
configurations, we select for each configuration the “nominal throughput” using Figure 8.13: The nominal
throughput is the ideal throughput at which each system can run. We define it as the higher measured
throughput value in which query response time is close to the response time that the system can achieve
at a low load. These throughput values are:
• Rg-index: 22126 operations/second for w95/5 and 22196 operations/second for w50/50.
• P-index 9511 operations/second for w95/5 and 9015 operations/second operations/second for w50/50.
• P-index-cache 11633 operations/second for w95/5 and 7856 operations/second operations/second for
w50/50.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.16: CDF of returned version in the w95/5 (a) and w50/50 (b) workload.
Figures Figure 8.16a and 8.16a show the CDFs of returned version for the measurements listed above.
We observe that:
• In w95/5, queries in all configurations retrieve at least the second most recent version.
• In w50/50, queries retrieve up to 4-8 stale versions. This is because of the higher ratio of updates
in the workload.
• In w50/50, rg-index retrieves more stale results than p-index and p-index-cache. This is expected
due indexes receiving notifications from remote storage locations.
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8.2.6

Data transfer between storage locations

Figure 8.17: Monthly amount of data transfer between sites.
In this section, we examine the amount of data sent across storage location for the different QPU graph
configurations and workload types.
In the rg-index configuration, cross-location data transfer occurs for sending update notifications from
the corpus to remote index QPUs: Each update operation generates three update notifications, one for
each storage location. As a result, data transfer increases as the ratio of updates increases.
In the p-index configuration, cross-location data transfer occurs for retrieving query results from remote
index QPUs. partition manager QPUs forward every query to all three storage locations, and retrieve the
results. As a result, data transfer increases as query ratio increases.
In the p-index-cache configuration, cross-location data transfer occurs on cache misses. When an index
entry is not present in a cache, the cache QPU forwards it to the corresponding index QPU, and retrieves
the results. As a result, data transfer increases as the ratio of cache misses increases.
We experimentally measure the amount of data transferred between storage locations for each workload
- QPU graph configuration pair. We use the nominal throughput of each pair as the load offered to
the system for each run. For each experiment, we measure the amount of data transfer between storage
locations for the duration of the run (5 minutes), and use that measurement to extrapolate the monthly
data transfer, as follows. From the amount of data transferred within 5 minutes we extrapolate the amount
of data transferred in 2 hours by assuming that the average throughput for the 2 hours is that of the 5
minute benchmark. Then we extrapolate the data transfer in a day by assuming that those 2 hours are
“peak hours”, and contribute the 20% of the total daily data transfer. Figure 8.17 shows the results.
These results demonstrate another aspect of the trade-off between the rg-index and p-index configurations. P-index and p-index-cache use significantly higher data transfer than rg-index. This is because the
size of an update notification (transferred in rg-index) is significantly smaller than the size of a query response (transferred in p-index and p-index-cache). For a given update, the update notification contains the
object’s primary key, the updated attribute(s) and a timestamp, while for a query, the response contains
the primary keys, attributes and timestamps of all objects that match the query predicate.
Furthermore, we observe that using a caching layer results in data transfer reduction for the both
workloads, as expected. This reduction is more significant for w95/5 as the lower ratio of updates results
in fewer cache misses due to invalidations. Therefore, using the p-index-cache configuration can result in
significant data transfer cost reduction compared to the p-index configuration.

8.2.7

Conclusion

Our evaluation results demonstrate that no single configuration is best-suited for all metrics: rg-index
outperforms the other two in terms of query response time and provides the lower data transfer cost,
while p-index and p-index-cache exhibit the best freshness when the workload contains a high number of
updates.
However, applications are rarely interested in optimizing a single metric, but rather finding the right
balance in the trade-offs between metrics. Our evaluation results indicate that, for query heavy workloads,
the p-index-cache configuration offers a balance between query processing performance, freshness, and
memory resource and data transfer overhead.
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The evaluation presented in this section demonstrates that Proteus can be efficiently used to tune the
trade-offs between query processing performance, freshness and operational costs by controlling the query
engine’s architecture.

8.3

Conclusions

The evaluation results presented in this chapter confirm our analysis of the trade-offs involved in the
placement of derived state. This validates the central argument of this thesis: No single derived state
partitioning and placement approach is optimal for all needs, and flexibility is required for addressing
different needs.
Moreover, the evaluation demonstrates the expressiveness of the proposed approach: QPU-based query
engines enable the flexibility for configuring derived state partitioning and placement with simple configuration changes to the query processing middleware, without requiring changes to the application. QPU-based
query engines can be used to flexibly partition derived state, and place state and query processing computation freely across the system. THanks to that they can be employed to address diverse application
characteristics and requirements.
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Chapter 9

Related work
In this chapter, we discuss literature related to varying aspects of the work presented in this thesis.
The work presented in this thesis builds upon existing approaches in the areas of secondary indexing,
materialized views, and caching. In Sections 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3 we outline design alternatives in each of these
areas, and place our design existing approaches with respect to these. In more detail, in Section 9.1, we
present secondary indexing systems proposed in the literature, focusing on index partitioning schemes.
The main difference with these approaches, is that our design aims at flexibly supporting both partitioning
schemes. Another goal of our design is to enable configurable derived state maintenance. In Section 9.1.1,
we outline index maintenance strategies proposed in the literature, and present existing indexing systems
that support multiple maintenance schemes. Our work expands on these designs by enabling configurable
maintenance for materialized views in addition to indexes. In Section 9.2, we outline related work on
systems that maintain materialized views for reducing query response time and increasing supported load.
We present techniques that these works propose, and discuss how these techniques have motivated our
design. Section 9.3 discusses query result caching. In particular, we present techniques for keeping cached
results up to date as changes in the corpus occur, and discuss how these techniques can be implemented
in QPU-based query engines.
Section 9.4 examines the problem of query processing when the corpus is distributed across multiple
data centers. This problem has been studied in the context of multi-site web search engines. We present
a taxonomy of multi-site search engine architectures, which have motivated the design of Proteus. In
addition, we outline the differences between the problem multi-site web search and the problem of geodistributed query processing studied in this thesis.
Two central properties of Proteus is the modular architecture, designed so that it can be assembled
using basic building blocks, and its ability to enable configurable state and computation placement. Sections 9.5 and 9.6 discuss related works in these areas. In Section 9.5, we present approaches for modular
and composable system architectures. While these works address different research problems (Click [79]
addresses the problem of building configurable routers, and Pleiades [29] addresses the problem of enforcing large-scale distributed structural invariants), the techniques proposed by these works have motivated
the modular architecture of Proteus. Section 9.6.1 and 9.6.2 discuss operator and placement techniques
respectively.
Finally, the query processing unit computation model shares similarities with other computation models, including the MapReduce and dataflow computation models. In Section 9.7, we discuss the similarities
and differences between the QPU computation model and these paradigms.

9.1

Secondary indexing in distributed data stores

A number of works [54, 76, 135, 136] have examined the challenges of implementing secondary indexing in
distributed databases.
SLIK [76] discusses the design space for implementing a secondary indexing system in a distributed
key-value store, including aspects such as index partitioning, consistency between corpus and index, and
performing long-running operations such as index creation and migration.
SLIK uses the B+tree data structure for indexing, and partitions secondary indexes using the partitioning scheme that we refer to as partitioning by term (§3.2.4.2). A difference between SLIK and our
design is that in SLIK an index entry stores only data items’ primary keys, while in Proteus, index entries
also store the data items’ attributes. Therefore, in SLIK, an index lookup needs to retrieve each data item
in the lookup results from the storage engine.
To achieve consistent index lookups SLIK uses two techniques. First, index entries are created before
updates are applied to the corresponding data items, and old index entries are removed asynchronously,
after updates have been applied. This ensures that the lifespan of an index entry spans that of the
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corresponding data item, and thus guarantees that if a data item contains a secondary attribute value,
then an index lookup for that value will return the data item. Second, the query engine removes false
positives by verifying index lookup results with the corresponding corpus data items. In other words,
corpus data is treated as the ground truth and index entries as hints.
Moreover, SLIK performs long-running bulk operations such as index creation, deletion and migration
in the background, in order to avoid blocking blocking normal operations.
While the authors discuss alternative approaches for several aspects of secondary indexing, SLIK’s design specific certain points in the design space. For instance, it ensures strong consistency for index lookups
at the expense of increased query response time (due to the mechanism that removes false positives). In
contrast, the query processing architecture proposed in this thesis aims at occupying different points in
the secondary indexing design space.
D’Silva et al. [54] study two approaches for partitioning a secondary index over a distributed data store.
The first approach implements indexes as tables in the underlying data store. As a result, index entries
are partitioned using the partitioning scheme implemented by the database. In the second approach, each
node is responsible for maintaining its portion of the secondary index. In this approach, index entries are
stored on the same node as the corresponding base table records. Both approaches have been implemented
in HBase [70].
Experimental comparison of the two approaches shows that there is no single right solution in this
setting. Rather, each approach is better suited for different needs, depending on factors including the
distribution of values of the indexed attribute, the size of the system (number of partitions), the amount
of concurrency in index lookups, and the selectivity of queries.
While other works [76, 135] analyze the design alternatives and trade-offs related to secondary indexing
in distributed data stores, the work of D’Silva et al. is, to our knowledge, the first to experimentally
demonstrate that no single approach to secondary indexing can be best for all cases.
The work of D’Silva et al. considers a system model of a cluster of servers, and employs a synchronous
maintenance scheme. Our work expands on that work in two directions. First, we consider geo-distribution.
Second, in addition to analyzing secondary indexing design alternatives, we propose an architecture for
enabling configurable secondary indexing techniques.

9.1.1

Consistency between corpus and index

In traditional database management systems, search is a primary mechanism for data retrieval. In addition,
indexes are used internally for other operations such as view maintenance. Due to these reasons, these
systems keep indexes always up to date with corpus data by performing index maintenance synchronously,
in the critical path of write operations. In contrast, in non-relational distributed databases there exists
a spectrum of design alternatives for index maintenance. In this section, we present an outline of index
maintenance approaches proposed in the literature.
Azure DocumentDB is Microsoft’s multi-tenant distributed database service for managing JSON documents at large scale. Shukla et al. [130] describe DocumentDB’s indexing subsystem. DocumentDB
supports two index update policies. In “consistent” mode, the index is updated synchronously as part of
the document update, and therefore queries have the same consistency level as the level specified for the
point-reads (consistency levels include strong, bounded-staleness, session and eventual). In “lazy” mode,
the index is updated asynchronously, when enough resources are available, so that indexing can proceed
without affecting the performance guarantees offered for user requests. As a result, queries are eventually
consistent (they can observe a stale ) This mode is better suited for “ingest now, query later” workloads
requiring efficient document ingestion. The indexing policy is set at the level of a document collection.
Diff-Index [135] and Hindex [136] study secondary indexing in data stores based on the log-structured
merge tree data structure, which are characterized by the lack in-place update functionality and asymmetric read/write latency. This makes maintaining a consistent index with reasonable update performance
challenging.
Diff-Index [135] proposes algorithms for alternative levels of consistency between corpus and indexes:
causal, eventual and session consistency. The system enables users to choose the consistency level in a
per-index basis. To implement eventual consistency, Diff-index logs writes that require index processing
in a queue. Writes are immediately acknowledged to the client, and a background process ingests the
queue and updates the index. Session consistency is implemented by tracking additional state in the client
library. We note that the authors define causal consistency as the guarantee that once a write operation is
acknowledged to the client, both corpus data and associated index entries are persisted in the data store.
In this thesis, we use the term strong consistency for this guarantee.
Hindex [136] decomposes the task of index maintenance into two sub-tasks: inserting new index entries
and removing old index entries (called index-repair). It executes the fast insert task synchronously while
deferring the expensive repair task. Hindex makes use of a compaction mechanism used in log-structured
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data stores, which cleans up obsolete data and reorganizes the on-disk data layout. The authors propose
two scheduling strategies for the repair operations: offline, coupled with the compaction mechanism, and
online, where index-repair operations are performed in the execution path of query operations.
Enabling configurable index (and, more generally, state) maintenance schemes is one of the design goals of
the work presented in this thesis. This is achieved by: 1) supporting both synchronous and asynchronous
streams between QPUs, and 2) allowing different QPU types to treat updates using different schemes.

9.2

Materialized views

Materialized views were devised for pre-computing the results of expensive query computations in relational
databases. Support for materialized views is limited [103] and views must usually be rebuilt when there
are changes to the corpus [108].
The concept of materialized views has been employed by a number of works [19, 62, 74] aiming at
improving ad-hoc application caching approaches.
Noria [62] is database system that lowers latency and increases supported load for read-heavy applications by using materialized views. It is designed with the aim of delivering the same fast reads as an
in-memory cache in front of a database, without the application having to manage the cache. Noria’s
shares several similarities with our design. Applications register long-term queries with Noria for repeated
use. Noria constructs a data-flow graph that connects database tables at its inputs to materialized views
at its leaves, and incrementally evaluates these queries when the underlying data changes. Similarly to
a QPU-based architecture, Noria’s data-flow is a directed acyclic graph of relational operators. This is
because both systems’ designs are based on database query planning.
Pequod [74] and DBProxy [19] are application-level caches that support incrementally maintained,
partially-materialized views [149]. Both systems maintain materialized views by subscribing to a stream of
updates propagated by the underlying database. Our design uses the same technique in order to propagate
update information from the data store to the QPU graph.
Pequod, similarly to our design, acts as a write-around cache; Application writes go directly to the
database, and applications access Pequod only for reads. In contrast, in Noria and DBProxy, applications
issue writes to the cache, and the system transparently forwards them to the database.
In Noria and Pequod, view materialization is controlled by users. Noria receives a program specifying
a relational schema and a set of parametrized queries, written in SQL, and installs a corresponding dataflow graph. In addition, Noria is able to adapt its data-flow graph to new queries without downtime.
Similarly, in Pequod users can textually define views using a simple grammar. In contrast, DBProxy
decides dynamically which views to maintain and which can be evicted to save space. It achieves that by
transparently intercepting application SQL calls.
There are two main differences between Proteus and these works. First, these works consider the problems of view selection and view definition, and address aspects such as materializing views for additional
queries at runtime. In contrast, in this thesis, we focus on the challenges of maintaining materialized views
over geo-distributed data. We consider the problems of view selection and view definition to be out of
the scope of this work. In our current design, a QPU-graph (akin to Noria’s data-flow graph) is defined
by the database administrator by passing the corresponding configuration to the graph’s query processing
units. However, the task of configuration and deployment of a QPU graph based on a given query could be
automatically performed by an external component, analogous to Noria’s or Pequod’s dataflow generation
components. The second difference is that Proteus is designed as a more general-purpose query processing
framework: in addition to materialized views, Proteus supports caching and secondary indexing.

9.3

Result caching

An important aspect of query result caching is the problem of keeping cached results consistent with the
corpus as changes to the corpus occur. Caching systems employ invalidation and refreshing techniques
for achieving that. We can categorize cache invalidation and refreshing approaches in two types. Coupled
or “push-based” approaches provide the cache with information about changes to the corpus. Decoupled
or “pull-based” approaches invalidate cached entries without any concrete knowledge of changes to the
corpus.
Cambazoglu et al. [37] present the design of the result cache used in the Yahoo! search engine. This
caching system uses the decoupled approach: Cache entries are invalidated using a time-to-live based
strategy, and are refreshed by issuing refresh queries to the web search index. The authors present an
algorithm for prioritizing cache entries to be refreshed based on the access frequency of entries and the age
of the cached entry.
Proteus supports both push and pull: In pull-based refreshing, the cache QPU refreshes cache entries
by sending query requests to the underlying query engine. In push-based refreshing, the cache QPU, upon
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a cache miss issues a query request and additionally subscribes to notifications for the corresponding query
results. In Proteus, the invalidation and refresh policy of a cache QPU is controlled by a configuration
parameter. In addition, the cache QPU supports a hybrid approach in which it receives update notifications,
and refreshes the cache entry when a threshold number of updates is crossed, by performing a query request.

9.4

Geo-distributed query processing

A series of papers [23, 35, 36, 59, 75] have studied the problem of designing a large-scale web search engine
over multiple geographically distributed data centers.
These works consider the following system model: A search engine architecture composed of multiple
data centers, each associated with a geographical region. Each data center stores and crawls documents
that are served by web sites in its geographical region. As a result, each data center is responsible for a
disjoint subset of the Web. The search engine builds an inverted index over the crawled documents, which
is used to serve queries. Documents are ranked based on a ranking function; the result of a query consists
of the k most highly ranked documents for that query.
Cambazoglu et al. [35] present a taxonomy of search engine architectures for this problem. In a
centralized architecture, the entire index is stored in one, central site, and all user queries are submitted
to this site. The index might be replicated or partitioned within the site. This architecture was used by
early web search engines as well as small-scale engines.
In a replicated architecture, the entire index is replicated over multiple data centers. Queries are routed
to data centers based on geographical proximity of users to data centers.
Finally, in a partitioned architecture, the document collection is partitioned into smaller, non-overlapping
sub-collections such that each data center is responsible for a different sub-collection. Queries originating
in a particular region are evaluated over the partial index in the corresponding search site. The underlying
assumption in this approach is that users are interested more in documents located in their own region,
and local documents are more relevant for queries originating from the same region.
This problem is similar to the problem of multi-cloud federated metadata search discussed in Section 6.2.
Similarly to the multi-site web search problem, in multi-cloud metadata search a corpus is partitioned into
disjoint parts, each placed on a geographically distant data center. Thanks to its flexibility, our architecture
design supports all three types of search engine architectures discussed in [35]. This use case is amongst
the main motivations for this work.
There are two main differences between the problem examined in this thesis and multi-site web search.
First, our query model does not involve the notion of a ranking function. In both problems, the challenge
with the partitioned architecture is to retrieve relevant query results that are not local to the site serving
a given query. Taking advantage of the ranked query results, approaches to multi-site web search have
proposed two solutions: partial replication of the popular documents across search sites [59], and selectively
forwarding queries to remote sites that are expected to contribute relevant query results [23, 36]. In this
work, we rely on techniques such as caching and replication of popular index and materialized view entries
in order to reduce the need to forward queries to remote sites. Cambazoglu et al. [36] have evaluated the
impact of result caching on the rate of locally processed queries. Results show that with result caching,
the fraction of queries that can be locally processed inc increases by 35% to 45%.
Second, the problem of web search has a different index update model than the problem of attributebased querying. In web search, indexes are updated periodically based on information from crawlers, while
attribute-based querying involves incremental index updates, and potentially high rates of updates.

9.5

Modular & Composable architectures

Click [79] proposes a software architecture for building flexible and configurable routers. A Click router is
assembled from packet processing modules, called elements. A Click element represents a unit of router
processing. Individual elements implement simple router functions like packet classification, queueing,
scheduling, and interfacing with network devices. A router configuration is a directed graph with elements
at its vertices. An edge between two elements represents a possible path for packet; packets flow along the
edges of the graph.
While aimed at a different field, Click’s core philosophy is close the QPU model. A Click element, akin
to a query processing unit, is responsible for a simple packet processing function, and different types of
elements are responsible for different packet processing tasks.
Pleiades [29] is a framework for constructing and enforcing large-scale distributed structural invariants.
It addressed the need of system architectures to organize nodes in complex topologies. Pleiades is based
on assembly-based modularity for enabling configurations to express complex topologies: A structural
invariant is expressed as a combination of basic shapes, such as rings, grids, and stars. A configurations
specifies a set of basic shapes, and how these shapes should be connected.
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9.6
9.6.1

State and computation placement
Computation placement

The problem of the placement of computations on processing nodes has been studied primarily in the
context of distributed stream processing systems [86].
A stream processing system can be viewed as a flow graph composed of a set of message sources
(producers), and a collection of stream processing operators that periodically consume messages, perform
processing tasks, and deliver results either to message sinks (consumers) or to other operators. In addition,
there exists a collection of processing nodes available for deploying operators. The operator placement
problem consists of computing an assignment of operators to nodes that optimally satisfies a certain
metric, such as load, latency, or network resource usage.
From an architecture point of view, placement decisions are performed either by a central placement
module, independent from the stream processing engine, or are decentralized, each operator taking local
placement decisions. Our work currently consider the placement decisions as independent to the query
processing tasks; the placement of the QPU graph on system nodes is decided on by an central entity (a
system operator in our current design) before the system is deployed. A direction for future work could be
a hybrid placement logic, in which after an initial global placement decision, individual QPUs make local
decisions at runtime in response to changing workload, network and resource conditions.
Placement algorithms can be categorized to centralized and decentralized. Centralized placement
algorithms require global view of the system, including workload information and resource availability.
These algorithms can compute globally optimal placement assignments, but often have limited scalability.
On the other had, decentralized algorithms achieve improved scalability by making placement decisions
based on local workload and resource information. Our design implicitly assumes that an system operator
deciding on the placement of a QPU graph has a global view of the system.
An important difference with these works is that in our current design placement decisions are performed offline, before a QPU graph is deployed, and placement is static throughput the system’s operation.
Another distinction is that, most often, this approaches consider stateless operators. In this work
we propose an approach for enabling flexible placement of not only stateless operators, such as filters,
but stateful components such and indexes and materialized views. In addition, we take into account
techniques such as partitioning and replication of query processing state. We consider this one of our
mains contributions.
More generally, in this work, we focus on the mechanisms (as opposed to placement algorithms)
required for enabling flexible placement. While we evaluate different placement configurations in order to
demonstrate the benefits of flexile placement, we consider placement algorithms an orthogonal problem
that is out of the scope of this work.
Two optimization techniques often employed by operator placement algorithms are operator reuse and
replication. Operator reuse is based on the observation that consumers commonly execute identical of
partially identical queries. Instead of instantiating new operators for each query, some placement algorithms
[106] try to detect opportunities for sharding intermediate results across queries. This avoids transmitting
multiple redundant copies of the same data. The design and implementation of query processing units
includes two mechanisms that enable operator reuse. First, each QPU can perform multiple independent
processing tasks in parallel. As a result, queries that require the functionality of a certain QPU can
share the same QPU instance, provided there are enough resources. Second, when a QPU receives a
query request, it first examines if that particular query is already being executed, and if so it appends the
component that submitted the query to the receivers of the query’s output stream.
Operator replication consists of deploying multiple instances of an operator, and partitioning the input
stream among operator replicas. This enhances the scalability of stream processing as it parallelizes the
processing task among operator replicas [134]. This technique has been also applied to distributed query
processing. Query processing in CockroachDB [107] uses the concept of grouping to partition a logical
stream (that is part of a query processing task) into multiple physical streams which can be processed in
parallel. A stream is divided into groups so that computation within a group is independent from other
groups. Parallelizing query processing across operator replicas is also possible in QPU-based architectures.
The QPU graph and configuration for achieving that is akin to the index partitioning scheme presented in
Section 6.1.
We note that in the the scope of this work neither operator reuse nor replication are automatically
handled by the system, as in some stream processing systems. The system however provides the functionalities required for putting in place these techniques. Employing operator replication and reuse in a QPU
graph can be performed by configuring the graph accordingly.
Helios [109] is a system used at Microsoft for ingestion, indexing, and aggregation of large streams of realtime data. Helios is used to collect very large amounts (in the order of several PB per day) across 15 data
centers. It was developed in response to limitation of existing systems (“None of our existing systems could
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handle these requirements adequately; either the solution did not scale or it was too expensive to capture
all the desired telemetry.”) Amongst Helios’ principal design decisions is to support computation offloading
at the edge. In Helios’ architecture, data collection is performed by an independently-running executable
that can run in any pod/rack/data center. Using this components the tasks of data summarization, index
generation, and aggregation can be distributed to edge devices.
Helios’ support for computation offloading at the edge is similar to the core design goal of the architecture proposed in the work: enabling flexible placement of both (query processing) state and computation
across the system. While we have focused on scenarios in which data sources reside in the data center,
QPU-based architectures are not restricted to such configurations and can be also used to ingest and index
data from geo-distributed sources. Helios is, of course, a system deployed in production in Microsoft and
provides support for aspects that are out of the scope of this work, such as the ability to impose restrictions
on the resource consumption of the data collection component so that in can run on resource constrained
devices.

9.6.2

State placement

Large scale web services are concurrently used by a large number of geographically distributed clients. A
significant challenge that these services face is the large request latencies resulting from the geographical
distance between clients and application state. A common solution to this latency problem is to place
data closer to clients in order to avoid costly round-trips to the data center. For example, Google has
comparatively few data center locations relative to edge nodes [6].
Content delivery networks (CDNs), such as Akamai [100] aim at deploying data on edge nodes, close
to clients. However, CDNs focus on static data as such images and video content and are not well suited
for mutable state.
Other works have studied the problem placing application state across data centers. Volley [14] is a
system for automatic data placement across geo-distributed data centers. Volley makes placement decisions
based on request logs submitted by applications. The difference between the placement of application
state and derived state used for query processing (indexes, materialized) views, is that efficient placement
decisions about application state result in reduced latency for both reads and writes to the state. However,
in the system model considered in this work, corpus data has a static placement, while derive state can be
flexibly placed across the system. This often results to trade-offs between read and write operations, as
derived state receives read requests from the clients, and update notifications from the corpus.

9.7
9.7.1

Distributed computation models
MapReduce

MapReduce [47] is a programming paradigm for distributing computational tasks over multiple processing
nodes. The core idea is that many types of tasks can be expressed as a map operation that operates
on the dataset which is organized as a collection of records (key-value pairs); The map operation can be
distributed, each individual operation processing a different subset of the input dataset. The output of
these map operations can be then collected and merged into the desired result by reduce operations.
McCreadie et al. [93] have examined the benefits that can be obtained by performing document indexing using MapReduce. In particular, this work presents and evaluates four strategies for applying the
MapReduce paradigm to the task of indexing large document collections.
The query processing unit computation model could be compared with the MapReduce paradigm.
Two central characteristics of MapReduce are that: 1) each map task is independent and not aware of
its context in the overall job (because of this that map tasks can be performed by a large number of
workers in parallel, each operating on a different subset of the input dataset) and, 2) map and reduce
tasks form a two-tiered hierarchical structure, with the output of the map tasks being used as input to
the reduce tasks. The QPU model has similar characteristics: Each individual QPU is independent, and
communicates with its connection in the graph graph through well-defined interfaces; Connections between
QPUs from from tiered architectures in which the output of one tier is used as input to the next. Because of
these similarities, a QPU graph can be configured to perform MapReduce-style distributed computations.
For example, the task of indexing a large document collection, can be implemented with a QPU-based
architecture as follows: “Indexing” QPUs, responsible for receiving documents as input, can be used as
map tasks. For each document, an indexing QPU computed and emits a (term, docID) records. “Reduce”
QPUs be connected a parents of multiple indexing QPUs, so that each reduce QPU receives the output of
multiple indexing QPUs. Reduce QPU then merge (term, docID) records into posting lists for each docID.
On the other hand, the MapReduce paradigm and the QPU model have important differences in their
design goals. MapReduced has been developed with the aim of parallelizing and distributing one-time
computational tasks, while the QPU model is mainly intended for building and incrementally maintaining
derived state.
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9.7.2

Dataflow engines

An evolution of the MapReduce model is the model used in dataflow execution engines. Dataflow engines
explicitly model the flow of data through processing stages (henge the term dataflow). A dataflow system
represents computations as a graph, in which vertices are user-defined operators. An operator receives
input records, process each record and emits zero or more output records. Edge carry records between
operators; the output of one operator becomes the input of another. Some of the most well known systems
that perform dataflow computations at their core is Apache Spark [148] and Flink [38].
These systems are based on research systems such as Dryad. Dryad [73] is a general-purpose distributed
execution engine that employs the dataflow model. A Dryad job is a directed acyclic graph; each vertex
is a program and edges represent data channels. Dryad’s runtime is responsible for mapping a logical
computation graph to physical resources, and abstracts several distributed computing problems from the
developer, such as resource allocation, scheduling, and the transient or permanent failures.
Noria [62] proposes partially-stateful dataflow, a dataflow model that supports eviction and reconstruction of data-flow state on demand. Noria employs partially-stateful dataflow to support partially
materialized view maintained using updates from a database system.
The QPU computation model also makes use of dataflow computations for maintaining derived state
over corpus data. An important difference from general dataflow engines is that the QPU model is designed
for executing query processing computations rather than arbitrary distributed computations.
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Chapter 10

Future Work and Discussion
10.1

Future Work

In this chapter, we outline directions for future work and discuss additional topics related to the work
presented in this thesis.
Directions for future work include:
• Studying algorithms for computing efficient placement of the QPU graph across the system based
on application-specified optimization goals and constraints (§10.1.1).
• Extending the current design for supporting online changes to the QPU graph topology and placement, with the aim of dynamically adjusting to workload changes. (§10.1.2).
• Developing protocols for transactionally consistent query processing over eventually consistent derived state (§10.1.3).
The discussion includes the scope and limitations of the work (§10.2.1), fault-tolerance (§10.2.2), the
dependence of our design on APIs provided by the storage tier (§10.2.3), and the implications of georeplication under weak consistency in the maintenance of derived state (§10.2.4).

10.1.1

Placement policies

In this work, we have focused on the mechanisms required for supporting flexible placement of state
and computations in geo-distributed query processing. Chapter 4 presents an analysis of the trade-offs
involved in placement decisions, and Chapter 8 presents an evaluation of the effects of placement decisions
on query processing performance and query result freshness. However, our design relies on developers or
system administrators for making placement decisions. An important direction for future work is to study
query processing state placement algorithms. This can be expressed by the following problem statement:
Given a QPU graph (or more generally, a directed acyclic graph of stateful and stateless query processing
operators), a collection of processing nodes available for placing operators organized in a hierarchy of
clusters and data centers, and a description of the placement of corpus data on processing nodes, how
can we compute an assignment of operators to processing nodes that optimally satisfies an optimization
criterion. This is a challenging problem because the inherent tensions between different optimization
criteria mean that optimizing for a given metrics incurs penalties to other metrics. However, applications
are rarely interested in a single metric. Furthermore, placement decisions need to take into account the
applications’ workload characteristics.

10.1.2

Dynamic query engine architectures

Throughout this thesis, we make the assumption that QPU graphs are static. Extending the current
design with mechanisms and policies for online reconfiguration of QPU graphs, with the aim of adapting
to changes in the workload, is an interesting area for future investigation. There are several directions to
examine:
• When a query processing unit that maintains an index or materialized view becomes too loaded,
or the size of its state grows beyond a given threshold, the unit could decide to split its state
into shards by spawning child QPUs, and offloading parts of its state to them. Conversely, when
shards are underutilized, they could decide to be merged into a larger shard in order to reduce
resource consumption. This requires extending query processing units with support for deploying
other units, modifying their configuration during runtime, and modifying the QPU graph topology
during runtime.
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• Static placement strategies cannot respond to changing workloads. Adjusting the QPU graph’s
placement to workload changes requires the ability to migrate units. Employing existing state
migration techniques in this work should not pose significant challenges.
• This thesis takes a simple approach in the area of the QPU architecture’s query processing capabilities. A QPU graph is defined manually, in order to provide support for a pre-determined set of
queries. Adding new queries, or materializing additional views or indexes requires manual reconfiguration of the graph, or deployment of a new graph. Interesting future work directions include
techniques for automatically generating QPU graphs based on a given set of queries, adding new
queries and materializing views and indexes on the fly. Existing works have proposed approaches
for generating query processing operator graphs based on user-specified queries [62, 74]. Extending this work with such techniques would require addressing the problems described above, such as
supporting online reconfiguration of the QPU graph.

10.1.3

Consistent distributed queries

In Proteus’ implementation of the Query() interface, a query that requests the latest state snapshot is
served from the most recent versions available at each stateful QPU in the query’s execution path, in a
best-effort fashion. When combined with asynchronous propagation of updates through the QPU graph,
this can result in cases in which a query observes different snapshots at different QPUs. For example,
consider that case of a QPU graph that maintains two materialized views. An application performs a write
operation that will eventually modify both views, and subsequently issues a query that requires reading
from both views. The write operation is propagated to one of the views, but the message to the other view
is delayed, and, as a result, the query observes a snapshot that contains the write operation in one view,
and a snapshot that does not contain it in the other. This can potentially lead to inconsistencies in query
results, cause by computing queries using materialized views with different views of the corpus.
This problem is similar to that of distributed transactions: A query needs to be executed over a
consistent snapshot across multiple indexes and materialized views (or index/view shards) that are updated
asynchronously.
Our design already provides a mechanism that could be built upon to provide consistent snapshots
across QPUs: stateful QPUs maintain versioned state, and queries can specify a snapshot on which to be
executed by providing a timestamp. A possible solution could use an additional mechanism for determining
the most recent snapshot that has been observed by all QPUs that take part in the execution of a given
query (stable snapshot). This snapshot would be identified at the start of the execution of a query, and
then sub-queries in the query’s execution would use the corresponding timestamp to request that snapshot.
An approach for identifying the most recent stable snapshot could be to periodically exchange metadata
between query processing units in the background; Each unit would maintain a view of which updates
other units have received and applied, based on these metadata. This mechanism can benefit from the
hierarchical nature of the QPU graph: each QPU can summarize the view of its outgoing connections, and
only propagate that summary to its parents.

10.2

Discussion

10.2.1

Scope

The query engine architecture presented in this thesis is not designed as a general-purpose query engine.
Instead, our design assumption is that each QPU architecture is designed for a specific application, with
a specific set of queries in mind.
Proteus, the framework that implements the query processing unit architecture pattern is well-suited
for applications that:
• Are query-heavy. Our design centers around the use of derived state (indexes, materialized views)
for speeding up query processing.
• Have geo-distributed state, or geo-distributed query sources. This work focuses on the area geodistributed query processing. A large body of research has focused on improving query processing
performance in systems that do not involve wide area latencies.
• Use storage systems that lack query processing capabilities, or do not support derived state. Proteus’ support for integration with existing storage systems, allows applications to use it as a query
processing or derived state middleware.
Furthermore, the query engine architecture presented in this thesis can be applied in the design of
database query processing systems that aim to support flexible placement of derived state.
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10.2.2

Fault Tolerance

Proteus’ approach to fault-tolerance is based on redundancy. When a QPU along the execution path of
a query is not available, or fails during the execution of a query, sub-queries to that QPU are retried,
and, after a timeout, a failure response is returned to the client. If a QPU can send a sub-query to
multiple downstream connections, initially one is chosen, and if that sub-query fails, then the QPU retries
by sending the sub-query to a different downstream connection. This mechanism can be used to construct
query engines with redundant query execution paths. For example, in the case of a materialized view, a
secondary execution path that computed queries without accessing the view can be used as a secondary
path in case the materialized view fails.

10.2.3

Data storage tier APIs

The query engine design presented in this thesis is based on the assumption that the data storage tier
exposes two interfaces (Section 2.1.1.3): An interface for iterating over the corpus data (list), and one
for subscribing to notifications for changes to the corpus data (subscribe). The list interface is used for
evaluating queries over the corpus by executing query processing operators over data streams created by
iterating over the corpus; the subscribe interface is used for keeping derived state up-to-date with changes
to the corpus.
While it is realistic to assume that most storage systems provide a list interface, or interfaces that can
be composed to achieve an equivalent functionality, that is not the case for the subscribe interface. Indeed,
we have extended AntidoteDB and CloudServer (§7.5) with Proteus-specific notification mechanisms, as
such mechanisms were not initially available in these systems.
Proteus could be used with storage systems supporting a subset of the required interfaces. However,
this would result in some of the capabilities presented in this thesis not being available. More specifically, if
used with a data storage system that supports only the list interface, derived state QPUs would not support
incremental updates. Instead, those QPUs would need to periodically rebuild their state by scanning the
corpus using the list interface. The query processing unit design already supports periodic rebuilding of
derived state.

10.2.4

Derived state in geo-replicated databases

A consideration related to maintaining derived state in geo-replicated databases stems from the CAP
impossibility theorem [58]. In the face of network partitions between data centers, geo-replicated databases
must choose between strongly consistent and highly-available designs. In a strongly-consistent design,
corpus replicas are kept up to date at all times. This provides the abstraction of a single replica system,
which simplifies application logic, but exposes users to high write response time due to the need for interdata center communication between replicas in the critical path of each write operation. In a highlyavailable design, a corpus replica serves write operations locally and synchronizes with other replicas in
the background, out of the critical path of write operations. This ensures low write response time and
availability under network partitions, but causes replicas to accept concurrent conflicting updates and to
temporarily diverge. Highly-available designs use mechanisms for ensuring that replicas eventually converge
to the same state despite conflicting updates, such as conflict-free data types [129]. In some cases, these
mechanisms modify the effect of an already processed operation when a concurrent conflicting operation
is received later by the replica.
As an example, we can consider the case of an add-wins set [128]. A replica of the set receives an
operation or that removes an element e from the set, updates its state, and modifies a secondary index
accordingly. Later, the replica receives an operation oa that adds e to the set, and determines that or
was concurrent with or . Based on the conflict resolution rule (add-wins) after both operations have been
applied, the element must appear in the set. The same result must be reflected in the index. In contrast,
in the case of a remove-wins set, given the same operations, the system needs to update the index with the
reverse result. Therefore, in highly-available designs, derived state maintenance algorithms need to take
into account concurrent conflicting updates, and conflict resolution policies, in order to avoid divergence
between corpus and derived state. Proteus does not currently provide support for this aspect of derived
state maintenance.
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Chapter 11

Conclusion
Query processing is a crucial component of data serving systems. Nowadays, applications distribute data
across multiple geographically distributed data centers in order to efficiently serve users worldwide. Moreover, organizations spread their data and processing between on-premise and cloud environments, as well
as between multi-cloud cloud providers, in order to improve fault tolerance and decrease costs. As a result, efficient geo-distributed query processing is essential for addressing the needs of today’s internet-scale
applications.
In this thesis, we have studied the design decisions and trade-offs involved in the design of geodistributed query engines that maintain derived state for speeding-up query processing. We have shown
that, in the presence of these trade-offs, the placement of query processing state across the system, and
the communication patterns involved in query processing and state maintenance are crucial aspects that
affect the query engine’s performance, effectiveness and operational costs. However, existing systems lack
support for configurable placement of query processing state. To address this problem, this thesis has
presented a query engine architecture model aimed at enabling flexible and configurable placement of
query processing state and computations, and an implementation of that model in Proteus, a framework
for constructing application-specific, geo-distributed query engines. The core contribution of this thesis is
a query processing component abstraction that combines microservice and stream processing semantics,
called Query Processing Unit. This abstraction serves as the building block for composing modular query
engine architectures. The characteristics of the query processing unit enable flexibility in the design of
the query engine’s architecture, and the placement of the query engine’s state across the system. This
flexibility is essential for navigating the trade-offs of geo-distributed query processing, and adjusting to the
requirements and characteristics of different applications.
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